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       J o s e p h  B r i s t o w

Introduction:
Italy and the fin-de-siècle Imagination

It was ingeniously said of Pater, that he was a philosopher who 
had gone to Italy by mistake instead of to Germany. There is a 
real truth in this epigram. He had a deep-seated sense of the 
mysterious inner relation of things, an intense desire to discern 
and disentangle the bare essential motives of life; but instead 
of attacking this in the region of pure and abstract thought, he 
touched it through the sense of beauty.
—A.C. Benson, Walter Pater (1906)

W  
alter Pater cherished Italy. Especially in relation to the 
country’s Antonine heritage and to its great cultural achievements 
during the early modern period, Italy—as any reader of Studies in the 

History of the Renaissance (1873) or Marius the Epicurean (1885) knows—remained 
a rich source of reference throughout his writings. In the highly informed essay 
that opens this issue, Laurel Brake reminds us that when Pater was in his twenties 
and early thirties he undertook several journeys there, first in 1865 (Ravenna, 
Pisa, and Florence) with his intimate friend Charles Lancelot Shadwell, then in 
1868 (his precise whereabouts remain unclear), and once again, in 1872, on this 
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occasion to Arezzo. The gaps in Pater’s biography are such that we cannot be 
certain about the times when he made further visits to this part of the Continent 
during his early career. In later life, when his family moved their household from 2 
Bradmore Road, Oxford, to 12 Earls Terrace, Kensington, we understand that ‘he 
went again and again’—as Edward Thomas remarked in 1913—’with his sisters to 
Italy and to the north of France for several weeks at a time’.1  
  These were years when Italy had weathered tremendous political upheavals, 
first during the Risorgimento, which emerged after the Congress of Vienna (1815), 
and then during the period subsequent to unification in 1871, which forged a 
nation out of culturally disparate duchies, republics, and kingdoms. During Pater’s 
first tour in 1865, Napoleon III’s forces still occupied Rome, which the Italian 
government had in 1861 already declared the capital of Italy. Although King Victor 
Emmanuel II reached an agreement to ensure that French troops were withdrawn 
from Rome by 1866, it took until July 1870 before the French emperor recalled his 
garrison. Only months later, when Napoleon had been captured after the Battle of 
Sedan, could the Italian army under General Cordorna advance towards the city, 
where the papacy still maintained control of the surrounding territories. Besieged 
for two days, Rome—while it was still under the rule of a defiant Pope Pius 
IX—eventually surrendered. By the time Pater visited Arezzo, the capital of Italy 
had for the past year been relocated from Florence to Rome. There is, perhaps, 
some significance in the fact that it was during this immediate period of political 
struggle leading toward national unity that Pater—as we can see in the ‘Preface’ 
to Studies in the History of the Renaissance—asserted that the Italian past furnished 
the ideal context for his distinctive approach to cultural history. Through his 
inspiring encounters with fifteenth-century Italian art and philosophy, he realized 
that epochs of distinctive artistic and intellectual achievement occurred when 
there were ‘more favourable conditions’ for ‘artists and philosophers’ than at most 
other times to ‘breathe a common air and catch light and heat from each other’s 
thoughts’.2 This was a period, too, when the greatest artists of the time competed 
for supremacy. In the chapter that he dedicated to Leonardo da Vinci, Pater recalls 
how the ‘citizens of Florence’ commissioned the older Leonardo (now fifty-four) 
and the much younger Michelangelo Buonarotti (at the age of twenty-seven) 
‘to decorate the walls of the great council chamber’.3  (The Florentine statesman 
Piero Soderini commissioned the artist to furnish the painting for the Salone dei 
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Cinquecento in the the Palazzo Vecchio.) The subject, Pater reminds us, was any 
scene ‘from the Florentine wars of the fifteenth century’.4 
 Pater notes that we only know about Michelangelo’s original conception from 
an ‘old engraving’ of the cartoon that the artist prepared for The Battle of Cascina.5 

In all probability, he knew the copy that Michelangelo’s pupil, Bastiano da Sangallo 
(1481–1551), had made from the artist’s studies for the painting (Figure 1). 
(Pater assumes that Michelangelo’s original artwork is lost. It appears, as modern 
historians have acknowledged, not to have been executed.) As he says, the scene 
depicts ‘an incident in the war with Pisa, in which the Florentine soldiers, bathing 
in the Arno, are surprised by the sound of trumpets, and run to arms’.6 By bearing 
in mind the muscular physiques that appear in the background of Michelangelo’s 
Doni Tondo at the Uffizi, Pater suggests that it is reasonable to infer from the 
engraving that the military men who ‘may have risen from the water’ in the artist’s 
own drawing possess a ‘superhuman form’.7 Such imposing figures, he observes, 
‘might have beguiled the heart of an earlier world’8: the era, we must assume, 
of Ancient Greece, whose touching memorials to young males in their prime 
include the one he had seen in British Museum dedicated to ‘Trypho, “son of 

Figure 1. Luigi Schiavinetti, print of engraving by Aristotele Bastiano Giamberti da Sangallo,  The 
Battle of Cascina (after Michelangelo) (London: William Miller, 1908), 42.32cm x 26.84cm, British 
Museum, London, 1980,U.1448.
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Eutychus”’, whose ‘suppleness’, ‘delicate muscularity’, and ‘handsome face’ absorb 
Pater’s attention in his much later essay, ‘The Age of Athletic Prizemen’ (1894).9 

Pater’s description of The Battle of Cascina shares with us the seductive power of 
the sculptural beauty he admires in the strapping frames lifting themselves up 
onto the banks of the Arno, where some of the soldiers are already stretching their 
limbs, drying their flesh, and pulling on their clothes. In this wartime scene, Pater’s 
focus is on the aesthetics of the dazzlingly contoured male flesh rather than any 
military might or valour.
 In the same paragraph, Pater adopts a comparable perspective on Leonardo’s 
contribution to the competition, which—as he also observes—a teenage Raphael 
witnessed in the council chamber. To be sure, Pater remarks that Leonardo’s 
chosen scene, one that the artist took from the violent battle of Anghiari, is ‘far 
different’ from Michelangelo’s, since there is ‘some lust of terrible things in it’.10  

Although he asserts that the original painting is lost, it remains the case that 
we can tell from Peter Paul Rubens’s copy of part of it that the carnage was so 
great ‘that even the horses tore each other with their teeth’ (Figure 2).11 At the 
same time, Pater takes pains to note that barbarity did not dominate Leonardo’s 
artwork. He supports this point by alluding to an unidentified cartoon—one of 
many studies taken from The Battle of Anghiari that features ‘a waving field of 
lovely armour’, in which the ‘chased edgings run […] like lines of sunlight from 
side to side’.12 (It remains unclear to which cartoon Pater is alluding. Donald L. 
Hill notes that sketches that might possibly relate to Leonardo’s original work 
exist in several European galleries, though none relates to Pater’s characterization 
of the cartoon he has in mind.13) One might of course draw different conclusions 
from Pater’s striking commentary. Perhaps in both this and the earlier example 
we glimpse a questionable aestheticization of armed hostility in the Florentine 
past at a time when there had been more than a fair share of bloodletting in the 
Italian present. Nonetheless, Pater’s remarks also suggest his unwillingness to view 
Leonardo’s depiction of an episode from the Florentine wars as one that is limited 
to the brutal anguish we witness in Rubens’s astonishing copy. To Pater, the artistic 
competition that the august ‘citizens of Florence’ held in 1505 did more than 
celebrate the city’s military conquests; it was an event when the ‘common air’ 
of Italian culture transformed a tumultuous political history into a contest that 
generated some of Michelangelo’s and Leonardo’s greatest art.
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 Pater’s memorable allusion to the ‘common air’ that circulated through 
Renaissance Italy was not just a metaphor. Twelve years afterwards, when Pater 
unfolded the story of a young man whose ‘undisguised curiosity’ relays to us a 
palpable sense of sights and sounds of second-century Rome, his narrator evokes 
the stimulation that the Italian landscape north of the Capitol exerts upon the 
sensorium.14 In the untamed landscape that appears frequently in Marius the 
Epicurean, ‘the farms were less carefully tended as of old: here and there they 
were lapsing into natural wildness’.15 This, too, was a world where this period of 
Classical history was already giving shape to a future era whose distinguished art 
would capture its alluring spirit: ‘The picturesque, romantic Italy of a later time—
the Italy of Claude and Salvator Rosa—was already forming itself, for the delight 
of the modern romantic traveller’.16 
 Still, in Marius the Epicurean the appealing ‘common air’ of late imperial Rome 
is also contaminated by a rapidly transmissible malady, one that wreaks untold 

Figure 2. Gérard Edelinck, print of Peter Paul Rubens, engraving of The Battle of Anghiari (after 
Leonardo da Vinci) (c. 1660–1707), 46.8 x 61.9 cm. Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of 
Design, Providence, RI.
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damage among the Romans just at the point when they have reason to rejoice in 
military conquest. Early in Pater’s novel, we discover the terrible consequences 
of the co-emperor Lucius Verus’s triumphal ‘return from the East’ after his final 
victory in the Parthian Wars during ad 166.17 Pater’s narrator observes that the 
returning troops unsuspectingly brought with them one who was ‘by no means a 
captive’.18 The enemy that made its way to Rome in the military leader’s train was 
the plague, which would not only devastate the Roman army but also take the lives 
of thousands upon thousands of Romans. Rumour, we learn, suggested to Rome 
that the disease had erupted because of ‘a dishonour done to Apollo himself ’, since 
he was ‘the old titular divinity of pestilence’.19 Amid the horror, Marius attends to 
his young teacher and mentor Flavian, who suffers a ‘burning fever in the brain’.20  

(Modern historians concur that the disease that devastated Rome was smallpox, 
which still rose to epidemic proportions in Victorian Britain, with the outbreak of 
1871–1872 taking roughly 50,000 lives.) The hideous fate of Flavian—a ‘brilliant 
youth who loved dress, and dainty food, and flowers’, and whose poetry cultivated 
that ‘foppery of words, of choice diction’ that reveals him to be an accomplished 
literary stylist—is to die slowly and painfully while Marius arranges ‘rich scented 
flowers—rare Pæstum roses and the like’.21 The fragrance, which was beloved by 
Virgil, Martial, and Propertius, among other Roman authors, provides succour 
for Marius’s ailing companion.22 By sweetening the air, the perfume encourages 
Flavian, at least for a while, ‘to return to work at his verses’.23 This episode bears 
out Catherine Maxwell’s powerful observation that Pater’s ‘atmospheres—[he] 
uses the word repeatedly—are the emotional, intellectual, or spiritual ambiences or 
influences created or emanated by specific periods of culture, schools, individuals, 
or works of art, and are often scented’.24

 In this soothing atmosphere, Flavian’s death is all the more poignant since 
Marius acknowledges that his teacher is not only a gifted author but also the 
embodiment of a fine aesthetic in his own right: ‘he was’, the narrator observes 
of Flavian’s passionate declaiming of Homer, ‘like a carved figure in motion’.25 As 
Marius takes dictation from Flavian, the young man on the brink of death strives 
‘to retain the opulent, many-syllabled vocabulary of the Latin genius’, in the hope 
of advancing an innovative poetics, a style that Marius perceives as ‘the foretaste 
of an entirely novel world of poetic beauty to come’.26 Art, it appears, can thrive 
resiliently, even in a world where a military onslaught abroad has resulted in a 
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‘poisonous thing’ that ‘when it did not kill, deposit[ed] various degrees of life-long 
infirmity in this member or that’.27 From such words, one point is plain. No matter 
how much it was infected by bacteria and viruses that Pater’s contemporaries 
would increasingly understand, the ‘common air’ of Italy steadfastly remained a 
medium that galvanized a great many aesthetic endeavours, ones that defied the 
ravages of time.

Figure 3. Giralamo Romanino, Saint Gaudioso, from High Altarpiece, S. Allessandro, Brescia (c. 1524), 
oil on wood, 74.2 x 65.2 cm. The National Gallery, London, NG297.4.
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 The atmospheric metaphor recurs, not at all by accident, in Pater’s subsequent 
writings on Italian art. In 1890, when he reflected on the impressive altar pieces and 
related paintings from the later Renaissance that he had seen in churches at Brescia 
and Bergamo as well as in the National Gallery, London, Pater commented—in 
highly animated prose—on the ‘single work of Romanino [c. 1485–c. 1566], it 
is said, to be seen outside Italy’ (Figure 3).28 As he studies this piece, which was  
‘[p]ainted for the high-altar of one of the many churches of Brescia’, Pater selects 
one of the five panels for special consideration.29 The painting that draws his 
attention is the picture of ‘one of the old saints (Gaudioso, at home in every church 
of Brescia)’ that he particularly admires.30 Here Pater gazes at Saint Gaudentius of 
Brescia, ‘who looks out with full face from the opposite corner of the altar-piece, 
from a background which, though it might be the new heaven over a new earth, 
is in truth only the proper, breathable air of Italy’.31 Pater proceeds to reveal that 
the cloud-filled sky that enfolds the bishop’s ‘rich jewelled cope’ brings together 
spiritual exultation with earthly exhilaration.32 Never one to apologize for 
masculine attractiveness, Pater relishes the bishop’s handsome visage, which for 
him possesses a ‘remarkable beauty after a type which all feel though it is actually 
a rarity in art’.33 As he contemplates this splendid Italian setting, Pater discovers 
that ‘Beauty and Holiness had “kissed each other”’, in an enrapturing manner 
that had for years inspired so much of his writing on the Renaissance.34 This was 
the historical movement, as he stated so persuasively in 1873, that celebrated ‘the 
care for physical beauty, the worship of the body, the breaking down of those 
limits’ that the ‘religious system of the middle age’ had, in his view, ‘imposed on 
the heart and the imagination’.35 In this example as well as the others I have 
discussed, Italy—as A.C. Benson understood—provided Pater with the cultural 
materials that inspired him to develop an aesthetic philosophy that was often 
rooted in his attention to ‘a sense of beauty’.36 Such beauty was often male, and his 
treatment of it boldly homoerotic. Pater’s resourceful aestheticism never ceased to 
identify the capacity of beautiful masculinity to emerge with such strength when 
the desolation of war and disease infused these astonishing moments in Italian 
cultural history.
 The Italian air, too, percolated through the astonishing literature of the 
Renaissance, especially that which engaged directly with the political turbulence 
of the time. In 1892, Pater remarked in an introduction to Dante Alighieri’s 
Purgatorio—in the context of the English translation that Shadwell had 
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completed—that the Italian poet ‘was a great poet, one of the greatest poets, and 
that in our own age, sympathetic, eclectic, cosmopolitan, full of curiosity and 
abounding in the “historic sense”’.37 Pater elaborates this perception of Dante’s 
‘cosmopolitan’ sensibility by asserting that in the Divina Commedia the Italian 
poet ‘handled on a grand scale the grandest of subjects’ in such a manner that 
he made ‘that immense intellectual deposit of thirteen believing centuries’ very 
much his own’.38 In Italy, Pater comments, Dante—whose writings are immersed 
in the second Christian millennium and whose works speak powerfully to such 
distinguished Victorian contemporaries as Dante Gabriel Rossetti—produced 
work that remains enduringly modern. The Divina Commedia remains ‘un-
provincial and cosmopolitan’ because (as Shadwell’s translation shows) the poem, 
which is written in the vernacular, is ‘wholly unarchaic’.39 Particularly appealing, 
Pater says, are the ‘sudden heats of feeling’ that counterpoint the ‘patient moods’ 
that lend such interest to the ‘rising and falling’ temperament that makes this 
work so engaging.40 In his praise for Shadwell’s ability to follow Dante ‘with 
humble scholarly purpose’, Pater lauds his intimate friend for enabling Dante’s 
distinguished poem ‘to enfold one, so to speak, in its own atmosphere’.41 Once 
again, we can see that the significance of Shadwell’s translation is that it allows one 
to ‘feel able to breathe in’ this medium.42 There is something about the past artistic 
glories of Italy that ensures that all of us can be permeated by its aesthetic and 
philosophical air: a medium that remains distinctly ‘breathable’ in the historically 
far-off present of the later nineteenth century.
 The seven essays brought together in this third issue of Studies in Walter Pater 
and Aestheticism arose, appropriately enough, in a breath-taking Italian setting 
during 17–20 May 2017. The event in question was a remarkable conference on 
Victorian culture held at Villa La Pietra, just outside Florence. Now run as a study 
centre by New York University, this former home of the aesthete Harold Acton was 
the inspiring venue for a joint venture by the North American Victorian Studies 
Association and the Australasian Victorian Studies Association. Our thanks go 
to Dino Felluga, Purdue University, for welcoming my proposal for three panels 
on ‘Italy and the fin-de-siècle Imagination’, where all but one of the essays that 
follow took the initial form of a twenty-minute presentation. Dennis Denisoff, the 
current President of NAVSA and former joint editor of SWPA, generously invited 
me to edit this issue. Since accepting the invitation, I have also become part of 
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the expanded editorial team for the journal. My gratitude goes to my co-editors, 
Rebecca N. Mitchell and Charlotte Ribeyrol, for sharing their expertise on several 
of the contributions below. The contributors, too, were particularly generous in 
responding to my queries about their essays. And three institutions that serve as 
custodians of great art—the British Museum, the Rhode Island School of Art and 
Design, and the National Gallery, London—must be acknowledged for granting 
scholarly waivers for the reproduction of the three figures that accompany these 
introductory remarks.
 As established readers of SWPA will know, our journal arose from the former 
Pater Newsletter, which ran for sixty-five issues from 1977 to 2015. (All of these 
issues are available on open access at www.walterpater.com.) Our editorial 
predecessors at SWPA, Lene Østermark-Johansen and Lesley Higgins, broadened 
the scope of The Pater Newsletter by publishing essays that address the fields of 
aestheticism and Decadence—ones in which Pater maintains a palpable legacy—
more inclusively than before. We remain extremely grateful to both of these 
colleagues for taking this inspiring editorial lead, which has enabled us to present 
to you the following studies on Italy and the fin-de-siècle imagination.
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L a u r e l  B r a k e

Walter Pater’s Roads to the Renaissance

   The various forms of intellectual activity which 
   together make up the culture of an age, move for the        
   most part from different starting points and by unconnected   
   roads. 
   — Walter Pater, Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873)

 

W  
alter Pater published a single book on Renaissance figures; 
it appeared in four editions (1873, 1877, 1888, and 1893), but he 
made his name from its first appearance, under the title Studies 

in the History of the Renaissance.1 Challenged by reviewers on the grounds of its 
claims to ‘history’, the next edition appeared as The Renaissance: Studies in Art and 
Poetry in 1877, as did the two editions that followed.2 The original title, however, 
has a complex back-story. It had its germ in printed sources: signed periodical 
pieces dating from 1869 in a ‘Renaissance’ series that he published first in the 
Fortnightly Review. 
 My essay investigates how in 1869 Pater arrived at the point of embarking 
on a series of thematically related articles, ones that, once collected, comprised 
a book four years later. I shall begin with a discussion of the economy of the 
press in which Pater’s writing career began and was thereafter grounded. I argue 
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that he approached the Renaissance from four directions—his (limited) access 
to travel; the resources he found in his immediate environment of Oxford; his 
position papers prior to 1869; and his queer aesthetics. I show that his arrival at 
his destination may be understood both as an outcome of these factors and the 
opportunity that the Fortnightly Review afforded to publish a series of articles on 
an overarching subject of its author’s choice. A monthly rather than a quarterly like 
the Westminster Review, the Fortnightly published articles that were not necessarily 
reviews of new books, or reviews at all. The quarterlies, by virtue of their frequency 
and their ties to anonymity and the review genre, were not conducive to a series 
of articles by a single author whose claim to the topic was announced in some 
monthlies by the signature attached.  

Media and Book History   
By the late 1860s, serial publication in periodicals was a format that had proven 
conducive to republication of parts in longer works. From the 1830s this was true 
of fiction, but later it became the case with criticism, science, and history. Within 
Pater’s immediate purview was one such book: Matthew Arnold’s Essays in 
Criticism (1865), a collection of articles from five different periodicals dating from 
January 1863 to November 1864, some of them originating as Oxford lectures. 
This succession of pieces in the periodical press, attached to a single author’s name, 
exemplifies the advantages of such a plan: among them is pre-publicity, with the 
articles serving as a trailer for the subsequent collected volume. In January 1863, 
Arnold told a correspondent that he had chosen Fraser’s Magazine to publish one 
of his lectures because it was ‘almost the only literary journal in England where the 
writer could sign the article’.3 
 Periodical publication of a non-fiction series had other advantages. Instalments, 
not necessarily monthly ones, could be produced at a more leisurely pace, and 
without ties to regular separate serial parts. This situation suited Pater because, 
like Arnold, he was employed. Pater’s academic position at Brasenose College, 
Oxford, allowed him opportunities throughout the year for focussed writing, 
and research and travel in gaps between terms and during the long vacation.4 
Moreover, like Arnold, Pater was paid for his journalism as he produced it, in 
addition to subsequent income from book sales. For Pater, who earned a middling 
income at his college, and as a man living with his sisters Clara and Hester at 
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their home in North Oxford from 1869, the prospect of repeated supplementary 
income was welcome.5 
 When Pater began his writing career in January 1866, he published in one of the 
older quarterly reviews dating from the first quarter of the century. The Westminster 
Review—venerable and respected as the voice of the Philosophical Radicals, most 
notably of John Stuart Mill—retained its reputation in the 1860s as intellectually 
heavyweight under its editor John Chapman, and also as financially insecure. In 
1865, the Westminster was challenged by the commencement of the Fortnightly: 
a new-generation review that initially appeared every two weeks rather than 
quarterly, cost less than half of the Westminster’s price per issue, adopted signatures 
rather than anonymity, and, crucially, was not ostensibly confined to reviews of 
already published books. In the Westminster, Pater anonymously published three 
review articles on different topics attached to new books: ‘Coleridge’s Writings’ 
(1866), ‘Winckelmann’ (1867), and ‘Poems by William Morris’ (1868). While 
this periodical offered Pater the chance to experiment and find his feet as an 
emerging author, it did not provide an environment for a series of articles that 
were thematically linked. Nor was it likely to have been paid work. Pater’s shift 
to the Fortnightly then offered him a space to build his reputation through signed 
work in a new progressive review, one that provided good company, income, and 
freedom to write a series of pieces, on a common theme of his choice.
 Neither the Westminster nor the Fortnightly was illustrated, although by this 
time many illustrated papers existed. The absence of illustrations had particular 
connotations in the press of the time, since images were deemed to lack seriousness 
and, perhaps worse, to cater for allegedly less-literate readers of the popular press. 
(Such readers were castigated by Wilkie Collins as the ‘unknown public’.6) It was 
in this context that such periodicals in the 1860s excluded illustration, and, in 
doing so, insisted on their gravitas: intellectual weight and educated readers were 
their badges of pride. In the following decades, the art press took another tack 
with illustration, distinguishing itself from the illustrated papers by publishing 
sumptuous plates and engravings in expensive titles such as the Magazine of Art 
(1878–1904). Pater’s work, however, did not appear there, whereas the criticism of 
Sidney Colvin, a contemporary of Pater’s and a budding art critic, did.
 My point is that Pater’s articles on art and artists such as Leonardo in the 
Fortnightly conformed with the characteristics of the medium in which they 
appeared, and, notably, these articles were published without illustrated plates. 
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As a result, Pater bore the onus of describing in words the works and qualities 
of art that he discussed. His techniques in bringing his visual material to life on 
the page are several, especially through his method of adopting a strong narrative 
storyline for all of his subjects, where he often deploys character development as 
one of its drivers. Thus, Pater routinely introduces and fashions the personality 
and biography of artists including Leonardo, Botticelli, and Michelangelo. He 
also takes care to finesse the style of his writing, and he composes word-pictures 
or ekphrases in order to convey the ‘life’ of works of art. These original conditions 
of Pater’s work for the non-illustrated press prevailed in all of his subsequent book 
publications, with the exception of the 1877 edition of The Renaissance, in which 
he carefully supervised and introduced a single engraved frontispiece (Figure 1).7 

Pater’s Renaissance book therefore was not an art book, but a work of criticism. 
By comparison, Colvin’s book, Children in Italian Art and Design (1872)—which 

Figure 1. Title page with Charles 
Henry Jeens (1827–1879), 
engraving (1876–1877), in Walter 
Pater, The Renaissance: Stud-
ies in Art and Poetry, 2nd edn 
(London: Macmillan, 1877). The 
engraving is from a Leonar-
desque drawing in the Louvre, 
Paris. The museum records the 
original as Giovanni Agostino 
da Lodi (active c. 1495–c. 1520), 
Half-Length Study of Young Boy 
in Three-Quarter View, red chalk, 
100 x 88mm (Département 
des Arts Graphiques du Musée 
du Louvre, Paris, 2252). Pater 
acknowledges receiving the proof 
of the vignette with pleasure in 
a letter to Macmillan, 31 March 
[1877] (The Letters of Walter Pater 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1965), p. 22), and he describes the 
‘little red chalk drawing’ in his 
chapter on Leonardo as ‘a face of 
doubtful sex’ in Studies in the His-
tory of the Renaissance ((London: 
Macmillan, 1873) p. 108) and in 
the three subsequent editions of 
The Renaissance.
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Pater reviewed just before Studies appeared—was published by an art press, and it 
was heavily and expensively illustrated, with twelve plates inserted into sixty-four 
pages (see Figures 2, 3, and 4).8 
 A further characteristic of the press conducive to the production of books 
through the gathering of articles was that the length of article in reviews and 
magazines was similar to the length of chapters in books. Thus, while authors 
might revise their periodical work for book publication, there was no necessity 
either to cut or extend it. Pater’s selection of entire chapters for Studies from 
previously published periodical work to hand exemplifies this transferability 
between periodical and book. At the same time, Pater also availed himself of 
another common practice in press production: cutting and pasting. He cut up one 
of his Westminster reviews, on contemporary poetry (‘Poems by William Morris’), 

Figure 2. Choir of Angels—after Correggio, plate 2 in Sidney Colvin, Children in Italian and English 
Design (London: Seeley, Jackson, and Halliday, 1872), opposite p. 4.
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in order to fit a portion of it into the shorter confines of the ‘Conclusion’ to his 
1873 edition of Studies in the History of the Renaissance. In so doing, he uncoupled 
this fragment from its historical affiliation with Morris and contemporary poetry, 
and, arguably, his most radical selection strategy for the book was to make it as 
inclusive and wide as possible. In Studies, he accommodated half of his early review 
essays from the Westminster, including his discussion of the eighteenth-century 
Classicist Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717–1768), as well as his pieces from 
the Fortnightly on Renaissance figures. In the process, he rejected the concept 
of a historically defined Renaissance period, one bounded by fixed chronology, 
and offered instead a notion of the ‘Renaissance’ as an idea that could extend to 
Winckelmann’s death in 1768:9 

   The subjects of the following studies are taken from the 
history of the Renaissance, and touch what I think the chief 
points in that complex, many-sided movement. I have explained 
[…] what I understand by the word, giving it a much wider 
scope than was intended by those who originally used it to 
denote only that revival of classical antiquity in the fifteenth 

Figure 3. Dance of Cupids—after Marc Antonio, plate 3 in Sidney Colvin, Children in Italian and 
English Design (London: Seeley, Jackson, and Halliday, 1872), opposite p. 12.
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Figure 4. Sidney Colvin, Children in Italian and English Design (London: Seeley, Jackson, and Hal-
liday, 1872), p. 7.
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century which was but one of many results of a general stimulus 
and enlightening of the human mind, and of which the great 
aim and achievements of what, as Christian art, is often falsely 
opposed to the Renaissance, were another result. This outbreak 
of the human spirit may be traced far into the middle age 
itself, with its qualities already clearly pronounced. […] I have 
added an essay on Winckelmann, as not incongruous with the 
studies which precede it, because Winckelmann, coming in the 
eighteenth century, really belongs in spirit to an earlier age.10 

‘History’ in the title of the volume allowed him to include chapters on diverse topics: 
pre-Renaissance medieval French prose; the post-Renaissance Winckelmann; and 
(covertly) his contemporary Morris’s celebration of British medievalism. It also 
afforded the sweep of Pater’s trajectory through time and place, taking in French, 
German, Italian and English manifestations of the idea of the Renaissance 
as it does. By not including the word Art in the 1873 title, and by letting the 
term Renaissance imply its dominant connotation, Pater also accommodated 
several chapters that are not primarily on visual art—on Pico della Mirandula, 
a philosophical theologian; on Winckelmann’s criticism on Classical Greece; on 
Provençal short stories; on the art and poetry of Michelangelo; and on the prose 
and poetry of Joachim du Bellay and the Pléiade. When the word Art entered 
the title in the second edition of 1877, it referred to the broader definition of the 
arts, among them the visual arts; but the term Art also encompassed literary and 
art criticism, poetry, philosophy, history, and aesthetic theory, a range that truly 
reflected the diversity of the book. At the same time, the 1873 title suggested a 
tentativeness through Studies, a word that bridges the vocabularies of visual art, 
the academy, and criticism. It invokes the provisional and ongoing process of the 
sketch by artists, illustrators and journalists, and the essais of Michel de Montaigne. 
Readers can detect more of this provisional strain in the titles of Pater’s work in 
the periodical versions of two chapters of Studies, which echo Algernon Charles 
Swinburne’s repeated publication of critical ‘notes’ in the Fortnightly Review. In 
Studies in the History of the Renaissance, Pater reprints two ‘notes’ or ‘fragments’—
the one on Leonardo, and the other on Botticelli—but he dropped these words 
from the titles of his periodical contributions when he published them in his 
book.11 This provisional element of Studies in the History of the Renaissance contrasts 
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with Arnold’s decisive and clear Essays in his volume of Criticism. Pater would 
later nuance his notion of criticism as ‘studies’ with the phrase ‘aesthetic criticism’ 
and—in the case of a collection he published in 1889—‘appreciations’.12

Author specific: 1866–1869
I want to suggest that other elements in this author’s life during the gestation of 
Studies in the History of the Renaissance shaped the work.  They include his access 
to Renaissance material through travel, his immediate environment, his position 
papers, and his queer aesthetics. 

travel and class
Pater was not like John Ruskin, who came from a rich merchant family that 
allowed Ruskin to travel early and frequently, to live in a family of collectors 
and become a collector himself, and to have his career financially underwritten. 
Neither was Pater from an intellectually established family like Arnold’s, whose 
father was the well-connected headmaster of Rugby School and famous as a 
theologian. Nor did Pater come from a similarly well connected but also rich 
landowning family like Colvin’s. Yet Pater travelled abroad as an undergraduate, 
in spite of the family’s modest economic and social circumstances. Walter, Clara, 
and Hester Pater had been orphaned in 1854. Their father, a physician, left monies 
that went to support his university education, although a careful portion of it was 
allocated to the furtherance of the education of his two sisters in Germany, first 
in Heidelberg and then in Dresden. Thus, while an undergraduate in 1858 and 
1859, Pater visited Heidelberg to see Clara and Hester, and in late 1862 he visited 
Dresden, with its fine art gallery. In 1864, the year that he became a fellow at 
Brasenose, he was in Paris (at the Louvre); in 1865 in Ravenna, Pisa, and Florence; 
and in 1868, the year before the Renaissance series began in the Fortnightly, he was 
on the Continent for five weeks, although we do not know precisely where. Then, 
in 1872, he visited Arezzo. Various years are unaccounted for, and he probably 
travelled more than the records accessed so far reveal. 
 One way of probing Pater’s destinations is to extrapolate his experience from 
the references in his writing. His sightings on his trip abroad in the summer of 
1868, for instance, may be inscribed in his ‘Notes on Leonardo da Vinci’ that 
appeared in the Fortnightly in November 1869. Likewise, traces of this and other 
trips may appear in ‘A Fragment on Sandro Botticelli’, which was published there 
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eighteen months later in August 1870, and also in ‘The Poetry of Michelangelo’, 
which appeared a year later in the Fortnightly. And just as clear in the record of his 
writings is his first-hand access to visual art in Britain—in Oxford at the newly 
opened University Galleries (Ashmolean Museum), and in London at the British 
Museum, the National Gallery, and the Royal Academy as well as several private 
galleries. That said, Pater’s access to visual art was limited, particularly when 
compared with that of Colvin, whose family counted Ruskin as a close friend, 
and who travelled as a young man for years at a time. The restrictions on Pater’s 
limited travel is evident in Studies, but Pater’s access to good libraries such as the 
Bodleian and that of the newly opened Taylor Institute for Modern Languages, 
both in Oxford, made textual examples of Renaissance artefacts more accessible, 
and thus more likely to be his objects of study. 

the immediate environment: oxford
A good deal of research exists on Pater’s sources for the history and art history 
of the Renaissance ( Jules Michelet, Jacob Burckhardt, Alexis-François Rio, Jean 
Charles Léonard de Sismondi, and others) by art historians, literary critics, and 
editors such as Donald L. Hill, Billie Andrew Inman, J.B. Bullen, Elizabeth 
Prettejohn, and Lene Østermark-Johansen.13 Hilary Fraser’s Victorians and 
Renaissance Italy invaluably reads the cumulative contents of the editions of 
Pater’s Renaissance from 1873 in comparison with Renaissance studies by other 
mid-Victorian contemporaries—Ruskin, John Addington Symonds, and Vernon 
Lee—which preceded, overlapped with, and succeeded Pater’s.14 Among the 
suggestive distinctions Fraser makes is to note that Pater’s approach is more 
intent on producing a work of art than a history of art (or, it might be added, a 
history of the Renaissance, or evidentially based art criticism, as art critics have 
observed).15 However, Fraser argues that although there was a marked increase of 
Renaissance art on view to the public in Britain from the late 1850s, there was 
little critical or historical writing produced in Britain to match the turn to the 
Renaissance on the Continent by Michelet (1855) and Burckhardt (1860) until 
Pater’s Studies in 1873.16 In the 1860s, the University offered a range of libraries 
that Pater frequented, to access a variety of types of resources. The works in French 
and German were available in the Taylor Institute. It was down the road from 
the Bodleian Library with its deep and rich collections. Nearby was the Oxford 
Union, which took a good range of contemporary periodicals. 
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 Developed and researched over four years, and written in the piecemeal 
fashion necessitated by periodicals, Studies in the History of the Renaissance was the 
product of aggregated reading, observation of visual art, and publishing on Pater’s 
part. What provoked his turn to the Renaissance is likely to have germinated in 
his immediate Oxford environment in the 1860s, when he was by turns a student 
(1858–1862), a coach and private tutor (1863), and then a fellow of a college in 
the University (from 1864 onwards). I am thinking of a tranche of local stimuli—
lectures, activities, periodical articles, and books by men associated with Oxford 
at the time, especially those by Arnold, Ruskin, and Symonds. Arnold was a well-
known poet, and in the city and the university as Oxford Professor of Poetry 
from 1857 to 1867, during Pater’s first decade at the university. Moreover, while 
Arnold was affiliated with the university he became a lecturer as well as a regularly 
published author of cultural criticism both in the press and in collections of his 
critical prose.
 Ruskin, who was older than Arnold by only three years, was revered as an 
established art critic by the time he took up his post as the first Slade Professor 
of Art over a decade later in 1869. But Ruskin’s fame had preceded him. Having 
begun publication of the five volumes of Modern Painters in 1843, he became a 
vocal defender of the Pre-Raphaelite artists in The Stones of Venice (1851–1853). 
Ruskin, like Arnold, therefore was an author who delivered lectures linked to 
his professorship, but he was also an activist who attracted a coterie of believers 
among students and others at the university. Ruskin, like Arnold, assuredly exerted 
influence on Pater during these formative years, but both men also functioned 
in Pater’s writing as a critical zeitgeist, against which the young author formed 
and redefined his own ideas. In addition, the youthful Pater was influenced by 
some contemporaries or near contemporaries, ones who had left Oxford by 1864 
and who were making their reputations in these years. The most significant of 
these recent graduates were Swinburne (who was publishing poetry and writing 
criticism), Morris (author of the poems that Pater reviewed in 1868, and who had 
also helped decorate the Oxford Union in 1857–1859), and Symonds (a near-
contemporary of Pater’s, and a parallel figure in many ways, given Symonds’s own 
magnus opus Renaissance in Italy (1875–1886)), whom Pater reviewed and was 
reviewed by. 
 Though younger and less established in the late 1860s and early 1870s than 
Arnold and Ruskin, Symonds appears as just as influential on Pater, even if 
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Symonds’s works are not referenced so visibly in Studies. It seems that for Pater, 
Symonds was a both stimulus and an uncomfortable, provocative rival. According 
to scholars, Symonds felt similarly about Pater.17 Symonds, a teacher, a one-time 
Oxford fellow, and the author of works on Greek and Renaissance art, shared 
Pater’s lifespan. He was born a year later and died a year earlier. Symonds entered 
Balliol College in October 1858, just as Pater entered Queen’s. On graduating, 
Symonds gained a fellowship at Magdalen College in 1862 but decided to resign 
it the following year when rumours of a homosexual relationship overwhelmed 
him. In June 1863, however, Symonds received the Chancellor’s prize for an essay 
on ‘The Renaissance’, which he read publicly to the Sheldonian Theatre, at the 
university. Did Pater hear it? Possibly, but he also could have read it since it was 
published in Oxford.18 In his prize essay, Symonds raises several points that Pater 
takes up both in his Fortnightly articles and in Studies.19  
 From the mid-1860s onwards, when he had left Oxford, Symonds published 
prolifically. Between 1865 and early 1873, at least twenty-nine articles of his 
appeared in the periodical press, including no fewer than six in both the Fortnightly 
and Westminster, as well as three others in 1866 alone. Besides the Renaissance, 
many of Symonds’s other topics concurred with Pater’s developing interests, 
including art history and criticism, Italy, Classics, Provence, contemporary 
poetry, and gender. It is a strikingly close overlap. Symonds was free of regular 
employment and able to focus on writing and publishing in ways that Pater could 
not in these years. And in 1872, just before Pater’s Studies was issued, Symonds 
began to issue the first of four books to appear over the next five years, the most 
ambitious being the first volume of Renaissance in Italy: The Age of Despots in 1875, 
and his two Studies of the Greek Poets in 1873 and in 1876. Together, the titles of 
these works echo in Pater’s Studies in the History of the Renaissance.
 Like Pater, Symonds published essays in the 1860s and early 1870s that might 
be understood by witting readers as criticism invested in homosexual aspects of 
culture. Unlike Pater, however, Symonds went on to interrogate gender ethics 
per se, in the name of trying to establish a place for homosexual identity as an 
ordinary part of a gender spectrum.20 The tensions between the two neophytes 
can be seen in my Appendix (below), in which I indicate the topics, periodicals, 
and dates of their work. The Appendix shows that in the two years 1864–1865, 
before Pater published ‘Coleridge’s Writings’ in the Westminster, Symonds had 
already gained experience and contributed frequently to three leading journals: a 
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shilling monthly, the Cornhill Magazine; the weekly Saturday Review (where he 
published anonymous reviews and articles); and the London evening daily, the 
Pall Mall Gazette. It is, though, worth noting that Symonds contributed to both 
the Westminster and the Fortnightly only after Pater’s work had appeared there. 
 Symonds published preponderantly on art, mainly in the guise of travel 
articles about Italy—on Italian towns, architecture, Renaissance paintings, and 
historical figures. Symonds also had a regular stint as a reviewer of contemporary 
art exhibitions in Britain. Another of his reiterated topics was poetry, including, 
like Pater, nineteenth-century poets such as Robert Browning, Swinburne, and 
Arthur Hugh Clough. Like Pater, Symonds published on Renaissance poetry, 
notably Michelangelo’s sonnets, which he translated. Like Pater as well, Symonds 
wrote frequently about Classical literature, mainly poetry and drama. That said, 
while Symonds’s topics before 1873 overlap with Pater’s, there are distinctions 
between the two men. They were distinctive in their geographical and linguistic 
choices, with Symonds favouring Italy and the Italian language, and Pater in 
these early years preferring German philosophy and the German language. Pater 
was elected to his fellowship at Brasenose because of his knowledge of German 
philosophy. If Pater’s Westminster pieces select topics akin to those in Symonds’s 
work—Classical art, nineteenth-century poetry, and aesthetics—they are unique 
in their treatment of theology, German philosophy, and gender. When Pater 
turns to the Renaissance in 1869, it might be argued that he is in part following 
Symonds’s 1863 prize essay and reading of ‘The Renaissance’ at the Sheldonian 
Theatre, together with Symonds’s seven pieces on Renaissance subjects in the 
Cornhill between 1865 and 1869. This is an example of how locating nineteenth-
century writing in its periodical setting can offer evidence of both the topicality of 
the work and its contemporaneity. Comparison of Pater’s early publications with 
those by Swinburne, who was enjoying a run of publications in the Fortnightly, 
offers another example. 
 That in 1873 and 1875 Symonds and Pater published in the weekly Academy 
mutually favourable reviews of each other’s work on the Renaissance provides 
evidence of the benefits of both ‘appreciation’ (Pater’s preferred mode of criticism) 
and the puffing system.21 Although scholars tend to agree that Symonds did not 
like Pater or his work in February 1873, he nevertheless musters careful praise the 
following month, which Pater repays two years later.22 This context provides us 
with glimpses of the path that Pater cut towards the Renaissance, as he responds to 
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these various performers and theorizers around him, and hones his own distinctive 
and differently gendered voice. 
  Pater’s seniors in publication and reputation, Arnold and Ruskin, were 
roughly twenty years older than himself. They were also Oxford graduates who 
had become prominent cultural critics; each delivered irregular lecture series in 
the University and continued to publish widely read and reviewed books. It is 
unsurprising that when Pater began to publish in 1866, the parameters of their 
work were referents of his own. Pater’s responses to both Arnold and Ruskin are 
scattered throughout his publications, both early and late.
 Arnold had already delivered his first lecture, ‘On the Modern Element 
in Literature’, in November 1857, just under a year before Pater arrived as an 
undergraduate. The first professor of poetry to lecture in English (rather than 
Latin), Arnold spoke at the university over the next ten years on topics that 
included contemporary poetry, Homer, ‘The Function of Criticism’, and Celtic 
literature. Some of these lectures appeared in the periodicals, or in books such 
as Essays in Criticism. As an alternative to Arnold’s focus on Classical Greece, 
Pater looked instead to the Renaissance. In the face of Arnold’s excoriation of 
contemporary middle-class ‘Philistine’ culture—a culture allegedly scarred by 
Evangelical passion and incapable of critical disinterestedness—Pater celebrates 
the present moment, together with the pleasures, even the passion, of art. Whereas 
Arnold looked to contemporary French thought and its traditions as an alternative 
to English philistinism, Pater’s intellectual ground in Studies in the History of the 
Renaissance is German philosophy. As for criticism, Pater explicitly overwrites 
Arnold’s stress on ‘the object as in itself it really is’ (a phrase that appears in ‘The 
Function of Criticism at the Present Time’ (1865)) with the critic’s ‘impression’ 
of the object, thus authorizing and owning the element of feeling in criticism, 
along with cultivated sensibility.23 Lastly and crucially, Pater’s critical response to 
Arnold was gendered. In place of the normative performance of masculinity in 
Arnold—the assumption of masculine authority, the rhetoric of the male preacher, 
and the knowledge of moral rightness—Pater inscribed a more sceptical queering 
of gender in the quiddity of criticism. Pater’s queer aesthetic remodelled Arnold’s 
perspective on criticism, which, retrospectively, appears to us as ‘muscular’. Where 
in their respective Prefaces, Arnold writes shrilly in 1865, Pater writes tentatively 
in 1873:
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Arnold: 
[W]e are none of us to be lively much longer. My vivacity is but 
the last sparkle of flame before we are all in the dark, the last 
glimpse of colour before we all go into drab,—the drab of the 
earnest, prosaic, practical, austerely literal future. Yes, the world 
will soon be the Philistines’! and then, with every voice, not of 
thunder, silenced, and the whole earth filled and ennobled every 
morning by the magnificent roaring of the young lions of the 
Daily Telegraph, we shall all yawn in one another’s faces with the 
dismallest, the most unimpeachable gravity.24 

Pater: 
The aesthetic critic, then, regards all the objects with which he 
has to do, all works of art […] as powers or forces producing 
pleasurable sensations, each of a more or less peculiar or unique 
kind. […] His end is reached when he has disengaged that 
virtue, and noted it, as a chemist notes some natural element, 
for himself and others….
     What is important, then, is not that the critic should possess 
a correct abstract definition of beauty for the intellect, but a 
certain kind of temperament, the power of being deeply moved 
by the presence of beautiful objects. He will remember always 
that beauty exists in many forms. To him all periods, types, 
schools of taste, are in themselves equal.25  

 However much the two men differed, Pater still learned much from Arnold, 
first and foremost the identification of a field of ‘criticism’ that Arnold brought 
to prominence in 1865, together with Arnold’s emphasis on the aesthetic. Pater 
also followed Arnold’s example of creating a nexus between periodical publishing 
and subsequent collection in books of ‘criticism’. On occasion, Pater, like Arnold, 
included lectures in this mixed-media model. It is not overstating Pater’s debt 
to Arnold if we claim that the foil of Arnold’s presence in the formative years of 
Pater’s writing provided the stuff with which Pater created his notion of subjective 
rather than authoritarian criticism (an authoritarian criticism that sought to be 
disinterested), and that of ‘appreciation’, which reflected the temperament of both 
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the critic and his or her subject, rather than Arnold’s predominantly corrective 
and negative criticism. Likewise, while sharing Arnold’s interest in Classics, Pater 
takes care to make his readings of Classical subjects distinctive and responsive: 
ones that are more geared to art and eventually to archaeological objects than 
textual criticism, ones that are more sensual, and as he notes, to a ‘darker’ strain of 
ancient Greece than the ‘sweetness and light’ Arnold claims as its characteristic 
note.26 Neither Arnold’s cultural criticism, which linked the pursuit of culture 
and the present day, nor his internationalism, his regular inspection of literature 
on the Continent, was unique to him; nevertheless, Pater followed Arnold’s and 
others’ leads on these aspects of criticism. Pater did not share Arnold’s generally 
dim view of English culture. It is, however, still notable that neither of them pays 
commensurate attention to the great contemporary nineteenth-century English 
novelists in their critical writing, but to French and German contemporaries 
instead.  

     Pater’s writing is always similarly conscious of Ruskin’s towering authority 
as a critic of art and architecture, and art practitioner. The example of Ruskin’s 
absorption in visual art—both modern and historical—was unmistakeable and 
unavoidable in the press from the 1840s. A torrent of his publications appeared 
throughout Pater’s youth: the first volume of Modern Painters, appearing in 1843, 
was followed by subsequent volumes in 1846, 1856, and 1858, while The Stones of 
Venice was published in 1851 and 1853. Ruskin’s presence during Pater’s childhood 
and youth was sealed in 1869, when Ruskin was appointed as the first Slade 
Professor of Art in Oxford, a position he held until 1878, and again in 1883–
1885. Like Arnold, however, Ruskin was also intermittently present in Oxford 
during the 1850s, assisting the architect Benjamin Woodward with the plans for 
the University Museum and instigating the decoration of the Oxford Union Club 
by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Morris (then an undergraduate), and Edward Burne-
Jones between 1857 and 1859. At this time, Ruskin’s publications—especially 
Modern Painters—were self-styled forms of the contemporary art book, lengthy, 
argumentative, innovative, and initially anonymous, signed in the 1850s while he 
was active in Oxford.
 The formal characteristics of Ruskin’s printed titles reflect their private 
publication as part of a patron culture, one that was able to bypass the press formats 
of monthly periodicals. Ruskin’s strong disapproval of Renaissance art, in favour 
of the art of the Christian middle ages was, like Arnold’s recommendation of 
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Classical Greece, displaced by Pater’s attraction to the Renaissance. And if Pater 
learned from Ruskin’s focus on the formal qualities of works of art—colour, paint, 
composition, and his later interest in the 1860s on the social context of art—
Pater’s internalization of these lessons did not align them with an aesthetics based 
on the morality of the artist, the object’s contribution to a morally defined nation 
or civilization, or its adherence to nature, which at one time or another Ruskin 
strenuously advocated. Nor did Pater vociferously champion two or three schools 
of art as Ruskin tended to do; he was notably catholic in this respect. To Ruskin’s 
orientation to Italy and to the modern works of J.M.W. Turner, Pater added 
German philosophy and culture and French poetry. Pater’s references to Ruskin in 
the ‘Preface’ to his Studies are at times explicit: ‘Christian art’, Pater writes, directly 
challenging Ruskin’s view, ‘is often falsely opposed to the Renaissance’.27 They 
also, however, emerge, in the sentences that immediately follow, in a more covert 
fashion: ‘This outbreak of the human spirit may be traced far into the middle age 
itself, with its qualities already clearly pronounced, the care for physical beauty, the 
worship of the body, the breaking down of those limits which the religious system 
of the middle age imposed on the heart and the imagination’.28   
 Also notable were Ruskin’s Manchester lectures—‘Of King’s Treasuries’ 
and ‘Of Queens’ Gardens’—which he delivered in 1864 and then published as 
Sesame and Lilies in 1865. These remarkable meditations on the roles of reading 
and education in the fulfilment of aspirations, which were pitched to his listeners 
as Ruskinian counsel on self-help, are heavily inscribed by gender, with the first 
lecture’s programme addressed to male youths, and the second to girls. Neither 
their binary relationship nor the conceptualization of the ‘Kings’ and ‘Queens’ is 
countenanced in Pater’s approach to culture in Studies—in the cultures of ancient 
Greece, in the German eighteenth century, and in contemporary England. While 
much of the adverse commentary on Ruskin’s Sesame and Lilies attached at the 
time to his characterization of girls and their education, Pater’s ‘Winckelmann’, 
which appeared two years later, challenged Ruskin’s representation of masculinity 
as battle-ready (‘out in the world’, ‘progressive’) and of the necessary presence of 
women in men’s lives (‘behind the gates’) to steady their male sons, lovers, and 
husbands through praise and peace.29 
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position papers
A third factor in Pater’s roads to the Renaissance is where, discursively, he situated 
himself when he began the series in 1869 that ended, for my purposes, in the 
publications of Studies in 1873. Pater’s 1866 discussion of Coleridge, which is 
largely on Coleridge’s prose, takes issue with the Romantic poet and journalist’s 
alleged adherence to orthodox Christianity and absolutism. These are positions that 
the Westminster had undermined from its earliest association with Utilitarianism 
in the 1820s. By comparison, the article on Winckelmann suited the Westminster 
in several ways. It participated in the contemporary turn to Germany as a location 
from which work of the highest intellectual thought emanated. Such thought 
included the Higher Criticism of Christianity, literary works by Goethe and 
Schiller, and the eighteenth-century neo-Classicism to which Winckelmann 
belonged. The Classical contents of the ‘Winckelmann’ article was bound to 
interest the Westminster’s readers, most of whom had read Classical works at 
school and university. Moreover, Pater’s exploration of Winckelmann queers the 
sensual aspects of Winckelmann’s life, and his response to Greek sculpture, which 
one critic reads as ‘a Neoplatonic form of homosexual desire—a sexual desire 
stripped of physicality and sublimated into something pure and philosophical’.30  

For example, Pater chooses to draw attention to the correspondence between his 
subject’s ‘affinity with Hellenism’ and his male friendships:

     That his affinity with Hellenism was not merely intellectual, 
that the subtler threads of temperament were inwoven in it, 
is proved by his romantic, fervid friendships with young men. 
He has known he says, many young men more beautiful than 
Guido’s archangel. These friendships, bringing him in contact 
with the pride of human form, and staining his thoughts with 
its bloom, perfected his reconciliation with the spirit of Greek 
sculpture. […]
     Far from reaching the quietism, the bland indifference of art, 
such attachments are nevertheless more susceptible than any 
others of equal strength of purely intellectual culture. Of passion, 
of physical stir, they contain just so much as stimulates the eye to 
the last lurking delicacies of colour and form. These friendships, 
often the caprices of a moment, make Winckelmann’s letters, 
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with their troubled colouring, an instructive but bizarre addition 
to the ‘History of Art’.31 

 
Pater’s essay chimed with the Westminster’s willingness regularly to publish pieces 
on gender questions.32 It was there that John Stuart Mill and Harriet Taylor 
published ‘The Enfranchisement of Women’ in 1851, and also there in the 1850s 
that Marian Evans / George Eliot unusually (as a woman) worked as a co-editor 
in an industry that admitted few women to its offices as staff. 
 As for ‘Poems by William Morris’, the Westminster had highlighted 
‘Contemporary Literature’ by creating a department in the back of the journal for 
reviews of groups of titles. Pater’s discussion of the avant-garde Morris’s work—
which involves poetry, visual art, criticism and philosophy, while repeating notes 
of the sensual, sexuality and gender—helped define the radical reputation of the 
journal, familiarly termed ‘the wicked Westminster’. Here, too, Pater engages with 
a debate about the notion of the Renaissance as an idea rather than a precise 
historical period. In addition, the pieces on Winckelmann and Morris appeared 
in a decade when ‘sensation’ was a recurrent term in British literary discourse, and 
both of these contributions sound that not unwelcome note in their heightened 
descriptions of sensory experience.33 Pater’s alliance with the Westminster permitted 
and probably encouraged him to articulate radical views as a young writer at the 
beginning of his career. Anonymity in this journal certainly assisted him in this 
task, but so too did the long record of radical writing for which the Westminster 
was famous. 
 Pater’s shift to the Fortnightly Review had several advantages for him, as 
noted. His decision was also inspired by the features of this journal, to which his 
new pieces responded, by imitation, and to a degree by conforming. The situation 
was this. The Fortnightly had a new editor in January 1867, the young John Morley, 
who changed the character of the journal. One of his most evident alterations was 
to employ Algernon Swinburne, poet and critic, from the first, and Swinburne 
was a frequent contributor for the first eighteen months. Besides affiliating the 
new regime of the journal with Swinburne’s poetry, Morley embraced without 
a murmur Swinburne’s radical politics, racy and perverse sexual tastes, and long 
wandering articles. Morley’s tolerance, and decision to employ the tearaway, 
stemmed from guilt and regret. In his previous stint, as an employee on the 
acerbic Saturday Review (called at the time ‘the Saturday Reviler’ by its critics), 
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he had been required to review Swinburne’s Poems and Ballads anonymously, and 
he reviewed it so vituperatively that Swinburne’s publisher withdrew it from 
circulation. The parade of Swinburne’s work in the Fortnightly in 1867 while 
Walter was publishing in the Westminster figured as a prompt for Pater—there was 
somewhere else to publish risqué work, and Swinburne’s prose was an inspiration. 
Critics of the time indeed suggest that the latter’s work owed its style to the 
former’s in the late 1860s. 
 The lineaments of these pieces by Pater made their publication in the two 
liberal, sometimes radical periodicals in which they appeared almost inevitable, 
periodicals that arguably alone were suitable and would print them. In these titles, 
Pater’s writings were at home among other pieces of comparable views, and his 
positions fitted the ethos of the Westminster and Fortnightly Reviews of this period.

1869–1872: the renaissance series
It is unclear just when Pater decided to emulate Arnold’s example of Essays in 
Criticism, and publish a book consisting of a collection of periodical articles. Only 
in late June 1872 did Pater write to Macmillan proposing the volume that became 
Studies in the History of the Renaissance. It was to include five published pieces 
plus a manuscript included with the proposal, together with additional chapters 
to be written expressly for the book that he promised by October. In the event, 
he supplied three new essays, the ‘Preface’, and the ‘Conclusion’ that was in part 
fashioned from his article on Morris in the Westminster; he appears to have to 
excluded the (unknown) chapter he had originally sent in manuscript. But, as the 
first piece on Leonardo in November 1869 extended to an irregular series on four 
Renaissance figures–Botticelli eight months later in August 1870, and pieces on 
Pico and Michelangelo a year after that, published in rapid succession in October 
and November 1871—it is likely that Pater began to think about a book on the 
Renaissance sometime in 1870, soon after Leonardo appeared. Having quickly 
produced the Botticelli piece for submission to the Fortnightly early the following 
summer for July printing, he published another two the following year, making 
four articles in three years on a common theme.
 The book was to include a core of the Fortnightly articles on the Renaissance, 
supplemented by the Westminster publication on Winckelmann, the inclusion 
of which prompted, or aided the definition of the Renaissance he tendered in 
the ‘Preface’, as a concept rather than a chronologically defined span (echoing 
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Symonds’s prize essay). The inclusion of a queered ‘Winckelmann’ was personally 
bold and risky, since it exposed Pater’s personal identity as author, whereas the 
original was published under the cover of anonymity. But ‘Winckelmann’ also 
crucially functioned within the volume as a signal to readers of the queer aesthetics 
of the whole work. Winckelmann was a German classicist, archaeologist, and 
art historian, whose writings, including his personal letters, Pater translates and 
selections from which he embeds in his 1867 article in the Westminster Review. 
Although Pater appears to link his article to a new work on his subject by Otto 
Jahn, published in 1866, and a translation of some of Winckelmann’s writing 
into English of 1850, Pater’s discussion does not review either title. Instead, he 
provides a portrait of Winckelmann, in what appears to be synoptic biography, 
enriched by translations from his subject’s work, and his own dramatic shaping 
of the life narrative and critical interpretations, framed by that of Goethe and 
others.34 Although Pater distributes throughout the article references to the 
homosocial and homoerotic dimensions of the ‘Greek’ life, and Winckelmann’s 
imitation of it, he could rely on the classical education of the male, classically 
educated, and erudite readers of the secular, freethinking Westminster Review of 
1866 to accept this approach as a permissible aspect for discussion and reading of 
Plato’s dialogues and ancient Greece. While such readers would have recognized 
the article’s celebration of queer life, they were positioned by the article to be 
uncertain whether its endorsement of the Greek life was Winckelmann’s and/or 
the unknown author’s. Once it was identified as Pater’s by his signature in Studies 
in the History of the Renaissance, the article, along with the ‘Conclusion’, attracted 
disapproval from some of his Oxford peers, as well as excitement and approval 
from critics, students, and readers of the day sympathetic to Pater’s queer readings. 
Had ‘Winckelmann’ not been included, this element of Studies, his first book, 
could have appeared much more muted. 
 Pater did not leave it there with ‘Winckelmann’. Some of the 1872 additions to 
the volume also sound this note—the ‘Preface’, the ‘Conclusion’, and ‘Joachim du 
Bellay’, with its appreciation of the elegant decadence of the Pléiade poets, along 
with the echo of the queer elements of the chapters on Leonardo, Michelangelo, 
and Botticelli. Queered gender, then, takes its place in Pater’s volume, together 
with a biographical mode (later developed into the ‘imaginary portraits’ that Pater 
published from the mid-1870s onwards), and carefully worked prose, all of which 
made Studies in the History of the Renaissance into a distinctive whole. That the 
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1873 edition was dedicated to ‘C.L.S.’, his friend and former student Charles 
Lancelot Shadwell (1840–1919), a Fellow at Oriel College, introduces and seals 
its queer note.
 Those who knew Shadwell and Pater attest to the lifelong and close friendship 
between the two men. A.C. Benson, a contemporary, wrote in 1906 that Shadwell 
was Pater’s ‘closest friend’ and ‘lifelong companion’35 and the anonymous authors 
of Shadwell’s obituaries in 1919 in both the Guardian (a High Anglican weekly) 
and the Westminster Gazette (a Liberal daily) singled out his friendship with 
Pater as a prominent aspect of his life.36 They met as young men in 1863, and 
travelled together in 1865; in 1864 Pater read ‘Diaphaneitè’, an imaginary portrait 
of Shadwell to a University Society, to which he and Shadwell belonged, and 
portions of it were embedded in ‘Winckelmann’, written in 1866, and echoed 
in the ‘Preface’ to Studies, written in 1872.37 Arguably, the spirit of Shadwell and 
their friendship permeate the first edition.38 We are offered on Shadwell’s death a 
rare view of his personal and inner life that makes this link and illuminates their 
friendship. The Westminster Gazette obituary ends startlingly: ‘For strangeness and 
subtlety of temperament, for rarity and delicacy of form, for something incredibly 
attractive to those who knew him, he was as unique in our age as Botticelli’.39    

Birkbeck, University of London
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Dates of 
affiliation 

Author Journal Early contributions (through 1872) 

December 
1862–1864 

John 
Addington 
Symonds 
 

Saturday Review 
(Tory weekly; 
contributions 
anonymous) 

Reviews and articles 
1863: 13 articles 
1864: 5 articles including ‘Aesthetical Delusions’ 

February 
1865–1889 

John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Cornhill 
Magazine 
(Liberal shilling 
monthly; paid 
well) 

1865: 5 articles, including landscape painting, Orvieto, 
Umbria; Cellini, Renaissance English drama 
1866: 5 articles including Clough, Siena, 18C drama, and on 
the cornice (architectural moulding)  
1867: 3 articles including Ravenna, blank verse 
1868: 2 articles on Provence and Ajaccio, Corsica 
1869: 1 article on Vittoria Accoramboni, model for John 
Webster’s White Devil 
1870: 1 article on Old Norman songs 
 

1865–1870 John 
Addington 
Symonds  

Pall Mall 
Gazette 
(Tory evening 
daily) 

from 13 Feb 1865: regular reviews of art exhibitions  
from July 1865: reviews of other topics, incl. 15 in 1865  
from 1866-1870: occasional reviews in single numbers 
 

1866–1868 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

North British 
Review (radical 
quarterly) 

1866: 1 article on Empedocles 
1865: including 2 on Greek poets and 1 on de Musset 
 

Jan. 1866–Oct. 
1868 

Walter 
Pater  

Westminster 
Review (radical 
quarterly; 
contributions 
anonymous) 

1866: 1 article on Coleridge’s writings  
1867: 1 article on Winckelmann  
1868: 1 article on William Morris 

1867–1874 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Westminster 
Review (radical 
quarterly; 
contributions 
anonymous) 

1867: 1 article on Swinburne’s poetry 
1871: 1 article on Aristophanes 
1872: 3 articles including Euripides, Greek poetry, and 
Pindar 
1873: 1 article on Venetian painting 

1868–1893 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Fortnightly 
Review (Liberal 
monthly) 

1868: 1 article on Clough  

1869–1892 Walter 
Pater 

Fortnightly 
Review (Liberal 
monthly) 

1869: 1 article on Leonardo 
1870: 1 article on Botticelli 
1871: 2 articles on Pico della Mirandula and Michelangelo 

1869 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Macmillan’s 
Magazine 
(liberal shilling 

1869: 1 article on Browning’s The Ring and the Book 

AppeNdix

early periodical Contributions of John Addington symonds and Walter pater, 
1862–1872
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Notes

1 Walter Pater, Studies in the History of the Renaissance (London: Macmillan, 1873). The contents of 
the 1873 edition, with the original periodical publication, are as follows: ‘Preface’; ‘Aucassin and 
Nicolette’; ‘Pico della Mirandula’ (‘Pico della Mirandula’, Fortnightly Review, 10 (1871), 377–86); 
‘Sandro Botticelli’ (‘A Fragment on Sandro Botticelli’, Fortnightly Review, 8 (1870), 155–60); ‘Luca 
della Robbia’; ‘The Poetry of Michelangelo’ (Fortnightly Review, 10 (1871), 559–70); ‘Lionardo 
da Vinci’ (‘Notes on Leonardo da Vinci’, Fortnightly Review, 6 (1869), 494–508); ‘Joachim du 
Bellay’; ‘Winckelmann’ (Westminster Review, n.s. 31 (1867), 80–110); and ‘Conclusion’ (fragment 
of ‘Poems by William Morris’, Westminster Review, n.s. 34 (1868), 300–12). In the 1877, 1888, and 
1893 editions of The Renaissance, ‘Mirandula’ and ‘Lionardo’ appear as ‘Mirandola’ and ‘Leonardo’.

2 Walter Pater, The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry (London: Macmillan, 1877; 1888; 1893). For 
commentary on the four editions, see Pater, The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry—The 1893 
Text, ed. by Donald L. Hill (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1980), which includes 
some variants; and Samuel Wright, Walter H. Pater: A Bibliography of the Writings of Walter H. Pater 
(New York and London: Garland, 1975). 

3 Lectures and Essays in Criticism, in The Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold, ed. by R.H. Super, 11 
vols (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1960–1977), III, 407.

4 Matthew Arnold was a Schools Inspector for the government (1851–1888). 
5 Neither of Pater’s sisters married, and their support was probably a joint effort between Walter and 

his brother William, who supplemented the portion of their deceased parents’ legacy settlement 
on the two women. After the sisters’ return from Germany in 1863, it is possible that Clara had 
some additional income from private teaching of German and French, but there is no evidence 
of her working life until her employment by Somerville College, once it was founded in 1879.

6 Wilkie Collins, ‘The Unknown Public’, Household Words, 21 August 1858, 217–22.
7 Pater’s pre-occupation with study of visual art in this period extended to his personal life. His 

friendship with the artist Simeon Solomon is recorded in Solomon’s early portrait of Pater in 1872, 
now lodged in the Museo Horne, Florence. Hill includes a photograph of it as the frontispiece in 
his edition of The Renaissance (ibid., p. ii).

1869 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Macmillan’s 
Magazine 
(liberal shilling 
monthly) 

1869: 1 article on Browning’s The Ring and the Book 

1869–1891 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Academy 
(academic; 
monthly, then 
fortnightly from 
1870, weekly 
from 1874) 

Regular if infrequent contributor 
1873: including review of Pater’s Studies  

1870 ? John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Spectator 
(conservative 
weekly) 

1870: review of Goethe  

1872 John 
Addington 
Symonds 

Contemporary 
Review 
(religiously-
oriented 
monthly) 

1872: translations of 23 sonnets by Michelangelo (following 
Pater’s Fortnightly article) 
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8 See Walter Pater, Review of Sidney Colvin, Children in Italian and English Design, Academy, 15 July 
1872, 267–68, and Colvin, Children in Italian and English Design (London: Seeley, Jackson, and 
Halliday, 1872), 60 pp., 12 plates. Like Pater’s Studies, Colvin’s book is compiled from articles 
that appeared formerly in a periodical, though an art periodical, the Portfolio. Colvin’s book was 
published by the same firm that published the periodical. It was essentially an art press. Pater’s 
review of Colvin was his only publication in 1872; it immediately followed the publication of his 
Michelangelo piece in late 1871, and reflects his preoccupation with the Renaissance in 1872 
while he was preparing the additional pieces for his book.

9 Pater makes this point in connection with the Renaissance in both his early review ‘Poems by 
William Morris’ and in ‘Romanticism’ (Macmillan’s Magazine, 35 (1876), 64–70), where he 
presents Romanticism as an idea similarly mobile across time, and not bound by a single historical 
movement within a specific timespan.

10 Walter Pater, ‘Preface’, Studies in the History of the Renaissance, pp. xi-xii. For commentary on Pater’s 
approaches to the Renaissance, see Hilary Fraser, The Victorians and Renaissance Italy (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1992), pp. 212–56, and J.B. Bullen, The Myth of the Renaissance in Nineteenth-Century 
Writing (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 273-98.

11 See Pater’s ‘Notes on Leonardo da Vinci’ and ‘A Fragment on Sandro Botticelli’, and compare 
Swinburne’s pamphlet, Notes on Poems and Reviews (1866), and his Fortnightly Review pieces, 
‘Notes on Designs of the Old Masters at Florence’ (4 (1868), 16–40) and ‘Notes on the Text of 
Shelley’ (5 (1869), 539–61). Swinburne continued in this tentative mode in ‘Simeon Solomon: 
Notes on His “Vision of Love and Other Studies”’, Dark Blue, 1 (1877), 568–77. 

12 For more on this aspect of Pater’s relation to Arnold, see Laurel Brake, ‘The Functions of Criticism 
and the Politics of Appreciation’ (forthcoming).

13 See Bullen, The Myth of the Renaissance in Nineteenth-Century Writing, passim and pp. 62–65, 158–
61, 165–66; Billie Andrew Inman, Walter Pater’s Reading 1858–1873 (New York and London: 
Garland, 1981) and Walter Pater and His Reading (New York and London: Garland, 1990); Lene 
Østermark-Johansen, Sweetness and Strength: The Reception of Michelangelo in Late Victorian 
England (Farnham, and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 1998) and Walter Pater and the Language of 
Sculpture (Farnham, and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011); Victorian and Edwardian Responses to 
the Renaissance, ed. by John Law and Lene Østermark-Johansen (New York: Taylor and Francis, 
2011); and Elizabeth Prettejohn, ‘Aestheticising History Painting’, in Frederic Leighton: Antiquity, 
Renaissance and Modernity, ed. by Tim Barringer and Elizabeth Prettejohn (London and New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), pp. 89–110, and  ‘Walter Pater and Aesthetic Painting’, in 
After the Pre-Raphaelites, ed. by Prettejohn (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999), pp. 
36–58.

14 See Fraser, The Victorians and Renaissance Italy, pp. 212–56.
15 See Fraser’s wide-ranging discussion of the relation of historicism and aestheticism, ibid. pp. 220-39. 

Fraser identifies critics of Pater’s historiography among his contemporaries and later, including 
Emilia Pattison, W.J. Stillman, Sidney Colvin, Margaret Oliphant, Herbert Butterfield, and 
Michael Levey.

16 See ibid. and Jules Michelet, Histoire de France, 17 vols (Paris: Hachette, 1833–1867). Michelet’s 
volumes on the Renaissance (vol 7 ff.) appeared in French from 1855, contemporary with Pater’s 
secondary education. Burckhardt’s Civilisation of the Renaissance in Italy appeared in German in 
1860.

17 See, for example, Thomas Wright, The Life of Walter Pater, 2 vols (London: Everett, 1907), II, 115; 
Phyllis Grosskurth, John Addington Symonds: A Biography (London: Longmans, 1964), pp. 157–73; 
and Symonds himself in a letter (20 February 1873), in The Letters of John Addington Symonds, ed. 
by Herbert M. Schueller and Robert L. Peters, 3 vols (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 
1967–69), II, 273.
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18 See John Addington Symonds, ‘The Renaissance. An Essay Read in the Theatre, Oxford, 17 June 
1863’ (Oxford: Henry Hammans, 1863).

19 Symonds’s 1863 prize essay begins with a sentence—‘To fix the exact date of any great internal 
change in the history of the world or of a nation is almost impossible’—that, retrospectively, 
signals to readers of Pater to peruse it carefully for other ideas on which the two critics converge 
(ibid., p. 7). Symonds goes on to argue that the definition of the Renaissance includes the different 
perspectives of the art historian, the scholar, the jurist and the historian, and like Pater, stresses 
its variety and its identity as an idea, rather than a chronological span: ‘Indeed, to confine it to 
any period is impossible’ (p. 11). For readers of these early pieces of Pater’s on the Renaissance, 
Symonds’s essay, though differently structured than Pater’s book of portraits, maps a number of 
issues on which Pater’s subsequent work slightly touches and considers. Chapter 6 in Fraser, The 
Victorians and Renaissance Italy is a comparative weave of the ideas of the Renaissance mooted by 
Symonds, Pater, and Vernon Lee, and provides a richer account than I offer here. 

20 For Symonds’s remarkable work on homosexuality, see for example The Memoirs of John Addington 
Symonds, ed. by Phyllis Grosskurth (New York: Random House, 1984), Studies of the Greek Poets: 
First Series (London: Smith, Elder, 1873), and A Problem in Greek Ethics (N.p.: Privately printed, 
1883). For a perceptive overview, see Whitney Davis, ‘The Image in the Middle: John Addington 
Symonds and Homoerotic Art Criticism’, in After the Pre-Raphaelites, ed. by Prettejohn, pp. 188-
216.

21 See Symonds, ‘Art and Archaeology’ (Review of Pater, Studies in the History of the Renaissance), 
Academy, 4, 13 March 1873, pp. 103-05, and Pater, ‘Literature’ (Review of Symonds, Renaissance in 
Italy: The Age of Despots), Academy, 8, 31 July 1875, pp. 105-06.

22 A most negative letter (20 February 1873) to Henry Dakyns, a master at Clifton College 1862–89, 
and one of Symonds’s closest confidants is often quoted: ‘There is a kind of Death clinging to the 
man, wh[ich] makes his music (but heavens! how sweet that is!) a little faint & sickly. His view 
of life gives me the creeps […] I am sure it is a ghastly sham; & that live by it or not as he may 
do, his utterance of the theory to the world has in it a wormy hollow-voiced seductiveness of a 
fiend’ (Letters, II, 273). Symonds’s vehemence stemmed from his own recent visceral experience, 
a time when Symonds was wrestling with his own sexual orientation. Having married in 1864 
and fathered three daughters, Symonds suffered repeated bouts of physical and psychological 
breakdown, a period that his biographer Phyllis Grosskurth characterizes as ‘The Restless Years’; 
from 1869, he managed, too, along with the marriage, an intense romantic friendship with Norman 
Moor, ‘the greatest passion of his life’ (John Addington Symonds, pp. 94 and 128). This passion 
inspired Symonds’s lectures at Clifton School, where Moor was in the sixth form, and Studies of 
the Greek Poets. However, Symonds penned far more positive letters about Pater in 1872, 1873 
and 1875, to other correspondents in which the letters are cast to suit his correspondents: they are 
Charlotte Green, his sister who lived in Oxford, and was, from November 1873, a colleague and 
friend of Clara Pater, with whom she served on the committee of the Oxford Lectures for Ladies; 
Henry Sidgwick, who was a co-founder of Newnham College, Cambridge in 1871; and Charlotte 
Green, again in 1875, to whom he wrote in praise of Pater’s acumen in his review of Symonds’s 
book: ‘It is the first review wh[ich] has ever really pleased me of any of my books.’ (30 July 1875, 
Letters, II, 378).

23 See Arnold, ‘The Function of Criticism at the Present Time’, The Complete Prose Works, III, 158, 161. 
24 Arnold, ‘The Function of Criticism’, III, 287. Arnold ‘shortened’ the ‘Preface’ in the second edition, 

revising or removing some of its most incendiary passages; the text I am quoting here is his revised 
text, shorn of its most explosive passages. 

25 Pater, ‘Preface’, The Renaissance, ed. by Hill, pp. xx–xxi.
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26 For ‘sweetness and light’, see Arnold, ‘Sweetness and Light’, in Culture and Anarchy, The Complete 
Prose Works, V, 90–114. For Pater’s repeated insistence throughout his career on ‘darker’ aspects of 
Greek culture, see ‘Winckelmann’, in Studies in the History of the Renaissance, pp. 173, 197–200; ‘A 
Study of Dionysus’, in Miscellaneous Studies (London: Macmillan, 1895), p. 44; ‘The Bacchanals of 
Euripides’, in Miscellaneous Studies, p. 56; ‘Demeter and Persephone’, in Miscellaneous Studies, pp. 
110–11; and ‘Apollo in Picardy’, in Miscellaneous Studies, pp. 155–59.

27 Pater, ‘Preface’, in Studies in the History of the Renaissance, pp. xi–xii. This is Pater at his most explicit 
in his rejection of Ruskin’s characterization of the Renaissance. As Fraser notes: Ruskin ‘was 
the most prominent spokesperson for early Christian art in Britain […] and the most vigorous 
denouncer of Renaissance art’ (The Victorians and Renaissance Italy, p. 100). No reader of Pater’s 
‘Preface’ could be ignorant of Pater’s reference to Ruskin in this phrase twenty years after Ruskin’s 
excoriation of this period. Fraser notes Ruskin extended Rio’s views ‘on the moral and cultural 
decline of the High Renaissance and on the inferiority of Raphael’s late works to his early work’ 
(ibid., p. 100). Ruskin’s first major exposé of the Renaissance in The Stones of Venice in 1851–1853 
castigated not ‘the form of Renaissance architecture’, but ‘the moral nature of it which is corrupt’ 
(ibid., quoted on p. 100). Fraser pinpoints the vehemence of Ruskin’s famous denunciations by 
noting his vocabulary: the use of words such as ‘pestilent’, ‘evil’, and ‘deadly’ to refer to this period 
of corruption of medieval Christian art (ibid., p. 100).  His identification of the late painting 
of Raphael as the moment of change allowed him whole-heartedly to endorse the British Pre-
Raphaelite artists from 1848 onwards (ibid., pp. 101–02). 

28 Pater counters Ruskin more covertly by illustrating his argument by alleging that some of the 
principal characteristics of the Renaissance were found in and among the Christian middle 
ages, ‘breaking down […] those limits which the religious system of the middle age imposed’ 
in ‘an earlier Renaissance within the middle age itself ’ (‘Preface’, in Studies in the History of the 
Renaissance, pp. xi–xii).

29 See John Ruskin, Sesame and Lilies, in The Works of John Ruskin, ed. by E. T. Cook and Alexander 
Wedderburn, 39 vols (London: George Allen and New York: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1905), 
XVIII, 1–187.

30 Matthew Bell, ‘The Greek Body Beautiful and the Origins of European Romanticism’, Defining 
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S i l v i a  A n t o s a

Imagining Italy and Sicily: Frances Elliot’s 
‘Idle’ Wanderings in the South

I  
n the nineteenth century, Italy was a key destination for 
many Victorian travellers. Inspired by the adventures authored by 
generations of Grand Tourists in previous centuries, many chose to 

visit the historical and cultural attractions of cities such as Turin, Venice, Rome, 
Florence, and Naples. Modern travellers moved around with more confidence 
thanks to their guidebooks, which gave them crucial information on fares, rates, 
itineraries, linguistic expressions, and currency exchange rates. In the second half of 
the century, after the Unification of Italy in 1861, southern Italy and Sicily became 
more appealing to British travellers who read influential authors such as Wolfgang 
Goethe, Johann Winckelmann, Patrick Brydone, and Henry Swinburne. There 
was also revived interest in visiting the archaeological sites of Magna Graecia and 
in ascending the two active volcanoes, Vesuvius and Etna. With improvements in 
the means of transport and communications, it became easier to reach previously 
unexplored destinations like Messina, Catania, and Palermo. Among these 
travellers, many women decided to set out and venture to new lands, either with 
their husbands or relatives, or on their own. Most of them visited Italy for short 
periods of time, although some settled for longer sojourns or even decided to make 
it their permanent residence. In this essay, I analyze an account written by one 
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of these intrepid Victorian women who spent significant periods of time in the 
Italian peninsula, Frances Minto Elliot (née Dickinson, 1820–1898).1  
 Born into a well-to-do British family, Elliot inherited a fortune when she 
came of age. However, her first marriage ended badly, due to her husband’s 
adultery and violence towards her, and it took years before her request for divorce 
was accepted, since at the time there was no law in England protecting female 
victims of abuse. By the time she managed to obtain a legal divorce from her 
husband, she had been subject to social stigma and had moved to London with 
her mother and four daughters. The intellectual life of the English capital city 
was very inspiring for her, and she had a wide circle of literary friends, including 
Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, and Anthony Trollope. It was at this time that 
she began to publish regularly, especially sketches for various journals, such as 
the Art Journal, Bentley’s Miscellany and the New Monthly Magazine, under the 
pseudonym ‘Florentia’.
 Elliot’s encounter with Italy marked a crucial change in her life. After her first 
visit in the early 1850s, she decided to spend longer periods there. She divided 
most of her time between Tuscany and Rome, but also took in the Dolomites, 
Venice, and Sicily. Significantly, it was after her first voyages to Italy that she 
started writing her works of fiction, social histories, and travel accounts.2 She 
also wrote a series of travelogues entitled Diary of an Idle Woman, in which she 
recorded her visits to Italy, Spain, Sicily, and Constantinople.3 Her work became 
popular with readers in Europe and North America, and remained so until the 
1930s, several decades after her death in Siena, where she spent the last years of 
her life.
 In her work, especially her travelogues, Elliot sketches an ambivalent image 
of the Mediterranean country. Here, I investigate her Diary of an Idle Woman in 
Sicily (1881) in order to identify the strategies that she uses to create an image of 
the Sicilian island for her British contemporaries. To start, I examine the multiple 
meanings attached to her recurrent adoption of the expression ‘idle woman’ in 
her travelogues to Southern European countries (Italy, Turkey, Spain) and the 
extent to which it disingenuously conceals a much more active status. In addition, 
I explore how Sicily for Elliot becomes a space of ‘otherness’ with a disturbing 
but also enriching and empowering potential, particularly for her as a divorced 
woman who suffered for decades from social stigmatization in Britain. Ultimately, 
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I conclude that her exploration and account of Sicily allowed her to open up a 
discursive space in which Elliot managed to find her own voice.

France elliot as an ‘idle’ traveller
Victorian women travellers often found it empowering to write about their 
journeys and cross-cultural encounters. Far from their home country and its 
domestic ideology, they translated (so to speak) their liberating experiences into 
their travel accounts, which endowed them with a new kind of personal recognition 
and self-awareness. According to Maria H. Frawley:

travel conferred on many Victorian women a measure of 
cultural competence that derived not from education but 
from experience. And as a mode of experience through which 
they gained the authority to write about culture, travel was 
empowering. Travel enabled many Victorian women to gain 
the experience necessary to win a new kind of recognition for 
themselves.4 
 

However, women travellers often had to conceal the subversive potential of their 
narratives; thus, they tended to diminish the importance of their own work by 
justifying it as the outcome of a leisurely journey. In addition, as Shirley Foster and 
Sara Mills have pointed out, in the case of women authors, ‘writing is produced in 
interaction with discursive constraints’.5 Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the 
strategies employed by women travel writers as they established their positions in 
relation to the discursive constraints that were imposed on them.
 From this viewpoint, in signalling her status as an ‘idle’ traveller, Elliot 
negotiated her own personal discourse in two ways. First, she differentiated her 
texts from works produced by male travellers from the eighteenth century onwards. 
Unlike these male authors’ rather impersonal and encyclopaedic accounts of 
classical and natural history, which often included overviews of the social context 
in foreign lands, as an early Victorian ‘idle’ woman traveller she does not explicitly 
aim to provide ‘general observations’ concerning history, economics, and politics. 
Rather, she prioritizes the random incidents that befall her and focuses on external 
reality as the source of her reflections, which are inspired by picturesque or sublime 
landscapes and ruins. 
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 Secondly, in asserting her status as idle traveller, Elliot connects her work with 
the diaries of women travellers of the first half of the nineteenth century, such as 
Anna Brownell Jameson, author of Diary of an Ennuyée (1826), and Marguerite, 
Countess of Blessington, who wrote An Idler in Italy (1839). In their amusing and 
apparently absent-minded narrations, both Jameson and Blessington had praised 
the figure of the hypochondriac female traveller while focusing in between the 
lines on some controversial aspects of women’s role in society. Elliot may also have 
been inspired by her friends Dickens and Collins, who had published together a 
brief article entitled ‘The Lazy Tour of Two Idle Apprentices’ (1857). Critics have 
explored idleness as a complex and contested term which recurs frequently in 
English literature with both more or less negative meanings.6 Therefore, Elliot’s 
protestations of idleness need to be understood as ironic and doubly-coded. 
 In her Preface (‘Avant-Propos’) to her Diary of An Idle Woman in Italy, which 
constituted the first of her diaries, Elliot clarifies her use of the word ‘idle’ in her 
series of travelogues:

When I call these volumes ‘The Diary of an Idle Woman’, I do 
so because I went to Italy with a perfectly disengaged mind, with 
no special objects of enquiry, no definite call or profession. I was 
idle in that I went where fancy or accident led me; otherwise I 
hope my readers will not consider me an idle woman. It may 
be well to mention that some of these chapters (now almost 
entirely rewritten) have appeared from time to time in some of 
the leading periodicals.7 
 

Elliot explicitly claims that she did not undertake her journeys for professional 
reasons and that her itineraries have been dictated by chance. However, in asking 
her readers not to ‘literally’ consider her an idle woman, Elliot refers to her 
other articles on travel in Italy published in the most important magazines of 
the time. In so doing, Elliot aims to confer literary authority on her own work, 
thus contradicting the idea of occasional writing inspired by travel for pleasure. In 
every account, Elliot demonstrates that she has carried out extensive research on 
the history of the country she visits, as well as having read fiction, critical articles 
and other handbooks, that are revisited according to her experience:
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Whatever I may have said […] I have invented nothing—I 
have simply reproduced the chronicles […] the details of 
modern reigns, and what I myself saw and heard. My principal 
authorities have been Gibbon, von Hammer, Lamartine, 
Théofile Gautier, Gallenga, and Amicis; Meyer’s ‘Turkey and 
Griechenland’, a most valuable book; an article by H.E. Sir 
Henry Elliott on Abdul Aziz in the ‘Nineteenth Century’; and 
various Handbooks, English and German.8  

It is worth noting that even at the time of publication her protestations of idleness 
left critics unconvinced. For example, an anonymous critic who reviewed Diary 
of an Idle Woman in Italy for The Times on Monday, 6 November 1871 remarked:
 

On her last page Mrs Elliot modestly pleads that she has not 
been ‘so very idle after all’, but the reader, who for two volumes 
has been wondering when the idleness vaunted on the cover 
was going to begin, for he has seen none of it, must still think 
that her truer title would have been ‘the Energetic’, or if the 
line must be ruled by a letter, ‘the Indefatigable Woman in Italy’ 
(1871).

 In claiming to be an idle traveller to southern Europe, Elliot also self-
consciously appropriates and subverts one of the central stereotypes with which 
Italians and especially Sicilians were represented. Even if Italy and Sicily were 
not British colonies, they were becoming subject to colonial discourse, which 
aimed to strengthen British self-representation by relegating the Italian and 
the Sicilian ‘others’ to positions of inferiority.9 In addition, Elliot ambiguously 
locates herself as an outsider to dominant hegemonic patriarchal discourses, and 
she willingly assumes a subaltern role. Elliot also shows her great knowledge of 
foreign languages, which enabled her to read many works in the original language 
and not in translation. Thus, while overtly stating that, as an idle woman, she 
wanders at leisure ‘with a perfectly disengaged mind’, she indirectly asserts her 
erudition and affirms the quality of her travel accounts, which are informed by her 
vast knowledge of past and current international literature. 
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 For the most part, in her travel diaries Elliot’s narratives oscillate between 
the lengthy recounting of myths, historical events, and literary writings as well as 
aesthetic reflections and the physical sensations that she experiences as she moves 
about by train, carriage, donkey, or, more often than not, on foot. Her emphasis on 
her embodied perception of the places she visits arguably establishes a different 
level of connection for her readers, who are able to imagine themselves striding 
through the crowded streets alongside Elliot, in a way that is not enabled by most 
male-authored guides. In addition, she scrutinizes the world with some degree 
of impatience, and expresses herself using a cruder tone than that of many other 
travel authors. The ecstatic harmony that she feels when gazing at artistic works or 
sublime landscapes gives way abruptly to a narration of the banal, everyday reality 
of Sicilian cities and communities. Thus, she is often reverent and full of praise 
before great works of art or beautiful natural scenery. However, she also assumes 
a detached and ironic stance and does not hesitate to judge the scenes that unfold 
before her, including poverty, violence, social deprivation, abjection, or ugliness. 
This tendency to veer between extremes in her reactions to what she encounters, 
and to express herself with blunt honesty, is even more evident in her account of 
her visits to Sicily, which she approaches as a space of irrational ‘otherness’.
 Furthermore, as regards the ‘diary’, Elliot’s entries are not personal, intimate 
accounts as might be expected. First, each chapter is introduced by short subtitles 
summarizing the most important events which are to be narrated. Thus, Elliot’s 
work resembles a guide-book more than a diary. Frawley has noted that the form 
of the diary changed according to the different destinations of Victorian women 
travellers:

The most typical form […] was […] the chronologically 
rendered, diarylike report of the woman’s experience in another 
country. Important variations among travel accounts occur even 
within this standard form. Curiously, the various manifestations 
of the simple travel account seem to correspond in a general 
way to geographical locale or region. For example, the Victorian 
women who travelled to central and southern Europe tended 
on the whole to represent themselves as tourists on a cultural 
mission; the women who travelled to Africa and other regions 
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considered remote from England tended to represent themselves 
[…] as adventuresses.10 

Elliot’s narrative is constructed through the combination of three intertwining 
elements: personal observations; the information gathered from travel guides—
such as the Murray guide that she often challenges and reformulates; and the 
information she is given on the spot by the people she meets. Moreover, her 
adoption of the present tense conveys a sense of dialogic connection with readers, 
who are constantly given advice as potential future travellers. These elements are 
almost certainly the fruit of significant editing. Indeed, while her work may seem 
to convey unmediated personal reflections, the frequent proleptic references to 
places and events that she visits only later in her journey confirm the writer’s 
subsequent re-elaboration of her early draft into a complete work. 
 In her diary, Elliot develops a pronounced position of cultural in-betweenness 
as she belongs neither to one culture nor to another, neither to the British nor to the 
Italian social groups. This sense of un-belonging is made explicit in her two diaries 
from Italy and Sicily, where she recreates her ambiguous location that is doubly-
coded as both insider and outsider. She constructs often contradictory images of 
Sicily, a place that she celebrates as rich in history, art and natural wonders, but 
one that she negatively judges for its present-day political situation. She does not 
hold back in her criticism of the upper classes, which reveals her acute sensibility 
to their faults and defects. By taking this critical stance, she distances herself from 
eighteenth-century commentators, such as Henry Swinburne, who did not dare 
to criticize the vices of their own social class. In my view, Elliot’s work reveals a 
growing confidence in expressing both her wonderment and disgust at the lives 
and lands with which she comes into contact. More important, her diaries reveal 
her relational, affective, and embodied practices of resistance against hegemonic 
discourses that are interspersed her diaries. Gradually, as her diary progresses, 
Sicily becomes the space in which she experiences the liberating power of writing, 
which allows her to develop, albeit temporarily, a different voice and self.

A Diary of An Idle Woman in Sicily
In A Diary of An Idle Woman in Sicily (1881), Elliot recounts a journey that she 
undertook between 1879 and 1880. Her itinerary takes her from Messina to 
Agrigento, via Catania, Syracuse, Enna and Palermo. The account was republished 
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in 1882 by Bernhard Tauchnitz, and again in 1885 by J.W. Arrowsmith.11 This 
latter version was significantly reworked by the author, who made several changes 
to the text. For example, in the 1885 text Elliot does not include chapter 13 of 
the first volume, which discusses her ascent to Taormina, and chapter 7 of the 
second volume, which is about her visit to Syracuse. Moreover, she also cut the 
concluding chapter of the 1881 account (chapter 18 of the second volume). In the 
second volume of the 1885 version, Elliot added several new chapters about her 
stay in Palermo (chapters 10 to 29) and a new concluding section about her visit 
to Girgenti (chapter 30).
 Largely unexplored during the early decades of the eighteenth-century Grand 
Tour, which included sojourns in Rome and sometimes in Naples, Sicily was ‘re-
discovered’ by the Prussian von Riedesel, whose letters were published in 1771. In 
the years that followed, Brydone’s influential Tour Through Sicily and Malta (1790; 
first edition 1773) was quickly succeeded by other accounts such as Swinburne’s 
Travels in the Two Sicilies (1790). Their writings became the archetype for any 
travellers to the island by marking the end of the gloomy pre-Romantic stereotypes 
that had characterised any representations of the South. Soon thereafter, between 
the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, Sicily came 
to be perceived as a sort of archaeological museum of Europe, on account of its 
unique remains due to centuries of domination by the Greeks, Romans, Arabs, 
and Normans. By the second half of the nineteenth century, travelling to Sicily 
had become more common: several guidebooks on the island had been published, 
and upper- and middle-class tourism had increased significantly.
 In particular, a growing number of British women started visiting Sicily and 
found it challenging and fascinating. Most of them travelled with their husbands 
and families, but some of them, as is the case with Elliot, decided to travel with the 
only company of a servant. These include: Ellis Cornelia Knight, Autobiography 
of Miss Knight (1861); Lucinda Darby Griffith, A Journey Across the Desert, from 
Ceylon to Marseilles: Comprising Sketches of Aden, the Red Sea, Lower Egypt, Malta, 
Sicily and Italy (1845); Julia Kanavagh, A Summer and Winter in the Two Sicilies 
(1858); Emily Lowe, Unprotected Females in Sicily, Calabria and on the Top of Mount 
Etna (1859); Emily Birchall, Wedding Tour: January to June (1873); Eliza Lynn 
Linton, ‘Some Sicilian Customs’ (1885); Emelia Russel Gurney, Letters of Emelia 
Russel Gurney (1889); Marianne North, Some Further Recollections of a Happy Life, 
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Selected from the Journals of Marianne North, Chiefly Between the Years 1859 and 
1869 (1893); and Margaret Fountaine, ‘Notes on the Butterflies of Sicily’ (1897). 
 Elliot’s maid was nicknamed Furiosa (‘the furious woman’) because of her 
strong Teutonic temper, which proved to be a necessary support during her stay on 
the island. Elliot’s narration begins on a train leading her from Rome to Messina: 
she has spent the night travelling. What strikes the reader is the strong sense of 
anxiety and expectation that Elliot conveys from the very beginning of her work:

Perhaps it was six o’clock in the morning, perhaps seven: the 
sun was shining brightly. It woke me. I sat up in the solitary 
compartimento where I had passed the night coming from 
Rome to Bari and Taranto, down the coast line of Calabria, 
rubbed my eyes, dashed down the window, and looked out. Was 
it clouds? Or a mirage? A dream? Or a vision of that paradise 
to which all good people are hastening? Ah! Let me gaze at it 
before it melts away! That anything so lovely could be real, never 
came into my head! Across the sparkling sea, some twenty miles 
ahead, the island of Sicily rises before me, purple and blue and 
opaline, shaded in tints no human hand can paint, a stupendous 
mass of piled-up mountains, sweeping down in heavenly lines to 
meet the azure sea. Nothing but mountains, not a span of level 
land, with Etna throned in the blue sky—a dome of dazzling 
snow, towering above all. […] Weary as I am after nearly forty 
hours’ continuous travelling, I mentally decide that I would 
willingly perform the distance twice over to behold such a sight. 
At this moment we are slowly steaming along the sandy coast of 
Eastern Calabria, amid an undergrowth of cactus and tamarisk, 
close to the sea. As each moment brings me nearer, the more 
does the beauty of that Sicilian shore grow upon me. Where 
the Gods lived and walked like men, cannot surely be a mere 
work-a-day world like any other. Sorrow and pain and death 
can never enter this island of the blest, as fresh and fair and 
young as when Proserpine gathered flowers in Enna’s perfumed 
words, and Ceres lit her torch at Etna’s cone.12  
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It is no accident that it is in the morning that Elliot takes her first glance of the 
Straits of Messina from the Calabrian coast: the long journey has taken place 
during the night, with its symbolic connotations of precariousness, loneliness 
(the train compartment is ‘solitary’) and even death. Sun and light are not only 
harbingers of a new day, but also seem to introduce the tired traveller to what 
she calls ‘a vision of […] paradise’. The long sought-after destination is close, and 
Elliot experiences a spiritual and physical awakening. She herself later states: 
‘Weary as I am after nearly forty hours’ continuous travelling, I mentally decide 
that I would willingly perform the distance twice over to behold such a sight’ (I, 
2). The references to darkness and light, death and life subtly refer to a recurring 
intertext: Dante’s Divine Comedy. Therefore, after an ‘infernal’ night of travelling, 
comparable to Dante’s journey to Hell, the stations of the Calabrian coast are 
compared to the final stages of the journey up to the purgatory mountain: ‘Elysium 
is in front, and we are dawdling on in an earthly purgatory of ugliness!’ (I, 3). The 
difficulties of the travel and the bad conditions of the roads and railways enhance 
this comparison, thus testifying to the traveller’s strong wish to visit this unknown 
and exotic place.
 In this sense, the passage across the Straits by ferryboat can be considered 
as a real rite of passage: the separation from the mainland implies a leap into 
the unknown, one that fills Elliot with emotion but also with fear. From this 
perspective, the Italian mainland—that the author has known for a long time 
—symbolically stands for her certainties and her past, that confer her autonomy 
and individuality. By entering a territory that has yet to be fully documented by 
Wester travellers, Elliot becomes a ‘real’ explorer who approaches a fascinating but 
mysterious place. Elliot attempts to manage her anxiety by equating the ‘unknown’ 
to what is familiar to her: ‘These Straits are a miniature edition of our Channel—
the same strong currents, the same rocky bottom, the same massed-up ocean at 
either end, struggling to get free’ (I, 9; my emphasis).
 The emphasis laid on the sameness between the Channel and the Straits 
of Messina diminishes the sense of dispersion and loss. The same strategy is 
employed while she is on the road from Catania to Nicosia. There she goes through 
‘La Boschiva’, a forest that she compares to an English Park; once again, the 
comparison is made in terms of dimensions: ‘If the trees were bigger, La Boschiva 
would be like an English park, but as the woods are all wind-tossed, scorched, and 
stunted, it is a very desolate place indeed, especially to be avoided in those days, 
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as infested by banditti and mal viventi of all descriptions’ (I, 150; emphasis in the 
original). By diminishing the proportions of the Straits and La Boschiva, Elliot is 
attempting to feel at home. However, I sense that this is also part of a more subtle 
and complex strategy through which she is remodelling the island as a smaller—
and inferior—version of England.
 Elliot does not always succeed in making her surroundings familiar. The 
Sicilian landscapes are wild and enticing, and they have the double effect of 
causing awe and pleasurable feelings. The ecstatic views that she contemplates 
from a train window, the mountain tops or the coast lines are often overwhelming. 
Thus, she frequently praises such beauty: ‘No wonder the gods loved Sicily!’ (I, 53). 
As in her other accounts, Elliot’s declared intent is to give her readers a detailed 
narrative portrayal of the places she visits and the people she encounters. She also 
again points out the apparent inadequacy of her writing in relation to what she 
sees and what, instead, she would like to narrate and report to her readers: ‘I hate 
my pen for being so incapable’ (I, 2). On the train that carries her from Messina 
to Taormina she wonders: ‘How can I describe perfect beauty?’ (I, 60). In addition, 
Elliot focuses on the transitory nature of her aesthetic experience of enjoyment 
of the natural landscape around her: ‘Once it has been given me to behold this 
enchanting land. Shall I ever return?’ (I, 60). The long lists of words and adjectives 
filling her descriptive pages clearly show Elliot’s attempts to capture every detail 
in order to locate each scene within a larger picturesque narrative frame. This 
intention is confirmed by her comparison of her pen with a paint-brush when she 
tries to convey her effort to reproduce the picturesque quality of what she has seen 
(see I, 7). Thus, sight, alongside her senses of smell and touch, characterize her 
prose, which is imbued with colours, music, and aromatic smells.
 Elliot follows an itinerary that leads her to visit the most important sites on the 
island, including places which were off the beaten track. Thus, she does not limit 
her explorations to the coast but sets off inland. From Naxos to Taormina, from 
Selinunte to Segesta, Elliot’s main destinations are the archaeological sites, and 
she celebrates those whom she considers the ‘real’ founders of Sicily: the Greeks. 
According to Elliot, it is with the Greeks that the real history of Sicily begins, 
while she criticizes the Romans for having made few meaningful contributions: 
‘Rome has left little, considering the length of her rule, and that not of her best 
[…] [I]ndeed, what did Rome ever create anywhere?’ (I, 66; emphasis in the 
original). Thus, behind Elliot’s celebration of Greek culture and her condemnation 
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of the Romans’ lack of creative powers ‘anywhere’, the reader cannot help noticing 
her indirect critical references to contemporary England. John Pemble has 
discussed the connection between nineteenth-century Britain and the Roman 
Empire as follows: ‘The idea that they were the modern Romans fortified the 
sense of proprietorship among British travellers in Italy. [. . .] But it also reinforced 
their sense of humility, because the Roman genius was for technology, war and 
government, rather than for art and the social graces’.13 The British identified 
as the heirs to the Romans in their capacity to construct a solid political and 
economic Empire. What emerges in Elliot’s subtle criticism of the Romans and 
her praise of the Greeks is an attempt to draw her readers’ attention to the arts 
and culture as fundamental elements that should inspire her contemporaries in 
their creation of an imperial and domestic ideology. This attempt would encourage 
both her and many other women to find their own identitarian, social, and artistic 
spaces in their home countries, so they would not be forced to go abroad, as she 
was. In this sense, Sicily’s past is posited as a model for the present and the future 
of England.
 Alongside natural landscapes and Greek archaeological sites, Elliot engages 
with contemporary life on the island. There is an ongoing tension in Elliot’s desire 
to link the past and the present, although she seems inclined to make a clear 
separation that favours the past over the present. Contemporary Palermo, for 
example, attracts her negative judgement. In addition, she records the extreme 
poverty and degradation in which much of the population lives. As a consequence, 
past and present become two opposite poles, since the present can no longer be 
filtered, or reconciled, through things past. Elliot’s negative judgement of the 
present can be further extended to Roman Catholicism, considered here as an 
expression of local superstitions compounded by a corrupted clergy. She winks 
ironically at the reader when she recounts the high popular devotion to saints 
and religious celebrations, such as the festival of Santa Rosalia in Palermo or of 
Sant’Agata in Catania; or when she relates anecdotes about the ‘unholy’ life of the 
clergy. For example, she mentions the Virgin’s letter which is kept in the Cathedral 
of Messina and traditionally believed to have been written by the Virgin in person, 
commenting: ‘I feel the obligation of faith in Sicily. If I accept the personality of 
Ulysses and Orion, I cannot dispute the authenticity of the Virgin’s letter; only, it 
appears to me, if the Virgin had disposed herself to write at all, she would not have 
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expressed herself in mere scholastic phrases, with such an odour of dog-latin and 
the cloister’ (I, 50; my emphasis). 
 The opposition between classical culture and Catholic superstition also 
unveils another powerful dichotomy: nature versus culture. According to Elliot’s 
Darwinian perspective, the Sicilians were unable to uphold the cultural legacy 
of their predecessors, and showed instead a dangerous proximity to a state of 
nature that ‘justifies’ and even ‘explains’ their inferiority: ‘A common Sicilian is 
incapable of truth: there is some natural dispensation which prevents it’ (II, 74; 
my emphasis). Furthermore, her comparisons of Sicilian peasants and beggars to 
animals is clearly drawn from the phrenological studies of the time. In her view, it 
was their physiognomy that spoke volumes about themselves. She considers them 
to be ‘naturally’ predisposed to criminality, and the many beggars, naked children, 
and dirty peasants whom she encounters provoke disgust, and are frequently 
associated with animals. Her first meeting with the ‘natives’ at Messina is a telling 
example:

Hunger, ignorance, swarthy skins, volubility, savage familiarity, 
a minimum of clothes, and a maximum of gesture, dirt, noise, 
and fleas, announce the sunny south, all the world over. But on 
arriving at Messina I found all this exaggerated. For a moment 
I thought Florio’s little steamer was boarded by a band of 
pirates. Over the sides came ragged men, clustering as thick as 
bees, large-eyed, shock-headed, fierce, casting their brown limbs 
about [. . .] In an instant we were engaged in a free fight: Furiosa 
charging valiantly in front, over our boxes (the average is four 
men to each box); I in the rear, defending the shawls and the 
bags. Screams, oaths, threats from the passengers; grappling 
hands and menaces from the pirates. (I, 17; my emphasis) 

In this physical battle, Elliot and her maid Furiosa are defeated, and must give 
in to the ‘pirates’. Eventually, they miraculously regain their luggage, but soon 
afterwards they find new adversaries: the facchini (porters) whom she nicknames 
‘land-sharks’ (I, 17). Again, she describes the scene in bellicose terms.
 On this occasion, Furiosa wins the fight, and Elliot concludes by celebrating 
their temporary victory: ‘Now it is that Furiosa merits her name and covers herself 
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with glory’ (I, 17). In the 1885 version of her diary, which, as I mention above, 
includes several additional chapters on Palermo, Elliot’s views on the residents 
of the Sicilian city are even more negative, as she characterizes them as cruel and 
lazy:

The idleness of your Sicilian—his sloth, rather—is another 
potent reason. By nature and race the Palermitan is cruel; but 
he is also idle. To crouch sleeping in the sun, under the shadow 
of an archway; to kick his heels, lying flat upon a wall, and be 
lulled to sleep by the splash of the waves; to crack beans, or 
skin a cactus fruit behind a corner; to fling the husk of one 
and the rind of another in the face of one weaker than himself; 
to loiter in rags on the Corso begging, and hear the news, 
picking a pocket between whiles if occasion offers—this is your 
Sicilian! The struggle to lead a laborious life is too much for 
him. Any vagabond, bolder and cunninger than his fellows, can 
make his living by threats. Naturally he selects cowards as his 
prey. (Cowards are not hard to find in Sicily). The vagabond is 
rarely unsuccessful. Later he becomes a Mafioso – robs, cuts 
throats, and steals cattle. If ambitious, he may buy estates at 
half-price, and possibly marry with a noble lady. Many of the 
oldest families, bearing the most illustrious names, are Mafiosi. 
They are known to be so, and to be closely connected with the 
blood-thirsty ruffians they employ! It has always been said ten 
francs is high payment for a life in Palermo! […] He who is not 
a Mafioso himself is the victim of the Mafia; the two together—
the tyrant and his victim—shake hands, to deceive and mislead 
the Government. On this point both are agreed—good and bad 
are alike. (II, 99–101; emphasis in the original)

Elliot’s judgement is particularly harsh because she not only mentions the 
word ‘idleness’ three times in the first two sentences, but she also qualifies the 
Palermitans’ peculiar form of idleness as ‘sloth’, one of the seven deadly sins. Her 
negative response to what she views as actual idleness confirms her ironic use of 
the term in relation to herself: she surely did not think of herself as slothful. Here, 
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Elliot’s discourse echoes broader problematic colonial approaches to the perceived 
laziness of the southern natives.14 Elliot devotes many pages to the mafia and how 
it gained power and influence through extortion, blackmail, and violence. She 
even discusses how the culture of silence functions to cover up and protect such 
crimes, preventing the police and authorities from enforcing order and justice (see 
II, 102). Elliot shows a clear awareness of the existence of the Mafia and the ways 
in which it operated.15  
 Moreover, Elliot even takes a tour of the prison in Palermo, where she sees 
some inmates. Once again, she reinforces the ‘bestial’ nature of the Sicilians, 
describing their features as entirely devoid of humanity (II, 102). Women do not 
seem to merit a more sympathetic judgement. Like all southern women, Elliot 
notes, Sicilian women, and ‘old Syracusans’ in particular, are ‘hairless, foul and 
horrible; oftener asleep or begging than at work’ (I, 177). She reserves her negative 
words for the more deprived social classes. Aristocratic women, whom she meets 
at a ball in the famous Villa Florio in Palermo, are portrayed as elegant and 
distinguished. However, this admiration does not prevent Elliot from remarking 
on the rigid gender roles that are enforced at all social levels; men and women 
inhabit separate spheres, following a strict patriarchal model, and social rituals are 
stuffy, outmoded and highly restrictive:  
 

La famiglia is everything at Palermo. Parents still receive the 
old-fashioned homage of past ages […] The Dowager-Princess, 
or Duchess, at home in her salon, poses as on an altar, the 
centre of family worship […] Even Balzac would have evolved 
no tragic family studies from an amiable society among whom, 
if one member is sick or dying, the rest stay at home’. (II, 93; 
emphases both mine and in the original) 

 The irony of Elliot’s reference to religious rituals and symbols increases the 
distance between herself, as a Protestant British woman, and this anachronistic 
world with its roots in a remote past. Another important step of her journey is the 
ascent of Mount Etna, one of the central topoi of Patrick Brydone’s travels in Sicily. 
Elliot initially depicts the mountain as a divinity and as a sacred place where many 
important mythological events have occurred. However, the Romantic myth of 
the ascent of the volcano, with its emotional impact, is transformed by Elliot into 
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a sort of anti-ascent. It is the month of March when Elliot and Furiosa undertake 
a journey from the train station of Piedimonte (their next stop after Messina) to 
Maniace, eight miles from Bronte, where one of her English acquaintances lives. 
They travel by coach on a lava-bed route and are surrounded by snow and walls 
of mist. Black and grey dominate the scene. Once again, the journey is associated 
with Dante’s descent to Hell:

On every side mountains rise over our heads—grave, sombre, 
repulsive. They might be of cast-iron but for the scaly patches, 
here and there, of coarse grass and brown moss: a scene such as 
Dante dreamed for his Inferno—where the dead earth is bound 
in a black winding-sheet! (I, 88)

Later, she adds: ‘Down, down, down, among the dead men!’ (I, 92). She feels safe 
only when she is welcomed inside the protective British environment of the house 
in Maniace. The dichotomy between inside versus outside space (English safety 
and reassurance versus desolate mountains) reveals Elliot’s need to be surrounded 
by familiar things to counteract the sense of loss and disquiet caused by the 
wilderness of the landscape.
 During her stay in Maniace, she devotes long passages to Etna. She bluntly 
states that ‘Etna is not beautiful’, unless seen at a great distance; it is like a 
‘monstrous cloud’, ‘overwhelming’, a ‘hidden world of subterranean fire’, ‘grim-
Satanic, awe-struck, terrible world’ and, eventually, ‘a nightmare!’ (I, 96–97). The 
wild, primeval beauty of the mountain inspires ecstatic admiration but also fear. 
Elliot does not succeed in familiarizing it through a textual process of neutralization 
—the constant references to Dante’s Inferno are closer to the expression of her 
subjective feelings than to an objective description of the mountain. However, 
while the passages on Mount Etna show that Elliot is not always successful in 
making the natural scenery familiar, it is precisely this failure that gives her the 
opportunity to explore the liberating potential offered by writing. The traveller 
uses Danteian images to explore a wide range of inner feelings, caused by the 
sight of something ‘monstrous’, ‘overwhelming’ and ‘terrible’. However, the 
vast, desolate and primordial spaces of the mountain also become the spaces of 
representation par excellence. The numerous pages that she devoted to the volcano 
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reveal her unceasing search for an artistic dialogue in which she tries to explore the 
liberating potential afforded by writing.
 To conclude, I have discussed the representational strategies with which the 
(not-so-) ‘idle’ traveller Elliot constructs Sicily as an unsettling place with which 
she has a troubling relationship. She takes an ambivalent position, characterised 
simultaneously by detached judgement and ecstatic admiration; however, there 
are fewer moments of light, comic relief, and the physical abjection she notes and 
suffers is more intense than in other places. As the narrative on Sicily unravels, 
thanks in part to her intertextual dialogue with writers such as Dante, the island 
becomes for Elliot a space in and through which she can experience the liberating 
power of writing. This space allows to her to transgress the limits imposed on her 
by her status of British upper-class woman, in order to find her own personal 
representational space. The final lines of the Sicilian diary testify to the fact that 
she is obliged to return to England: ‘The month was March, and I was forced 
to go!’ (II, 197). Thus, Elliot was compelled to endure anew those ideological 
and physical confines that she managed to escape, albeit temporarily, during 
her journey. Through her writing, a crucial dimension for self-realisation, she 
establishes an authorial voice that ultimately enables her to dominate the scenes 
around her. She narrates a version of herself as inhabiting a transversal, imagined 
temporal dimension, which is a temporary window that is brought to an abrupt 
end by her social duties in England, to which she is called back. Therefore, while 
aspects of her depictions of Italy, the Italians, and the Sicilians as well as other 
foreigners are highly problematic, her work remains nevertheless compelling and 
empowering, both for herself and for her readers.

Università ‘Kore’ di Enna (University of Enna ‘Kore’)
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       C h a r l o t t e  R i b e y r o l

From Via Magenta to Via Solferino: A Chromatic 
Itinerary through John Singer Sargent’s and Vernon 

Lee’s Early Aesthetic Works

T  
he ‘strange dyes’ of Aestheticism 
On 17 February 1877, George Du Maurier published a cartoon 
in Punch mocking the chromatic elitism of the aesthetes. Entitled 

‘True Artistic Refinement’ and subtitled ‘Died of a colour, in æsthetic pain’ 
(Figure 1), it depicts the poseur Mr Mirabel who refuses to be introduced to 
Miss Chalmers on the grounds that the young lady ‘affects aniline dyes’: ‘I weally 
couldn’t go down to suppah with a young lady who wears Mauve Twimmings in 
her skirt and Magenta Wibbons in her hair!’ The same linguistic affectations had 
already appeared a week earlier in Du Maurier’s ‘Modern Æsthetics’ (Figure 2) 
which represents an ‘ineffable youth’ gloating over a painting by the fictitious and 
‘extremely Old Master’, Fra Porcinello Barbaragianno, whose palette ‘the matter-
of-fact party’ deems horrid. But the sarcastic comment is ignored by the dandy 
who proudly claims to be ‘cullah-blind’.1

 Although in black and white, the two caricatures shed an intriguing light on 
the central role played by colour in discussions of aestheticism. By the second half 
of the nineteenth century, colour had indeed become a key signifier of the modern 
in the wake of the new theorization of chromatic perception (and notably colour-
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blindness) and of the aniline revolution that transformed the very materiality of 
colour as well as the history of fashion. The aesthetic avant-garde responded rather 
ambiguously to these coal-tar colours invented in the mid 1850s.2 On the one 
hand, what Alison Victoria Matthews aptly terms the ‘coloristic snubbery’ of the 
aesthetes induced them to shun the democratization of colour which aniline dyes 
had brought about, in favour of the richer colours of the past, such as those of the 
Venetian Old Masters epitomized by the gondola situated at the centre of Du 
Maurier’s first cartoon.3 And yet, on the other hand, aesthetes and Decadents 
emulated the lexical inventiveness triggered by these inventions and sometimes 
embraced the artifice of chemical synthesis—best symbolized by the aniline-dyed 
green carnation of Oscar Wilde.4   

Figure 1. George Du Maurier, ‘True Artistic Refinement, Punch, 17 February 1877, p. 66.
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 But in 1877 another major satire of aestheticism was published, W.H. Mallock’s 
New Republic, a roman à clef which mainly targeted the aesthetic theories of 
Walter Pater caricatured in the figure of Mr Rose. The chromatic onomastics were 
certainly an allusion to Pater’s controversial ‘Conclusion’ to Studies in the History 
of the Renaissance (1873), where he celebrates ‘any stirring of the senses, strange 
dyes, strange colours, and curious odour’.5 If flowers operate synaesthetically as 
scent, hue, and texture, the rose is a particularly gendered colour, evocative of 
Victorian female fashion, which in the 1860s and 1870s favoured a predominantly 
rosy gamut of artificial dyes. 
 Like Mr Luke in Mallock’s novel, Vernon Lee and John Singer Sargent often 
seemed to have shared Pater’s ‘rose-coloured view of things’ in aesthetic matters.6 In 
a letter of 1881, Sargent asks Lee what she ‘think[s] of Pater’s Essays’ (possibly the 
second edition of his Renaissance), adding: ‘I like one or two of them very much’.7 
Although the influence of Italian Renaissance art has long been overlooked in the 
works of Sargent,8 it is this tension between the old colours associated with the 

Figure 2. George Du Maurier, ‘Modern Æsthetics’, Punch, 10 February 1877, p. 51.
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Italian past (which fascinated Pater, Sargent and Lee) and the modernity of coal-
tar dyes (about which they seem to have disagreed) that this essay will explore. 
And to suggest both these chromatic convergences and divergences, I have chosen 
to pun in my title on the names of the two streets in Florence, where Lee and 
Sargent had their lodgings 100 metres away from each other—with Sargent at 
15 via Magenta, and Lee at 12 via Solferino—around 1873–1874, the year Lee 
started writing her story, ‘A Culture-Ghost: Or, Winthrop’s Adventure’ (1881), 
which she based on her Italian memories of Sargent.9 
 Apparently, in the nineteenth century the two streets used to run parallel, 
whereas now they intersect—another apt image for the evolution of Lee and 
Sargent’s relationship, which had its origins in the experiences that they shared as 
children.10 In June 1859, the two Lombard towns of Solferino and Magenta had 
become internationally famous because Napoleon III aided the Piedmontese to 
defeat the Austrian enemy during the Second Italian War of Independence. As a 
tribute to these two victories, French dyers named two new varieties of red after 
the two Italian locations, magenta and solferino. In her essay, ‘J.S.S.: In Memoriam’, 
which was published as an appendix to John Evan Charteris’s 1927 biography of 
Sargent, Lee strikingly associates the Sargent household with these new colours, 
since it evokes ‘those […] magenta winter flowers [she] already detested’.11 

Contrary to Lee, who favoured the subtler harmonies of the faded hues of the 
past, Sargent—according to his artist friend Edwin H. Blashfield—enthused 
about the chromatic potentialities offered by the aniline revolution: 

One morning [at Sargent’s home] in English Broadway 
[Worcestershire] he exclaimed with delight over the table where 
the white cloth was covered with magenta colored flowers, 
dazzling silver shining among the buds, and said ‘Oh, I MUST 
make a study of that!’  Just at that time (1887) he seemed to have 
a predilection for the aniline suggestion in colors. One evening 
at a birthday party in the big garden we had been ordered by 
the hostess to wear wreaths, ladies, men, and all. The rest of us 
were contented with roses except Alma Tadema, who wove big 
leaves together in a manner so skilful as to provoke attention, 
but Sargent was splendid in a garland of big dahlias of the color 
that in 1860 or thereabouts was a new creation of the dyers 
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dubbed Solferino. In fact, he was not only able in everything, 
but also a little original.12

Here Sargent’s eccentricity is directly related to his interest in artificial colours: an 
interest that marked him out as a quintessentially modern painter who embraced 
not only the daring effects of impressionistic violet shadows in his Broadway 
paintings of the mid 1880s (such as Carnation, Lily, Lily Rose) but also the shifting 
hues of female fashion as in Misses Vickers or Mrs Hammersley, both described as 
terribly ‘aniline’ in the art press of the time.13 The question therefore is not whether 
Sargent’s materials were aniline-based or not, but what these colours and their 
names suggested to Lee, whose fiction Sargent greatly admired, as opposed to her 
aesthetic theories, in which he seems to have had little interest. I will thus focus 
on how Sargent’s somewhat eccentric chromatic tastes were fictionalized by Lee 
in both ‘A Culture-Ghost’ and the novel Miss Brown (1884), two works of fiction 
that unfold in part in Italian settings. 

The ‘italian colour’ of ‘Winthrop’s Adventure’ 
Although they met in Nice in the early 1860s, Lee and Sargent’s friendship 
truly developed in Italy, first in Rome where the two families spent the winter of 
1868–1869. The following winter, the Sargents moved to Florence and the earliest 
of Sargent’s surviving letter to Lee was written from this location, on 23 April 
1870.14 In this letter, Sargent mainly discusses his musical tastes (Mendelssohn, 
Beethoven, Schubert). As noted by Richard Ormond, music was indeed ‘a 
powerful bond’ between the two friends15—which they further cultivated on their 
visit to the Bologna music school in 1872, inspiring Lee’s Paterian Studies of the 
Eighteenth Century in Italy (1880) as well as her short story ‘A Culture-Ghost: or, 
Winthrop’s Adventure’. 
 Throughout ‘J.S.S.: In Memoriam’, Lee fondly recalls these formative moments 
she and Sargent spent together in several Italian locations. This tribute almost 
reads as an autobiographical roman familial, in which Lee casts herself as the 
‘twin’16  in the sister arts of letters’ of the future painter who was born the same year 
as her (1856) and whom she describes as torn between the ‘maternal paintbox’ and 
his ‘puritan’ (and possibly chromophobic) father.17 Lee indeed perceived Sargent’s 
chromatic affinities in gendered terms:
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But to me, who see in recollection Mrs Sargent painting, 
painting, painting away, always an open paint-box in front of 
her, through all the forty years I knew her, her whole jocund 
personality splashed, as it were, with the indigo of seas and the 
carmine of sunsets, to me the painting gift of John Sargent is all 
from his mother.18 

But Lee believed that she too inflected the artistic itinerary of Sargent, ascribing 
a chromatic origin to their friendship: ‘I feel sure that my perennial supplies of 
water-colours and porcelain palettes and albums of vario-tinted paper were what 
drew him to me’.19 Having introduced herself as a painter, Lee then describes 
Sargent as an eminently literary artist avidly reading French poetry—which sheds 
light on her recurring image of Sargent as poet of colour. Lee was particularly 
impressed by the literary qualities of his earlier work, notably of Carnation, Lily, 
Lily Rose, which she referred to as ‘the most poetical figure-picture of modern 
times’.20 This synaesthetic image reappears in her essay entitled ‘Imagination 
in Modern Art: Random Notes on Whistler, Sargent and Besnard’, which she 
published in 1897. In this text, she claims that ‘the future of painting lies not 
with line, but with colour, and with the human figure probably reduced to colour 
pattern’.21 Among the ‘few great poetic paintings which are really modern’ she 
lists Sargent’s Carnation, Lily, Lily Rose, ‘a poem of flowers’, ‘giving us something 
analogous to the interlaced prophets and sibyls, to the firmaments of gold and 
blue, among which heraldic creatures lurk and legends blossom out in rhythmic 
order, as in those most wonderful Borgia Rooms in the Vatican. Only the rhythm 
will be of colour, not line’.22 The reference to the Borgia Rooms is noteworthy as 
Lee and Sargent visited the Vatican together during the winter of 1868–1869, an 
experience that proved decisive as to their choice of career.23 But once Sargent 
moved to Paris in August 1874 to study art under the supervision of Carolus-
Duran, they seem to have lost sight of each other, until 1881 when Sargent painted 
both Vernon Lee’s and Mary Robinson’s portraits.
 That same year, Lee published ‘A Culture-Ghost’: her first ghost story, in which 
she sketched her own portrait of Sargent. This tale is based on their visit to the 
Bologna music school in 1872, where they both became entranced by the portrait 
of the castrato singer Farinelli, which Lee describes in her 1927 introduction to 
For Maurice as ‘strange, weird, curious’24—the same Paterian adjectives that she 
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Figure 3. John Singer Sargent, Madame X (Madame Pierre Gautreau), 1883–1884, oil on canvas, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City.
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applied, in the exact same order, to Sargent’s controversial 1884 portrait Madame 
X (Figure 3) in ‘J.S.S.: In Memoriam’.25  
 Although, by 1881, Sargent and Lee had both chosen their respective callings, 
this tale suggests that the artistic ‘twins’26 somehow shared a nostalgia for the 
synaesthetic sensibility they had developed during their Italian childhood. Lee 
here fictionalizes her friend as the aesthetic and ‘eccentric’ poet-painter Julian 
Winthrop (the family name comes from one of Sargent’s Puritan ancestors) 
whose head ‘was like a sketch-book—full of delightful scraps of colour, […] 
scraps of melodies noted down across scraps of verse’.27 Sargent told Lee that he 
admired the story greatly, and notably praised its ‘Italian colour’.28  A prelude to ‘A 
Wicked Voice’, which appeared in Hauntings: Fantastic Stories (1890), ‘A Culture-
Ghost’ is set first in Florence and then in some town in Lombardy—with Bologna 
referred to once. It relates the story of a painter obsessed with the portrait of a 
late eighteenth-century Italian singer, Rinaldi, who holds a mysterious musical 
score in his hand. If the tale is mainly about the haunting tune, colour also plays a 
central role in the narrative as Winthrop’s attention is immediately drawn to the 
‘strange red lips’ of the singer. Contrary to his faded ‘pale lilac silk coat’ and the 
‘pale pea-green satin waistcoat’, indicating temporal distance, Rinaldi’s ‘well-cut’ 
and ‘intense red lips’ 29 signal a chronological anomaly, chromatically hinting at the 
secret of his violent death.30 This ‘crimson stain’ (the site of homoerotic desire as 
well as of musical expression), which punctuates the story, leaves an indelible taint 
on the ‘impressionable’ mind of the hero.31 As the narrative unfolds, Winthrop 
becomes almost infatuated with the ‘culture-ghost’, an expression that Lee later 
defined as ‘anything vaguely connected with Italy, art and let us put it, the works 
of the late John Addington Symonds’—in reference to the apostle of Venetian 
colour who was a common acquaintance of both Lee and the French writer, Paul 
Bourget.32 

Chromatic scandals: Miss Brown and Madame X 
However appreciative of Sargent’s poetic ‘rhythms’ of colour,33 Lee also alluded to 
some jarring notes, especially what she referred to in ‘J.S.S.: In Memoriam’ as ‘the 
Gautreau annoyance’,34 a euphemism for the scandal caused at the 1884 Salon by 
the portrait of Madame X (i.e. Mme Pierre Gautreau), which changed the course of 
Sargent’s career. Sargent had been working on what he believed would be his chef-
d’oeuvre for over a year but ‘the unpaintable beauty and hopeless laziness of Mme 
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G.’ which he described in a letter to Lee in August or September 1883 prevented 
him from presenting the painting in time for the 1883 Salon.35 When the portrait 
was finally displayed the following year, Lee described it as ‘a solemn fiasco’,36  

recording how critics and the model herself had taken offence at both her strapless 
décolleté (which Sargent later modified) and her cadaverous paleness.37 What 
Lee fails to mention here, however, is that she provoked a similar stir that year 
when she published Miss Brown, her scathing satirical novel about the Aesthetic 
movement, which she hazardously dedicated to another of Sargent’s cosmopolitan 
friends, Henry James.38 Miss Brown explores the Pygmalionesque impulse of an 
‘aesthetic’ poet and painter, Walter Hamlin, who decides to educate and marry a 
half-Italian, half-English servant girl, Anne Brown, whom he introduces to his 
depraved acquaintances in London. The novel opens with the male protagonist 
the poet-painter Walter Hamlin, travelling to the Tuscan country-house of his 
friend Melton Perry. As Dennis Denisoff has noted, the narrative is fraught with 
Paterian echoes epitomized by Hamlin’s ‘habit of gemlike harmonies of colour’:39

 
Walter Hamlin […] had begun his poetical career with a quiet 
concentration of colour, physical and moral, which had made 
his earliest verses affect one like so many old church windows, 
deep flecks of jewel lustre set in quaint stiff little frames, with a 
great deal of lead between, and supreme indifference to anatomy 
and perspective. And as a painter […]—he certainly had less 
original genius as painter than as poet—he had continued in 
this habit of gemlike harmonies of colour.40 
 

Pater,41 the Rossettis, and the Morrises’ circle were all offended by Lee’s novel, in 
which they evidently recognized themselves. And yet Lee told Mary Robinson 
that ‘John is Hamlin’, in a letter published in Amanda Gagel’s recent edition of 
Lee’s correspondence.42 
 Disillusioned by the London aesthetes, Lee may have wished to give a 
satirical twist to her earlier portrayal of Sargent as an eccentric poet-painter. And 
yet their correspondence tells a slightly different story: the artist, apparently, did 
not bear Lee a grudge for Miss Brown43; he even sympathized with her when so 
many of their aesthetic friends turned their backs on her, an experience that he 
compared to the embarrassment caused by his own Madame X, which Lee reports 
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in a letter to her mother: ‘his picture of Mme Gauthereau [sic] has had much the 
same effect in checking his success that Miss B. has had with me’.44 According to 
their mutual friend Bourget, Sargent thought ‘very highly of the first volume’ of 
the novel45—which further corroborates his interest in Lee’s ‘Italian colours’ in the 
opening section of Miss Brown, which unfolds first in Lucca, then in Florence. 
Anne Brown herself is described as half-Italian on her mother’s side, a dark beauty 
who, before she has been transplanted to the artificial circles of aesthetic London, 
is clearly in harmony with the Tuscan couleur locale:
 

As the people suddenly sank like a wave about the steps, there 
remained, stranded as it were, and rising conspicuous, the tall and 
massive figure of Miss Brown. She was standing on the altar-
steps, whose orange-red baize cloth threw up faint yellowish 
tints on to her long dress of some kind of soft white wool, while 
the crimson brocade on wall and column formed a sort of dull 
red background. In the mixed light of the yellow tapers and the 
grey incense-laden sunbeams, her face acquired a diaphanous 
pallor, as if of a halo surrounding it, as she stood, her hands 
hanging loosely clasped, looking calmly upon the bowed-down 
crowd below. […] The organ and bells were pealing, the voices 
and violins rising shrill, the incense curling up in grey spirals 
into the sunbeams among the crimson hangings. The sonnet 
of Guido Cavalcanti, about the Madonna picture, enshrined at 
Or San Michele behind the blazing tapers, and in which he 
recognised his lady, came into Hamlin’s mind, with the sound of 
the music and the fumes of the incense; and together with it, a 
remembrance, a sort of picture, hopelessly jumbled, of Laura in 
the church at Avignon that Good Friday, and Beatrice among 
the blazing lights of the Heavenly Rose.46  

From the moment he meets Anne, Hamlin perceives her as a living picture, one 
made up of reminiscences of Renaissance or Pre-Raphaelite paintings and poems. 
As Kathy Alexis Psomiades has observed, Lee’s decision to name her heroine 
‘Miss Brown’ brings to mind Du Maurier’s female dandy-aesthete, Mrs Cimabue 
Brown, which turns Anne into ‘a copy of a copy, an imitation of a woman who 
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imitates aestheticist paintings’,47 especially as references to Punch abound in Lee’s 
novel.  However, Psomiades does not comment on the irony of the chromatic name, 
brown—a rather drab hue—which, in its quintessentially British commonness, is 
a clear debunking of the Italian colours (the ‘Cimabue’ side of Anne) about which 
Hamlin dreams when he first sees her in her Tuscan setting.49 Colour is thus once 
more the means, as well as the target, of aesthetic parody. 
 Moreover, this reading of Anne Brown as ‘a copy of a copy’ strangely resonates 
with the comment the cosmopolitan painter Ralph Curtis, a Venetian friend of both 
Lee and Sargent, made on Madame X when it was exhibited at the 1884 Salon: ‘All 
the women jeer. […] Then the blagueur club man–“C’est une copie!” “Comment 
une copie?” “Mais oui—la peinture d’après un autre morceau de peinture s’appelle 
une copie”’.50 The portrait appeared as a copy not only because the model fancied 
herself a new Venus after Canova but also because of her makeup. The peculiar 
colours of both the painting and the model (whom Lee disparagingly referred to 
as ‘that peacock woman’)51 were indeed perceived as almost more scandalous than 
her risqué cleavage. Sargent himself commented upon the controversial chromatic 
composition of his work in a letter to Lee in 1883:

In a few days I shall be back in Paris, tackling my other ‘envoi’ 
the portrait of a Great Beauty. Do you object to people who are 
‘fardées’ to the extent of being a uniform lavender or blotting-
paper colour all over? If so you would not care for my sitter; but 
she has the most beautiful lines, and if the lavender or chlorate 
of potash-lozenge colour be pretty in itself I should be more 
than pleased.52  

As Susan Sidlauskas had suggested, in her discussion of the portrait as a mise-en-
abyme of painting, chlorate of potash may have been one of the toxic components 
of Mme Gautreau’s lavender face powder—yet another new colour encoding 
artifice.53 Sargent evidently favoured heavily made up beauties who actively 
performed their social persona, like the yellow portrait of the Spanish dancer, La 
Carmencita (1890), the ghostly Flora Priestley (another friend of Lee’s),54 or the 
‘magenta hair’ of Ellen Terry.55 Lee certainly had all these early works in mind 
when she alluded to the ‘improbably-looking colours’, falling on ‘skin, hair and 
stuffs’ of Sargent’s models in ‘J.S.S.: In Memoriam’.56 
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Conclusion: La Femme en Violet (paget) 
However aesthetically puzzled by the ‘strange dyes’ of Sargent’s early portraits, Lee 
thus twice fictionalized her childhood friend as an eccentric colourist poet-painter. 
But Lee’s and Sargent’s adventures in Italy also appeared as fictional material for 
Bourget, whom Sargent introduced to Lee in July 1884,57 and who believed that 
‘le principe premier de l ’esthéticisme fut cette impression d’Italie’ (‘the first principle 
of aestheticism was this impression of Italy’) as much as ‘ce goût de l ’artificiel ’ 
(‘the taste for the artificial’).58 Bourget illustrated this aesthetic conception in 
Cosmopolis:59 another satirical roman à clef partly inspired by Miss Brown, which he 
had reviewed in 1885.60

 Cosmopolis evolved, in three different manuscripts, over a period of four to five 
years. In a first version, which Bourget drafted in 1888, he initially chose Venice as 
the colourful setting for his tragic tale, before finally shifting it to Rome in 1892.61  
Both Lee and Mary Robinson were given pride of place in the early development 
of the novel, notably in the version titled ‘Idylle Triste’ (‘A Tragic Idyll’), with the 
character of the English poet Maud Milner.62 In this manuscript, she is described 
as entranced by a painter who, like Lee’s Hamlin, is also a poet and whom Bourget 
specifically identified with Sargent in the manuscript held at the Bibliothèque 
Nationale.63 If the composition, setting, characters, and storyline were largely 
modified between 1888 and 1892, Sargent (who appears under the various names 
of Robert Barrett, James Maitland, and, finally, Lincoln Maitland) remained the 
figure of the artist throughout all three versions. The character, however, was not 
given the same fictional treatment in each instance. In the opening chapter of ‘Idylle 
Triste’, the painter is a plein air artist who sketches a strange (‘curieuse’) young girl, 
who looks like a gipsy and who holds a bunch of roses in her hand, which the artist 
longs to replace with more aesthetic yellow or red carnations. He is accompanied 
by his sister, Sarah, who is said to be limping following a childhood accident, like 
Emily Sargent.  (Emily remained a regular correspondent of Lee throughout her 
life.) More important, Sargent is granted some form of psychological depth as in 
the following chapter entitled ‘Tourments d’artiste’ (‘an artist’s torments’), which 
explores the wealth of his aesthetic influences and notably that of the Venetian 
colourist Giovanni Bellini. However, all this is changed in the final version, which 
Michel Mansuy rather euphemistically analyzes as conservative.64 Following 
his marriage to the devout Minnie David, Bourget indeed turned against the 
cosmopolitan clique he had frequented in his youth. As a possible consequence 
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of this shift, Lincoln Maitland, the figure of the cosmopolitan artist and poet 
becomes a superficial, mundane portraitist, famous only for his succès de scandale 
at the 1884 Salon with La femme en violet et jaune (Lady in Violet and Yellow)—
which fuses the artificial lavender skin colour of Madame X and the decadent 
yellow of La Carmencita. Bourget may have opted for this parodic title so as to 
recall that the scandal of Sargent’s own Salon picture was a matter of chromatic 
syntax rather than of a risqué dress. But these ‘strange dyes’, emblematic of the 
fin de siècle, may also have been a way for Bourget to allude to the ties not only 
between Sargent and his own sister Violet but also between the painter and his 
literary ‘twin’, Violet Paget —whose fictional avatar disappeared from this final 
version but whose chromatic presence was still, as it were, haunting the tale. 
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M a r g a r e t  D .  S t e t z

Richard Le Gallienne and a Tale of Two Dantes

W  
hen it came to stinging criticism of both writers and their 
works, the British press of the early 1890s had no equal. Yet even 
among the insulting judgements hurled at various ‘New Women,’ 

naturalists, realists, aesthetes, and Decadents, the vitriolic review of Richard Le 
Gallienne’s 1892 volume, English Poems, that appeared in the paper the Artist 
still stands out for its unalloyed ferocity. Signed by ‘T. W. G. W.’—that is, by 
the poet Theodore (William Graf ) Wratislaw (1871–1933)—and published on 
1 September 1893, this was an attempt to destroy the twenty-seven-year-old Le 
Gallienne’s burgeoning reputation, by someone who was only twenty-two years 
old himself. Wratislaw’s demolition job began with an expression of outrage over 
Le Gallienne’s appropriation of Dante in the sequence of verses called ‘Paolo and 
Francesca’ with which English Poems opened:

Dante’s lovers are a man and a woman, noble and suffering; Mr 
Le Gallienne has turned them into a pair of prurient children. 
The pathetic murder of these Babes in the Bed is one of the 
most ludicrous things I have ever read. But there is a grave side 
to this performance: after reading such trash, we are bound to 
ask ourselves this question: Could this ‘Paolo and Francesca’ 
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have been written by a man of any intelligence, and does it 
not prove Mr Le Gallienne to be so totally devoid of taste and 
education that we may regard his career as already finished? 
A certain amount of education—that of a Board-school, for 
instance—and a certain amount of taste are necessary, even for 
an English poet.1 

 The animus behind this assault, with its nasty class-based insinuations 
(by a writer who had attended the elite Rugby School, and whose own family 
background—unlike that of the lower-middle-class Le Gallienne, whose father 
managed a brewery—involved the professional spheres of law, the Church, and 
medicine), may be traced to a simple cause. As Kelsey Thornton recorded in his 
2003 biographical study, The Search for Wratislaw, ‘on 18 July 1893’ Wratislaw had 
‘offered his poems to John Lane for publication by the Bodley Head’, the firm for 
which Le Gallienne acted as publisher’s reader. Le Gallienne ‘must have given 
a speedy rejection, since the book, which was to be Caprices, was not published 
by Lane and Mathews but by Gay and Bird, appearing late in 1893’.2 In fact, 
as Wratislaw’s more recent biographer, D.J. Sheppard, has noted, this may have 
been the second of two back-to-back insults and thus the proverbial last straw; 
Wratislaw’s earlier poetic manuscript, titled Love’s Memorial, had also been turned 
down by Le Gallienne, who was acting on behalf of the Bodley Head, in 1891.3  
Repeated rejection seems to have infuriated the younger of these two young men, 
and he took revenge in print, claiming not even to understand why a volume 
should be titled English Poems, if it began ‘by versifying an Italian legend’ taken 
from The Divine Comedy.4  
 Wratislaw’s review of the book may have been patently unfair, but the 
question posed about the title was not. Why did Le Gallienne choose to open 
what were alleged to be English poems with Dante? Why, moreover, did he include 
later in the same collection a sonnet titled ‘Beatrice’? This was yet another work 
with non-English origins—a poem occasioned by the Beatrice commemoration 
held in Florence in 1890, and thus one of many tributes to her memory sent by 
poets from across Europe, as a contemporary article in the Academy reported, to 
‘be framed and hung in perpetuity’ in a room dedicated to Dante in the city’s 
Biblioteca Nazionale.5 In Thornton’s view, Wratislaw’s greatest flaw throughout 
his own practice as a poet was that he appeared ‘never to have located a central 
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core of himself ’.6 That was not Le Gallienne’s problem. Always at his ‘central 
core’, inextricably bound up with his sense of poetic selfhood, was the figure of 
Dante. In fact, not merely one Dante was present there, but two. It was impossible 
for Le Gallienne to write poetry in English—to succeed either as an English 
poet or indeed as an English prose writer—without returning frequently to these 
two Dantes, Dante Alighieri (1265–1321) and Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828–
1882), as sources of inspiration and as competitors spurring him on to rival their 
creations, or without invoking explicitly the particular concept of the Artist, with 
a capital A, that they embodied for him. 
 If Richard Whittington-Egan and Geoffrey Smerdon are correct, then Le 
Gallienne’s early adoration of the first of these two Dantes, Dante Alighieri, 
coincided with the emergence of his devotion to the Aesthetic movement and, 
simultaneously, of his determination to adopt authorship as his profession, as 
well as to begin adding ‘Le’ to his surname of ‘Gallienne’ and thus underline his 
Continental ties. In The Quest of the Golden Boy: The Life and Letters of Richard Le 
Gallienne (1960), his biographers report that, in September 1883, the seventeen-
year-old aspiring poet—who was then also a desperately unhappy clerk in a 
Liverpool accounting firm—convinced his parents to allow him to turn one room 
of the Galliennes’ house in Birkenhead into a study. This he decorated with ‘a bust 
of Dante’ that ‘looked down with sad archaic smile’ on him and seemingly blessed 
his artistic ambitions.7  
 Le Gallienne’s attraction to Dante, however, may have been heightened by 
another development: his discovery of the poetry of Oscar Wilde and then of 
Wilde himself as a guide and a model. As a voracious reader of the works of 
contemporary poets and as an admirer especially of Walt Whitman—according 
to Whittington-Egan and Smerdon, he hid from his parents an ‘unexpurgated 
Leaves of Grass’ behind the books visible on the shelves of his study in the family 
home8—Le Gallienne certainly would have been drawn to Oscar Wilde’s Poems 
(1881), the work of a fellow Whitman fan. There he would have found in Wilde’s 
‘Madonna Mia’ precisely the effect at which he would soon aim in his own writing: 
an admixture of sensual description of a woman’s beauty (‘longing eyes half veiled 
by slumberous tears’ and ‘white throat, whiter than the silvered dove’) with an 
attitude of spiritualized reverence, associated explicitly with Dante’s worship of 
Beatrice: 
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   Yet, though my lips shall praise her without cease, 
   Even to kiss her feet I am not bold,
   Being o’ershadowed by the wings of awe.
  Like Dante, when he stood with Beatrice
   Beneath the flaming Lion’s breast, and saw
  The seventh Crystal, and the Stair of Gold.8 

 Wilde’s influence in leading him along the artistic path towards Dante 
continued to strengthen, once Le Gallienne fell under the spell of this proponent 
of Aestheticism in the flesh. Oscar Wilde lectured at the Claughton Music Hall 
on 10 December 1883 and enchanted the entire Birkenhead audience—including 
Le Gallienne himself—with what the younger man later called synaesthetically, 
in The Romantic ’90s (1926), a ‘wonderful golden voice’.10 Wilde’s lecture served 
as a revelation and a spur to rebellion against the wishes of his father, giving the 
adolescent clerk just the push he needed to free himself from the shackles of office 
work and to pursue both poetry and criticism as his occupations, while adopting 
the same long-haired and velvet-coat-wearing mode that had been integral to 
Wilde’s first public persona. There would be a series of intimate meetings between 
Le Gallienne and his hero in the late 1880s, famously giving rise to speculation, 
especially by Neil McKenna, that theirs was a homoerotic affair, consummated in 
June 1888.11 What cannot be disputed is that Le Gallienne followed Wilde’s lead 
in many ways, and placing on a metaphorical pedestal the figure of Dante, who 
was already quite literally sitting atop Le Gallienne’s bookshelves in the form of 
a statue, was surely something that contact with Wilde encouraged. Wilde was a 
powerful force drawing the younger man more closely toward Dante, and to Le 
Gallienne it might have seemed that to worship one was necessarily to worship 
the other. After all, as Alison Milbank remarks in Dante and the Victorians (1998), 
the ‘sense of fellow-feeling with Dante’ was so strong in ‘both Oscar Wilde and 
his mother, the poetess “Speranza”’ that they ‘believed they possessed the true 
Dantesque profile (and also claimed descent from the Alighieri family!)’.12 
 Perhaps equally important in cementing Le Gallienne’s lifelong devotion to 
Dante Alighieri, as well as his dedication to fashioning and then emulating the 
image of Dante that he used as a reference point in his own poetic endeavours, 
was the role of Walter Pater as a mediator. Although Le Gallienne, who was 
heterosexually-identified, but by no means heteronormatively defined, sometimes 
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distanced himself from Wilde—particularly in the 1890s, when Wilde left the 
fold of the Aesthetes and became associated instead with the Decadents—he 
never ceased to remain a disciple of Walter Pater. As late as 1912, a time when 
the budding Modernist movement had already begun its campaign to sweep away 
the relics of late-nineteenth-century thought and art, Richard Le Gallienne still 
boldly declared his allegiance to Pater’s writings. As he proclaimed in an essay for 
the North American Review, titled ‘On Re-Reading Walter Pater’, Pater remained 
for him ‘a writer of deep humanity as well as esthetic [sic] beauty, and the teacher 
of a way of life at once ennobling and exquisite’.13 Six years afterwards, in the 
course of celebrating Le Gallienne’s poetic career in an essay for the Sewanee 
Review, the African American critic Benjamin Brawley would observe: ‘To him 
[Pater] Richard Le Gallienne’s loyalty has ever been unquestioned’.14 
 One of the many things that Le Gallienne might have absorbed from Pater as 
a ‘teacher’ was his slant on the relationship between Dante and Beatrice Portinari, 
as well as his understanding of Beatrice herself. As Richard Dellamora points 
out, Pater’s 1871 essay for the Fortnightly Review, ‘The Poetry of Michelangelo’, 
emphasizes ‘the body-centred aspect of Dante’s devotion’; it is ‘Beatrice’s bodily 
presence (and Dante’s memory of that presence)’ in the latter’s work that ‘moves 
him more deeply than […] anything else’.15 Just as important, however, is 
Pater’s notion of Beatrice as a ‘child-visionary’ whose own perspective matters: 
‘Beatrice too is an artist, though by virtue of her way of seeing rather than by her 
production’.16 Pater’s Beatrice therefore is at least to some degree a sharer, if not 
quite an active participant, in the realm of the artistic spirit, rather than merely 
the (almost random) occasion for the male artist’s creative activity. Certainly, this 
less misogynist interpretation would have appealed to the young Le Gallienne. 
In the ‘Epistle Dedicatory’ of English Poems, he addressed ‘Sissie’—his beloved 
sister Mary Elizabeth—and remembered with pleasure the days when, as 
adolescents, they ‘rose with the lark’ to read books, and her choice of authors was 
Mary Wollstonecraft.17 Later, he socialized happily with feminist ‘New Women’ 
of the 1890s as friends as well as lovers and, as a reader for The Bodley Head, 
was welcoming to works such as George Egerton’s volume Keynotes (1893) that 
emphasized the imaginative power of women’s vision, along with women’s rights 
to sexual autonomy. So, too, Le Gallienne, who soon would make amorous desire 
a characteristic theme of his own poetry and prose, would have embraced gladly 
another aspect of Pater’s view of Beatrice: what Michael F. Davis identifies 
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as Pater’s use of Beatrice as a means of ‘legitimating desire not only as a valid 
constituent in art but also as a valid constituent in human subjectivity’.18 For a 
young man raised in a household where evangelical Christianity was the rule, and 
where the atmosphere was one of ‘stern uprightness’ and an ‘earnest and terrible 
severity’, such a legitimation must have seemed a kind of liberation.19 
 Both Wilde and Pater, of course, also served as rather Virgilian guides into the 
world of Le Gallienne’s immediate artistic predecessors, the Pre-Raphaelite poets 
and painters, and helped especially to confirm the young clerk from Liverpool in 
what would become a lifelong obsession with the other Dante. When Le Gallienne 
heard Wilde speak in Birkenhead at the end of 1883, it was on the topic ‘Personal 
Impressions of America’,20 rather than on the subject of a number of the lectures 
he had given on his tour of the United States and Canada the year before—’The 
English Renaissance’, in which he had extolled Dante Gabriel Rossetti and other 
members of the Pre-Raphaelite circle.21 The enormous curiosity about Wilde that 
was drummed up in the British press during this period meant, nonetheless, that 
an interested reader such as Le Gallienne could scarcely have avoided second-
hand reports of what Wilde was saying about the Pre-Raphaelites to American 
audiences, as well as to American reporters, to whom he also praised Rossetti’s 
work during interviews.22 
 Le Gallienne would have been equally likely to absorb and to be influenced 
by the assessment of D.G. Rossetti as a poet that Pater had published in 1883, one 
year after Rossetti’s death—an essay that Jerome McGann has labelled a ‘superb’ 
analysis of why Rossetti was ‘the most original poet of the age, the one writer who 
had made truly novel technical and artistic advances’.23 The reverence in which 
Le Gallienne held both Dantes was, in a sense, something of an overdetermined 
response—an emotion impossible not to feel, given his choice of Wilde and Pater 
as his tutors in taste. On the other hand, Le Gallienne was hardly unique in these 
attractions and allegiances. The British poet and designer Herbert Horne (1864–
1916), who was Le Gallienne’s precise contemporary, evinced a similar regard 
for the same idols, particularly in Diversi Colores (1891). As McGann also notes 
about this volume of Horne’s verse, ‘Dante Alighieri and Dante Gabriel Rossetti 
[are] two of the book’s key poetic and artistic presences’.23 In Diversi Colores, 
moreover, McGann finds ‘a conscious move’ on Horne’s part ‘to extend […] [the] 
argument’ that Rossetti himself had made in The Early Italian Poets (1861), where 
he ‘translates Dante’s Vita nuova into an argument for a new nineteenth-century 
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life for poetry’.25 To be the successor to both Dantes—to join in a triumvirate 
across time with the long-dead master of Italian verse and with the recently dead 
master of English poetry and painting—was, it seemed, an ambition experienced 
by more literary artists than Le Gallienne alone. 
 This merging of affinities with both Dante Alighieri and Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti had been occurring across several decades of the nineteenth century, and 
not only in the literary sphere. In the visual work, for instance, of the important 
Gothic Revival architect and interior designer William Burges (1827–1881), a 
contemporary and schoolfellow of Rossetti’s, these twin influences proved just as 
potent, as evidenced by objets d’art such as his 1862 ‘Great Bookcase’ (now in the 
Ashmolean Museum), which included among its painted panels The Apparition of 
Beatrice to Dante by Edward Poynter (Figure 1). As an admirer, however, not only 
of the medieval Dante but also of the modern one, Burges called upon Rossetti, 
too, to assist in the decoration of this extraordinary fusion of furniture with fine 
art and thus join a circle of painters (Edward Burne-Jones and Simeon Solomon, 

Figure 1. William Burges (1827–1881), ‘Great Bookcase’, 1856–1862 (detail). WA1933.26. Image 
© Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford.
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among others) in helping Burges to realize his ideal. Burges’s reverence for Dante 
Alighieri—an emotion shared by many, as Milbank’s Dante and the Victorians 
demonstrates—was life-long and can be seen as late as 1880, in a washstand 
(now in the Victoria and Albert Museum) that he created for his own house and 
decorated with motifs inspired by the Vita Nuova (Figure 2). 
 For Le Gallienne, however, the urge to follow the lead of both Dantes and 
to incorporate tributes to them in his own work was more than merely a strong 
impulse; it was the chief guiding principle of his career. Dante Alighieri, the 

Figure 2. Burges Washstand. London, 1879. Carved, painted and gilded wood; marble top and bowl 
inset with silver; bronze tap and fittings. Designed by William Burges (1827–1881). Made by John 
Walden. Victoria and Albert Museum, London, British Galleries, Room 122, Case 6.
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singer both of earthly passion and of spiritual beauty, had, he believed, laid the 
foundation for all great English poetry; the 1892 volume English Poems, therefore, 
necessarily began with him. But the two Dantes in tandem—the Florentine Dante 
Alighieri, and the London-born painter-and-poet, Dante Gabriel Rossetti—
together represented for Le Gallienne the aesthetic that informed his own art: 
one in which a sensual and intensely visual reality would be infused with the Ideal 
(always with a capital I) and lifted by it to a higher realm. That the later Dante, 
who died in 1882 when Le Gallienne was sixteen years old, had achieved just such 
a union of concrete eroticism with transcendent spirituality proved to the young 
poet that such a fusion was still possible in Britain during the Victorian Age, and 
that he himself could strive for it. 
 In his excoriating 1893 review of English Poems, Wratislaw was wilfully 
blind to the purpose of Le Gallienne’s ‘Paolo and Francesca’ sequence, as well as 
the ‘Beatrice’ sonnet. In each, Le Gallienne’s interest was not only in reworking 
material drawn from Dante’s world, or in viewing medieval Italy through the lens 
of a modern English sensibility, but in emphasizing how art could elevate and 
transfigure human passion, to make lowly objects into eternal icons. Of the figure 
of Francesca, Le Gallienne writes:

   Sweet saint of sin, saint of a deathless rhyme,
   Song shall defend thee at the bar of Time,
            Dante shall set thy fair young glowing face
   On the dark background of his theme sublime […]26 

Similarly, his sonnet titled ‘Beatrice (For the Beatrice Celebration, 1890)’ concludes 
with an explicit statement about the power of Dante—and thus implicitly, of poets 
as a class—to overcome mortality and to reach the ‘sublime’:

            Long since that star arose, that song upsprang, 
                That shine and sing in heaven above us yet; 
                    Since thy white childhood, glorious Beatrice, 
                          Dawned like a blessed angel upon his: 
                Thy star it was that did his song beget, 
           Star shining for us still because he sang.27 
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 Unmistakable, of course, are the gender politics underlying this formulation. 
Despite Le Gallienne’s seemingly progressive social attitudes, at least when it 
came to actual women in his life and to his openness to contemporary feminist 
fiction, his notions regarding how great poetry came to be created were deeply 
retrogressive. Although women were essential to inspire poetry, for him they owed 
their elevated status and ‘deathless’ fame to the men who employed memories of 
them in the service of art. A Francesca or a Beatrice might ‘beget’ song, but she 
was never the singer herself of the immortal verse on which her own immortality 
depended. And, of course, as the occasion for such singing, she would need to die 
while still ‘fair’, ‘young’, and ‘glowing’ in order to fulfil her destiny, whereas the 
male poet would have to outlive her to complete his.
 This very particular gender dynamic also lay at the heart of an epiphanic 
autobiographical moment that Le Gallienne recorded in his roman à clef of 1899, 
Young Lives—a moment when the visions of the two Dantes were superimposed 
upon each other, and when the worlds of late-medieval Florence and nineteenth-
century England were brought together for him, in one palimpsestic image. 
The revelation came as Le Gallienne—who in the early 1880s was, like Henry 
Mesurier, the fictional protagonist of his Young Lives, struggling to escape the 
bonds of office work in Liverpool—stood before a newly acquired painting in the 
Walker Art Gallery. What he saw on that fateful occasion and described in his 
autobiographical novel 

was the terrible meeting of Youth and Love and Death in 
one tremendous moment of infinite loss. Infinite passion and 
infinite loss were here pictured, in a medium which combined 
all that was spiritual and all that was sensual in a harmony of 
beauty that was in the same moment delirium and peace. The 
irresistible cry of the colour to the senses, the spheral call of the 
theme and its agony to the soul. Beatrice dead, and Dante taken 
in a dream across the strewn poppies of her death-chamber, 
to look his last on the sleeping face, yet a little smiling in the 
after-glow of life; her soul already carried by angels far over the 
curved and fluted roofs of the Florentine houses, on its way to 
Paradise.28 
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The actual masterpiece that inspired Le Gallienne’s highly aesthetic prose 
description was the 1871 oil painting Dante’s Dream, for which the Walker paid 
more than £1,500 ten years later, shortly before Le Gallienne saw it there. This 
Pre-Raphaelite depiction of the grieving Florentine poet was, of course, by Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti, who had continued to mourn his own lost love, his dead wife 
Elizabeth Siddall (1829–1862), and to apotheosize her as a Beatrice figure in 
other works, such as Beata Beatrix, which he completed in 1870.
 As Le Gallienne’s alter ego in Young Lives further contemplates Rossetti’s 
painting, however, a new note enters the prose reflections:

     Henry sat long before this picture, enveloped, as it were, in 
its rich gloom, as the painted profundity of a church absorbs 
one in its depths. And with the impression of its solemn beauty 
was blent a despairing awe of the artist who, of a little coloured 
earth, had created such a masterpiece of vitality, thrown on to a 
thin screen of canvas so enduringly palpable, so sumptuous, and 
so poignantly dominating a reflection of his visions.29 

Most interesting is the hint of a competitive feeling that, at the end, creeps into 
this genuflection before the work of art and its maker. Henry Mesurier’s—and 
Richard Le Gallienne’s own—‘awe’ is ‘despairing’, of course, because a viewer 
who stands before a masterpiece often despairs of ever being able to do anything 
like it. When the spectator is an artist, though, it is always a small (and perhaps 
inevitable) step from that emotion to a determination to try, nonetheless, to create 
something of equal value.
  Before, however, the fictional Henry can take up this inspiration from the 
poet-painter and use it to shape his own poetic visions, he obeys another impulse: 
‘When Henry came back to himself, his first thought was to share it’—meaning 
the experience of being overwhelmed by the work of art—‘with Angel’.30  ‘Angel’ 
is the name that Le Gallienne gives here to the beautiful Liverpool girl whose 
character is based on Mildred Lee, a young working-class woman who later 
became his first wife. In Young Lives, we witness the results of Henry’s decision:
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     So Henry sought out Angel, and they both stood in front 
of the great picture for a long while without a word. Presently 
Angel put the feeling of both of them into a single phrase,—
     ‘Henry, dear, we have found our church.’
     And indeed for many months henceforth this picture was to 
be their altar, their place of prayer. Often hereafter when their 
hopes were overcast, or life grew mean with little cares, they 
would slip, singly, or together, into that gallery, and—
           ‘let the beauty of Eternity
    Smooth from their brows the little frets of time’.31 

These final lines are from a poem by Le Gallienne himself, titled ‘In a Copy 
of Fitzgerald’s “Omar”’, that refers to Edward Fitzgerald’s translation of the 
Rubáiyát—a work that Le Gallienne would also address in his own Rubáiyát of 
Omar Khayyám: A Paraphrase from Several Literal Translations, which was published 
by The Bodley Head in 1897. Thus, this passage concludes not merely by putting 
an individual twist on the doubly Dantesque scene, through the introduction of 
a hedonistic, non-Christian work in the midst of these characters’ worship of 
a painting ostensibly about medieval Christian spiritual love, but by adding a 
reminder of Le Gallienne’s own drive to emulate and eventually to compete with 
whatever he admired.
 Le Gallienne’s obsession with both Dantes, from two different nations and 
eras, fuelled his writing throughout the rest of his career. Over the next four-and-
a-half decades, he was driven not merely by his desire to be loved and worshiped 
(whether by individual men and women, or by the book-buying public), but by his 
own desire to love and worship, a pursuit that he had already elevated to the status 
of a ‘quest’—especially in works such as The Quest of the Golden Girl (1896)—while 
borrowing a term from the culture of the Middle Ages, the time for which Pre-
Raphaelites such as Rossetti had yearned. At the centre of Le Gallienne’s quest was 
the dream of an idealized woman, lost to death, that he appropriated and reshaped 
as his own, after seeing its visual realization in Dante’s Dream. It inspired works 
ranging from the poem ‘Comfort of Dante’, in English Poems, to his narrative 
‘Dante and Beatrice’, which he published first in Cosmopolitan magazine, and then 
in a 1904 volume titled Old Love Stories Retold. This latter retelling was his explicit 
tribute to Dante’s ‘dream-born and dream-fed love’, an emotion ‘intensified by the 
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death of the beloved’ through the ‘mysterious consecration which death always 
brings with it’, particularly when it ‘transfigures the memories of the young and 
the beautiful’.  To accompany ‘Dante and Beatrice’, he included reproductions of 
several paintings by Rossetti, one of which was Dante’s Dream. 
 But he was scarcely finished with this subject. If, as Le Gallienne wrote 
when reviewing Dante and His Circle, the posthumous 1892 edition of Rossetti’s 
translations of the Vita Nuova, Rossetti ‘had Dante in his blood’, Le Gallienne 
himself had Dante in his heart.33 In 1911, after having left Britain permanently 
and relocated to the United States, Le Gallienne produced The Loves of the Poets, 
a collection of prose meditations in narrative form upon the great romances of 
artists, both British and Continental, ancient and modern. Among the seven 
chapters was one devoted to the love of Dante Gabriel Rossetti for the doomed 
Elizabeth Siddall. There he addressed directly his belief that these figures were 
the closest he and his readers could come to Dante and Beatrice, whom the 
English painter-poet and his muse had incarnated for the nineteenth century. 
Throughout the whole of Rossetti’s work, he claimed to be able to identify the 
very ‘atmosphere of hushed wonder … [the] trance-like rapture and worship . . . to 
be found elsewhere in literature in but one book—that Vita Nuova’.34 Most of all, 
Rossetti and his ‘Lizzie’ offered the early twentieth-century audience an example 
of an ideal passion that could still be apprehended in the sphere of the mundane 
and familiar:

The famous lovers of old-time have so long been ‘enskied and 
sainted’ in the high heaven of romance that, however authentic 
their earthly histories, it is difficult to conceive of their having 
actually lived and loved in the same human world as our selves. 
They are too far off for us to think of them otherwise than 
as dream figures in a dream-world; and though we know, for 
example, that in the very flesh Dante and Beatrice once gazed at 
each other in the streets of Florence, though we know the very 
year and day and street, yet no documents, no pious pilgrimage 
of Florence streets, can make their story seem other than a 
dream. […] Realities of the imagination also, by the power of 
their love and the magic of Rossetti’s genius, have these two of 
whom I have to write already become; but as yet we are near 
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enough to them to see them before they escape entirely into 
mythology […].35 

 Interestingly, this passage also contains a clue to one of the mysteries 
surrounding Le Gallienne himself. Although he travelled frequently to Paris, 
starting in 1894, and in his final two decades of life made France his permanent 
home, he never visited Florence at all. Why not? Did he suspect, as he suggested 
here, that ‘no pious pilgrimage of Florence streets’ could bring to life for him the 
world of Dante and Beatrice? Did he fear the disappointment of encountering 
not only the medieval ‘curved and fluted roofs’ that Rossetti had painted in Dante’s 
Dream, but the ugly excrescences of modern urban architecture? Dedicated 
aesthete that he was, Le Gallienne appears to have shrunk from the possibility of 
shattering the glass that preserved his artistic vision of what he called ‘the second 
passion’ of Dante Alighieri’s life—the city of Florence.36 
 But there was another reason, too, why such a visit might have seemed 
superfluous. By the mid-1890s, circumstances had conspired to allow Le 
Gallienne to live out his Dantesque fantasies in England and to mourn eternally 
a lost Beatrice of his own, as well as to romanticize the city where he had met and 
wooed his beloved—thus, to look back at Liverpool as the Florence of his own 
youth. A mere three years after he had married Mildred Lee and moved with her 
to London, she died suddenly in 1894. Thus, she became forever what he called 
her in ‘A Seventh-story Heaven’, an autobiographical prose work for the October 
1895 issue of the Yellow Book: his own ‘Beata Beatrix’, with her ‘girlish face raised 
in an ecstasy’, who had once climbed the stairs of their modest Liverpool flat, but 
had now ascended heavenwards to join the ‘ancient stars’.37 
 For a poet who longed both to emulate and to rival his two mentors and spiritual 
guides, his own two Dantes, the death of his beloved Mildred Lee—especially 
while she was still young and beautiful and could therefore be memorialized as an 
aesthetic icon—was certainly a most fortuitous, if not a fortunate, event. It gave 
him the material out of which to construct an actual Beatrice of his own, as well 
as a more legitimate claim upon the image of himself as a third Dante figure, in 
mourning for an idealized woman. At the same time, the example of how Rossetti 
responded to the loss of Elizabeth Siddall may have pointed Le Gallienne toward 
a kind of emotional escape hatch. As Wendy Graham remarks, perhaps somewhat 
uncharitably, regarding Rossetti’s process of Beatrice-izing (so to speak) his late 
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wife: ‘I read Rossetti’s obsession with the Vita Nuova as an exculpatory fantasy 
in which the inconstant lover was not to blame for the suffering and death of 
the beloved’.38 Whatever role the example of Rossetti did or did not play in Le 
Gallienne’s own transformation of the late Mildred Lee into an idol, to whom 
homage but neither fidelity nor a sense of guilt was due, it is undeniable that, as 
Stanley Weintraub reports, ‘[w]ithin months’ of the ‘appearance in print’ of ‘A 
Seventh-story Heaven’, with its ‘concluding dedication to his wife, Le Gallienne 
was in love again and finding material for future Yellow Book contributions in his 
courtship’ of another woman.39  
 In his 1904 narrative, ‘Dante and Beatrice’, Le Gallienne would assert that 
‘the woman whom the poet loves is often as much his own creation as one of his 
own poems’.40 Perhaps this could also be said of the life that a poet leads, as well as 
of the events that befall him. When ‘Beatrice (For the Beatrice Celebration, 1890)’ 
appeared in English Poems in 1892, it celebrated the power of Dante as a singer to 
bestow everlasting fame upon a woman who had been loved, and who had died. 
A mere two years later, Le Gallienne would be writing both poems and prose 
dedicated to the memory of his young wife. Was it pure coincidence, was it fate, or 
was it the shaping power of imagination that also brought Richard Le Gallienne 
at the end of his days not to Florence, but to Menton, France? There he died in 
1947—coming, as it were, full circle—in a house that happened to be named the 
Villa Beatrice.

University of Delaware
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R e b e c c a  N .  M i t c h e l l

Herbert Horne’s Scholarly Air
   
   By insisting on that simple phrase as a counteraction    
   to the modern idea of Botticelli as a languid sentimentalist   
   Mr. Horne endeavours to get his artist seen in true 
                      perspective, and is content to leave it there. 
   —Roger Fry on the ‘aria virile’1   

H  
erbert Percy Horne (1864–1916) was one of the extraordinary 
polymaths who flourished in the mid-to-late nineteenth century: 
an accomplished architect, author, critic, craftsman, poet, designer, 

and typographer, he cut his teeth on John Ruskin and Walter Pater and would 
go on to travel in the aesthetic circles of fin-de-siècle London. Although he is 
little known today, Horne’s 1908 monograph, Alessandro Filipepi: Commonly 
Called Sandro Botticelli, Painter of Florence, still stands as a signal contribution to 
art history, one that reshaped studies of the Italian Renaissance by insisting on 
the primacy of archival research.2 As Roger Fry noted in his review of the study, 
Horne’s intervention reached well beyond the rarefied Florentine art world because 
it aimed to ‘counteract’ the then-entrenched conventional notion of Botticelli as a 
‘languid sentimentalist’. For both art historians and Victorianists, Horne’s legacy 
as corrector of this view—one first suggested by the Pre-Raphaelites and later 
attributed to the aesthetes—proved persistent. 
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 Horne’s correction depended on a quattrocento letter that described 
Botticelli’s art as evincing an ‘aria virile’ (‘virile air’), a characterization that cut 
against the grain of popular opinion and that served as a keynote throughout 
Horne’s study.3 So great was its impact, art historian Yukio Yashiro remarked, 
that ‘when [he] went to Florence’ in the 1920s, ‘the views on Botticelli’s art 
appeared to be almost completely aligned with this new discovery of aria virile 
by Herbert Horne’.4 Horne’s monumental study, published nearly twenty years 
before Yashiro’s visit to Italy, was built upon decades of painstaking research and 
the gimlet-eyed analysis of an author who toiled with monk-like devotion on his 
subject, and to distil Horne’s impressive scholarship to a ‘simple phrase’ might 
seem unfairly reductive. By reframing Botticelli as a virile, masculine force, the 
argument goes, Horne reframed those artistic and literary movements that adopted 
Botticelli and his Renaissance brethren as forbears. One of Horne’s primary aims 
in writing the study, Julie Codell suggests, was ‘to rescue Botticelli’s reputation 
from the debased nineteenth-century aestheticism ironically built on his imitators’ 
mannered curvilinear patters, exaggerated gestures, thin subjects and what was 
seen as effeminacy’.5 This revision extended into methodology as well, with severe, 
evidence-driven historiography supplanting the subjective, poetical stylings of 
Ruskin and Pater: the two prominent voices most responsible for introducing 
Botticelli to a Victorian audience. The ‘virility’ at the heart of the ‘aria virile’ was 
central in this effort because it so explicitly emphasized an aspect of Botticelli’s art 
that seemed to be ignored by much fin-de-siècle popular art writing, and because 
it bore the imprimatur of Renaissance authenticity: it appears in an assessment of 
Botticelli’s art by one of his near-contemporaries, and thus overruled any belated 
assessments fuelled by fandom based on bowdlerized or misidentified works. 
 The narrative of Horne’s argument in the Botticelli—one that supplants 
effeminacy with scholarly rigor—proved temptingly applicable to Horne’s own 
life. Horne had moved to Italy permanently around 1905, and the timing of the 
study’s publication just three years later contributes to the idea that he lived a 
bifurcated life. By dint of contrast with the ascetic scholarly existence that Horne 
embodied in Italy, the first half of his life seemed to consist of wild London days 
of aesthetic indulgence, where he engaged in a broader range of interests and 
experiences. Codell sounded an early caution against this kind of posthumous 
characterization, and while, more recently, Caroline Elam has described the idea 
of a split Horne as ‘to a great extent justified’, she and a few other scholars have 
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attempted to nuance the sharp edges of this divided Herbert Horne.6 Most efforts 
tend to propose relatively minor amendments to his legacy, and focus exclusively 
on his later life and his overtly art-historical publications.7 Jeremy Melius, for 
example, suggests that Horne’s later view of aestheticism could be understood as 
akin to repression rather than as an ‘outright rejection’ or ‘phobic abjection’ of his 
past affiliations.8 Yet Horne’s extensive body of writing from well before his move 
to Italy suggests that he was continually motivated by the same themes, and that 
his investment in the archive and in an architectonic style is a constant presence 
in his work, not a late addition. If we see Horne’s Botticelli not as a defining break 
between two irreconcilable halves of his career or life, but as a natural progression 
from his earlier work, two things become clear. First, we grasp that Horne’s 
fin-de-siècle engagement with the aesthetes was always predicated on his own, 
rather unique terms that emphasized virility, severity, and scholarship. Second, we 
can begin to see that the biography does not represent a break with Ruskin and 
Pater, but rather a progression on their views. Horne allows that these influential 
critical antecedents were necessarily limited by their ignorance of facts that he can, 
through the rigor of his research, establish. Those moments in the Botticelli when 
he defends Pater become something other than begrudging acknowledgements 
to a former mentor, as they are often read; they can be understood as an earnest 
defence of Pater’s methods, different though they are from Horne’s own. 
 In this essay, I suggest that Horne’s embrace of the ‘aria virile’ neither instigated 
nor represented a sea change in his thinking. By turning first to his works published 
in the Century Guild Hobby Horse, I demonstrate that from his early efforts at 
criticism he took seriously the view that art, design, poetry, and criticism were to 
be valued in equal proportion; in that equation, he began elaborating a version 
of artistic creation which was never separate from scholarship, and that strength 
of purpose—virility—was allied with strength of line and clarity of expression. 
I then reconsider those moments in the Botticelli when Horne directly engages 
with Ruskin and Pater before briefly turning to his legacy. What results is a more 
nuanced Horne than the Janus-like figure described in much twentieth-century 
art-historical writing. This corrective is relevant not only to Horne studies but 
also to our understanding of the legacy of aesthetic and decadent iconography 
and ideology by demonstrating the range of views that were embraced, and thus 
challenging the same popular reductions that stymied Horne in his own time.
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‘A care for scholarship’: Horne before Botticelli
Before Horne gained Oscar Wilde’s acquaintance and became a founding member 
of the Rhymers’ Club, he trained in London under the architect Arthur Heygate 
Mackmurdo, whom he joined in the mid-1880s to found the Century Guild of 
artists. Modelled on the guilds of the Italian quattrocento, the Century Guild 
and its members were committed above all to the unity of the arts through the 
elevation of artisans, handicraftsmen, and their works in order to bestow upon 
them a status equal to that of the painter, the sculptor, and the poet. Little known 
as they are today, both the Century Guild and its journal—the Century Guild 
Hobby Horse (1884, 1886–1894)—had a profound impact on later movements, 
giving rise to the far better known Arts and Crafts Society, on the one hand, and 
William Morris’s Kelmscott Press, on the other hand.9 Horne served as de facto 
editor of the Guild’s influential organ for much of its duration, and his direction 
is evident in the journal’s design elements, which included bespoke fonts, hand-
laid paper, and neo-medieval and proto-nouveau iconography. These material 
qualities proved to be as remarkable as its contents, which featured poetry, fine 
engravings, and extended criticism on art, literature, and architecture penned by 
leading writers of the day in addition to Mackmurdo, Horne, and their associates. 
 Among the themes that emerge in Horne’s early critical (as opposed to his 
creative) writings is the significance of strength and severity as qualities of effective 
design. On an exhibition of the embroidery designs of his fellow Guild-member 
Selwyn Image, Horne wrote in 1887 that ‘the strength of their conception and 
the severity of their treatment become apparent, placed […] side by side with 
the unrivalled productions of Mr Morris and Mr Burne-Jones’.10 ‘Unrivalled’ in 
this context has the merit of ambiguity, able to be understood either positively—
as much of his audience reading the Art Journal would understand it—or 
negatively. While Horne had tremendous respect for both men, their iconographic 
preferences were not his own, and in framing Image’s work, with its ‘strength of 
[…] conception’ and ‘severity of […] treatment’, in contrast to that of Morris and 
Burne-Jones, he encourages the conclusion that their work lacked those favoured 
qualities.
 The Century Guild Hobby Horse provided Horne with a nearly unfettered 
platform for his verse and prose. While working as a jobbing critic he needed 
to attend to the abilities and interests of his audience, but when writing for the 
CGHH Horne could suspend such concerns. Earlier in 1887, he contributed a 
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wide-ranging analysis of Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s visual and poetic oeuvre, and—
as in his discussion of Image and his later analysis of Botticelli—he depended upon 
contrast to argue his case. On Rossetti’s early poetry, Horne takes up Emerson’s 
description of the verse as ‘exotic’: ‘“Exotic” admirably and with precision expresses 
the warm Italian air, so different from the keen fresh atmosphere of our northern 
life, that fills the earlier work of Rossetti, both in poetry and painting. It is exotic, 
but all the same natural and healthy’.11 That ‘natural and healthy’ air is set against 
the environment evoked by Rossetti’s later verse. Horne writes that readers 
encountering the late poetry feel that ‘we are come into a room where the air is 
imprisoned, and the place choked with the fumes of some frightful narcotic’.12  

A similar dynamic motivated his analysis of Rossetti’s verse and painting. In 
Rossetti’s later 

poems, as in the pictures of this later period, his limitations 
of thought and sympathy become apparent; and we see the 
mannerisms of his verse correspond to the distressing colour of 
his flesh painting, the want of proper care in the drawing and 
the entirely conventional form of the hands, lips, and necks in 
his pictures.13 

 
As we will see, this critique of the early years versus the late, and of mannerism 
as a blight upon otherwise sound technique, is echoed in Horne’s assessment 
of Botticelli. At least when done well, Pre-Raphaelite iconography recalls the 
best aesthetic qualities inspired by the ‘warm Italian air’; when done poorly or 
belatedly, Pre-Raphaelite and ‘school’ paintings can only suffer enervation or prove 
derivative. 
 It was not until 1889 that Horne experienced the ‘warm Italian air’ for 
himself. That early trip confirmed several of the ideals he had already began to 
cultivate, even as it inspired new ways of naming those ideals. Upon emerging 
from the St Gotthard tunnel, the twenty-five-year-old Horne ‘realised, for the first 
time, what Italian light, and air was’. It occurred to him ‘at once’, he continued, 
‘how impossible it would be, not to preserve a breadth of effect, in any piece 
of painting, or architecture, done under such atmospheric conditions’.14 Given 
Horne’s background and his ongoing aesthetic commitments, he would certainly 
have been aware that his initial response to the country was perfectly typical, 
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even hackneyed. J.M.W. Turner had painted the Gotthard Pass multiple times, 
including once at Ruskin’s urging, and the young architect’s breathless appreciation 
for the atmosphere, light, and general artistic air of Italy chimes with countless 
contemporary travelogues and with his own earlier articulated notion of the ‘warm 
Italian air’ and its effect. Yet in the context of his travel diary, Horne’s comment 
stands out precisely because it is so conventional in its sentiment. The remainder 
of the journal eschews the wide-eyed wonder of a tourist in favour of dry, list-
like accounts of the buildings he visited and the artworks he saw, illustrated with 
intricate sketches of architectural details such as tile patterns or balustrade profiles. 
One reason for this focus is practical. Horne had been commissioned to design 
an Italianate chapel for Emilia Russell Gurney, and it was on her funds that he 
voyaged to Italy to scout for inspiration, visiting and documenting representative 
examples of authentic Renaissance architecture.15  
  But Horne’s diary also evinces a larger truth about his developing relationship 
to his work and to Italy: unlike many of his contemporaries, Horne seems not 
to have viewed the region as an escape from the social and moral strictures and 
the relentless industrial and commercial drives of Victorian Britain. In Italy, 
he found an aesthetic expression that anticipated many of the formal features 
that had attracted the Pre-Raphaelites—obvious forbears to Horne’s own work. 
Whereas they took from the archaic past a set of signifiers and a formal strategy, 
though, Horne seems to have responded most strongly to an aspect of Renaissance 
artistry quite different from those vaunted by Rossetti, Millais, or Ruskin. Among 
Horne’s many, often clinical, drawings in the diary is only one other expression of 
enthusiasm—the sole time he uses an exclamation mark in the diary—occasioned 
by a visit to Pietrasanta near Pisa: ‘The education of these men! Their scholarship: 
the vital use they made of tradition’.16 It is this sentiment, this appreciation for 
the rigor of Italian learning as manifest in the country’s artwork and especially its 
architecture, and not a Romantic or Pre-Raphaelite appreciation for the country’s 
natural or decorative glories, that best defines Horne’s early attachment to Italy, 
and that sets him apart from many in his coterie. 
 Recognizing the evident ‘scholarship’ of the Italian masters reinforced a feeling 
that Horne had long held. The word itself begins to appear more frequently in his 
writing soon after his Italian voyage. Scholarship, like learning, was for Horne 
never contrary to the artistic impulse; rather, it was a necessary predicate to the 
creation of good art. He explains in a lecture to the students at the Whitechapel 
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Craft School, later reprinted in the Century Guild Hobby Horse: ‘The bane of 
Science is the soul of art; “the desires of the mind”, as Francis Bacon expresses 
it, or as we should say, the taste, the invention, the scholarship, in short the fine 
personality of the artist, the incommunicable part’.17 The ‘fine personality’ of the 
artist contains scholarship as well as taste, invention, and desire, a perfectly Horne-
like turn. And since a work of art must be informed by broad knowledge, Horne 
ends his speech with an exhortation that in addition to learning their medium, 
students must ‘above all […] have a care for scholarship and for clear, just, and 
vigorous thinking’.18 He also emphasizes in this lecture that, in his use of the word 
‘design’—which is based on generations of thinkers before him—means drawing. 
Here, as with ‘scholarly’ and ‘virile’, Horne’s specific intonation is important. He 
further defines architecture for the students, first offering Goethe’s gloss (‘What 
distinguishes the artist from the mere amateur […] is Architectonicè in its highest 
sense’19), before turning to Vitruvius for a more precise elucidation of Goethe’s 
meaning: ‘“Architecture,” says Vitruvius, “is a learning replete with as much 
discipline and various erudition, according to the criterion of which, all works 
brought to pass in the other arts are to be judged”’.20 For a critical application of 
Horne’s idea that scholarship should be a predicate to good art, we can turn to 
his profile of one of his favourite architects, James Gibbs: ‘a man, not narrowly 
interested in his own particular pursuit, but studious of whatever, in the entire art 
of the past, appears to him of fine and human interest, and careful, above all, of 
true scholarship’.21  
 Architecture was Horne’s first medium, and to the extent that he locates 
uniquely in it the ‘severity, order, and restraint’ that could enhance all of the 
other arts, it becomes the condition to which all other arts aspire.22 His terms 
of approbation for architectural achievements are thus especially freighted, and 
the adjective ‘virile’ figures strongly in his criticism. In an 1892 piece for the 
Fortnightly, Horne describes a genius in Michelangelo’s architecture that exceeds 
even that of the artist’s figurative work: in Michelangelo’s Palazzo Farnese, Horne 
writes, ‘there is a certain virile delicacy and a certain incomparable elegance, which 
lend to these works an extreme sense of taste, of distinction, and of scholarship 
wholly peculiar to them’.23 ‘Virile delicacy’ presents no contradiction in this 
application, but describes a mode of design that combines elegance, taste, and—
again—scholarship. He employs a similar group of descriptors when discussing 
the library in San Lorenzo. Horne muses that Michelangelo ‘appears to have 
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attempted here, for the research of a certain grace, the invention of a masculine 
order’.24 The columns of the library, he writes, ‘combine the virility and strength of 
the Doric order with the elegance of the Ionic’.25  
 Around the same moment, Horne was citing ‘virility’ as a cognate superlative 
feature of book design. In his 1894 study On the Binding of Books, he complains of 
the decline of Italian bookbinding in the sixteenth century, that ‘while it lost its 
beauty, invention and charm, it always retained a certain unity of effect, together 
with a virile sense of decoration, which gave it an artistic value’.26 Horne sought 
to challenge the prevalent idea that French bindings were superior to all others by 
arguing on the side of Italy. He only begrudgingly acknowledges that sixteenth-
century French courtly bindings were ‘brilliant, exquisite and of extraordinary 
accomplishment’, qualities which render them ‘worthy to go in paragon with the 
more virile and scholarly art of the finest Italian binders’.27 Virility of design is 
set in opposition to the overly decorated or ‘prettified’. He describes a sixteenth-
century Venetian volume that ‘is finished with a sense of largeness and virility, only 
possible to an Italian’, which he contrasts with the more common French ‘painted 
bindings’ that he deems ‘florid’. Here again, we see a simple, virile masculinity, on 
one side, and prettified, mannered femininity, on the other.

‘All would be learning’: Horne’s ‘virile’ Botticelli
Horne’s commitment to architectonic simplicity and scholarly thoroughness had, 
in short, been a longstanding preoccupation of his aesthetics, one that reaches its 
apex in his 1908 Botticelli. That work did not arrive fully formed but was built 
upon the Century Guild’s foundations. The volume began as a small commission. 
He was invited to contribute a short biography of the artist to a series published by 
George Bell for a popular audience, but Horne obliterated the set word length and 
deadline.28 In the first years of the twentieth century, he had extended his interests 
more forcefully into the history of Italian renaissance art by establishing himself as 
a serious scholar, with an annotated translation of Giorgio Vasari’s Life of Leonardo 
(1903) and another of Ascanio Condivi’s Life of Michelangelo Bunoarroti (1904), 
the publication for which he also designed the font. His letters to Roger Fry—with 
whom Horne founded the Burlington Magazine in 1903—reveal his reluctance to 
commit to projects without being certain that he would have the time to devote 
to the painstaking research he felt necessary.29 His Botticelli study demonstrates 
unequivocally that those reservations were grounded—it is a veritable archive of 
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materials, surprisingly little of which has been superseded even to this day. This 
seems to have been his intention, as he hoped his book would shirk the tenor of 
mere fandom. W.B. Yeats remembers Horne boasting that the biography would 
contain ‘no literature, all would be learning’.30 Practically speaking, the evidence 
of ‘learning’ was the copious documentation that Horne amassed, recorded in the 
elegantly rendered, red-inked annotations that line the margins of the study.31  
 Among the headline archival finds was the then-recently uncovered ‘aria virile’ 
note that would come to hold such a significant position in the study’s reception 
and in future scholarship on Botticelli.32 But it, too, had a history. Written around 
1485, the find was originally reported by German historians in 1897; Horne 
first wrote about the letter in a 1901 French article.33 He recounts the narrative 
anew in the Botticelli, writing that the ‘remarkable document […] is, apparently, a 
report of some agent of Lodovico [Sforza …] giving a brief account of the chief 
painters then in Florence, with a view to their employment at Milan’.34 Horne 
includes his translation of the document, which features this telling line about the 
artist: ‘Sandro di Botticelli, a most excellent painter, both on panel and wall; his 
works have a virile air, and are [executed] with the greatest judgment and perfect 
proportion’.35  
 Recent scholars have been careful to note that, in its original Renaissance 
usage, ‘virile’ would not necessarily have had the solely gendered connotations it 
takes today, since it was broadly applied to mean, for example, perfect (as opposed 
to imperfect) or mature (as opposed to childish).36 And while—as we have seen in 
his treatment of architecture and bookbinding—Horne often employed expressly 
binary terms, it is not clear that his uses of gendered terms were necessarily aligned 
with conventional notions of gender or separate-spheres ideology. In Horne’s 
usage, ‘aria virile’ nearly always refers to the artist’s draughtsmanship, the control 
of line, and not the subject depicted. Horne uses the broader ‘virile’—independent 
of its ‘aria’—frequently as well. In his assessment of Antonio Pollaiuolo’s work, for 
example, Horne suggests that ‘unlike Michelangelo and his followers’, Pollaiuolo 
regards the human figure with fresh eyes, eschewing the veil of tradition or 
contemporary convention, turning instead to classical Greece for a touchstone: 
‘For him, there is nothing delicate, or desirable, in this beauty of the naked 
creature: it lies wholly in the health and vitality, in the order and offices, of the 
firm, knit, sinewy frame; in the sharp, virile contours; in the ever-varying planes 
of the muscles, on which the light falls, as they move, on a gem […]’.37  There are 
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echoes of Pater in the vision of gem-refracted light, and Horne seems intent on 
divorcing virility of line from sexed or sexualized desire.38 
 Or consider his discussion of Botticelli’s ‘St. Augustine’: 

It is not, perhaps, until we have placed this ‘St. Augustine’ 
of Botticelli beside some later rendering of an equally 
transcendental subject […], that we fully perceive with what 
a masculine turn of thought Botticelli has conceived, and with 
what simplicity and directness he has handled, the subject of 
the kind which afterwards proved a pitfall to the greatest of 
the academicians. We at the present day, are apt to think of 
that ‘undercurrent of original sentiment’ which runs through 
his works, and even the exaggeration of that sentiment in the 
many works of his school which pass under his name, as the 
distinguishing character of Botticelli’s manner; but for the 
Florentines of his own day, this forcible, this Dantesque air, 
which in the fresco of St. Augustine is first clearly shown, this 
‘aria virile’, as the Florentines themselves called it, was that 
which distinguished his work from the work of his disciples and 
contemporaries.39 

It should be clear from this excerpt that Horne realized that his characterization 
of Botticelli cut against the grain of popular opinion. Few would (few did) 
describe the best-loved Botticellis as simple or direct, or perhaps even masculine. 
But Horne is arguing here and elsewhere that those best-loved Botticellis were 
not Botticellis in the truest sense. We see his insistent addressing of form as 
opposed to content, pointedly considering works from later periods or later hands 
which depict ‘equally transcendent subjects’ but do so with exaggerated sentiment. 
The intersection of gender and virility of line is intentional, and it is even more 
pronounced in light of Horne’s dismissal of the later adulterations of Botticelli’s 
work. Of one of the poorly preserved ‘tondo’ (‘round’) virgins, he writes: ‘In the 
course of these restorations the ‘aria virile’ of Botticelli’s draughtsmanship has 
been lost, and the forms have been sweetened and “prettified”; a misfortune 
which, no doubt, has contributed not a little to the extraordinary popularity of the 
picture’.40 What is termed ‘original sentiment’ is not his original, but derivative 
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and adulterated, and to make pretty, to ‘prettify’, is to strip of virility. Any resultant 
‘extraordinary popularity’ is unconnected to the original work of the master. The 
description recalls the similar language Horne employed in describing the French 
book-bindings that he felt were inferior to their Italian counterparts. 

‘Unknown to Pater’: Augmenting a Legacy
A primary project of the Botticelli, then, was using archival evidence to distinguish 
between works by the master and those attributable only to his ‘school’. This 
distinction allowed Horne to argue for the early works, which demonstrate the 
‘aria virile’, as superior to the later ones, which were more broadly popular in the 
late nineteenth century. It follows that he had to reckon with the tastemakers who 
vaunted those later works, namely Ruskin and Pater, without whose intercession 
the Italian artist’s works might never have been recuperated. Frank Kermode 
argues that whereas Swinburne, Pater, and Morris ‘established’ Botticelli’s fame 
in the mid-nineteenth century, it was left to Horne to ‘reinforce and secure’ that 
fame, notably through the diligent work of the art historian as opposed to the 
imaginative work of the artist or critic.41 In one of the otherwise more balanced 
recent account of Horne, Caroline Elam goes further than Kermode, describing 
Horne as ‘[throwing] off the subjective aestheticism of the English fin de siècle’ and 
‘rescuing Botticelli from the fin de siècle admirers’ of the qualities of naiveté and 
melancholy that Pater vaunted, by ‘casting off Pater’s critical subjectivity’ through 
the ‘father killing operation’ of the Botticelli study.42 
 In light of such extreme characterizations, it is enlightening to return to 
Horne’s Botticelli, which was, after all, dedicated to Pater.43 In nearly every moment 
that Horne brings up Pater’s criticism, it is to offer information that Pater did 
not, and often could not, have to hand. The ‘cadaverous, or at least cold’ colour 
that Pater finds in the Primavera is, Horne suggests, ‘partly due to the fact that 
the medium, the glair and yolk of egg, with which the pigments were tempered, 
has much deteriorated’.44 About Botticelli’s depiction of Canto XII of Dante’s 
Commedia, Pater wrote that the artist was ‘forgetful of the actual circumstances of 
their appearance’ and had ‘gone off with delight on the thought of the centaurs 
themselves, bright small creatures of the woodland, with arch baby faces and 
mignon forms, drawing tiny bows’.45 Horne points out that Pater had seen only 
an engraved print, which ‘more than justifies [Pater’s] charming, whimsical 
criticism’.46 The actual drawing, however, that ‘was unknown to Pater, fails to 
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bear it out’.47 Horne offers a similar correction on the Matteo Palmieri altarpiece, 
which Pater famously describes as expressing ‘much of the peculiar sentiment’ that 
defined Botticelli’s figures, ‘comely, and in a certain sense like angels, but with a 
sense of displacement or loss about them—the wistfulness of exiles conscious of 
a passion and energy greater than any known issue of them explains, which runs 
through all his varied work with a sentiment of ineffable melancholy’.48 While 
correcting the record (‘We now know beyond question, that the altarpiece […] 
was the work of another painter’), Horne clearly feels he must explain why he is 
treating Pater’s ‘exquisite, personal revery as so much matter-of-fact criticism’.49 

His reason? The impact of the ‘revery’, which had ‘gone on to determine, more 
than any other single utterance’, the prevailing view of Botticelli.50 We might say 
that Pater should have sought out more accurate information on the original, but 
this was not—as Horne so clearly acknowledges—his enterprise. And Horne’s 
aim here is not to castigate, but to explain.
 Elsewhere, Horne offers a full-throated endorsement of Pater’s 
characterization of the Italian as a ‘visionary painter’.51 He ventriloquizes Pater 
in the study’s conclusion, citing with approbation the desire ‘to penetrate into the 
lives of the men who have given expression to so much power and sweetness’ as 
well as the critic’s comparison of the painter with Dante, and he excuses Pater’s 
mistakes of attribution as ‘purely personal, or occasional, misapprehensions’ that 
do not disguise ‘an element of real observation’.52 Horne does not deny that 
authentic Botticelli works display the sweetness that Pater identified, only that 
they exhibit additional qualities admired by Botticelli’s contemporaries, even if 
they were undervalued in the nineteenth century. In what might be understood 
as a final validation of Pater’s critical approach, Horne concludes Botticelli by 
‘passing discursively from its purely technical, to its purely subjective aspect’.53 
This is hardly an act of father-killing. 
 Ruskin receives less attention than Pater does, and here, too, Horne’s primary 
intention seems to be setting the record of misinterpretation—of Ruskin and 
Pater as much as of Botticelli—straight. In Mornings in Florence and his Slade 
lectures, Horne allows, Ruskin never aimed to increase Botticelli’s popularity 
(‘nothing was further from the intention of [Ruskin]’54), but rather to scrutinize 
the work. Horne still acknowledges that the critic ‘does not fail to say many 
admirable and suggestive things … concerning the painter and his work’.55 It is 
Morris and Burne-Jones—artists working long after the original Pre-Raphaelite 
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movement and with whom Horne had by this time broken—who he calls out for 
being ‘chiefly pre-occurred with detached ornament which had no direct relation 
to architecture, and with detached sentiment which had no direct relation to actual 
life’.56 The version of Botticelli that is scorned is not Pater’s or even the early Pre-
Raphaelites’, but rather the diluted and prettified works embraced by the public, 
the media, and those ‘persons for whom early Italian Art could never possess any 
real significance’.57 

Interweaving ‘the torrid’ and ‘the frigid’
Despite these nuanced interactions with his predecessors, Horne’s study, like 
Botticelli’s art in the hands of the members of his ‘school’, was subject to critics 
who frequently seemed unable to grasp the care and complexity of his efforts. 
Fry’s review was one of the earliest, and many that followed him took his cue 
in framing Horne’s work in terms that were antagonistic to Horne’s teachers.58  

In the Athenæum, the reviewer noted Horne’s emphasis on ‘the objective side of 
[Botticelli’s] art’, complaining that he lays ‘rather too much stress on this side’, 
even as he pays particular heed to the ‘aria virile’.59 The reviewer suggests that ‘Mr 
Horne uses this phrase more than once in contending against the current modern 
view of the artist’ before concluding that ‘assuredly it is a service to good criticism 
to bring out this constructive power and masculine grasp of reality, without which 
Botticelli could not have reached the great attainment of his genius’.60 Both Fry 
and the Athenæum reviewer recognize the impact of Horne’s methodological 
innovations, but they also both frame his critical intervention as a necessary 
corrective, not to the historical record, but to his Victorian predecessors and their 
conventional cult of Botticelli. 
 In the stock-taking retrospectives that were inevitably written after Horne’s 
death by his friends, admirers, and critics, many forwarded the idea of a split persona, 
with the scholarly mien of the ‘Botticelli’ Horne overtaking all other qualities. 
Reggie Turner’s comments are typical: ‘What he was, wholly and altogether, was 
a scholar; he had taken all knowledge to be his province, and although Italian 
art was his “special subject” and he was the first authority on it of his time, he 
had a profound acquaintance with all kinds of learning’.61 The sense that Horne 
personified the prosaic triumphing over the sublime, and the ascetic over the 
aesthetic, was refracted in comparisons between his work and that of his mentor 
Pater. The art historian Fritz Saxl considered Horne’s relation to Pater indicative 



of his entire personality, writing that Horne ‘had admired Pater for his gift of 
evoking impressions of works of art by almost magical language pictures’ but that 
‘the task which he set himself was more austere; his energies were to be devoted 
to the discovery of facts, which he was to state in a severe and unimpeachable 
language’.62 Horne’s greatest biographer, Ian Fletcher, similarly concludes that 
Horne ‘[struggled] towards the recognition of the dual elements in his nature, 
the voluptuary and the precision’, though Fletcher acknowledges that a kind of 
détente was reached in the Botticelli biography.63 Horne himself seems to provide 
support for this notion of a bifurcated self in his notes and letters. In his notes on 
William Blake, Horne describes a similarly split (or multiple) sense of self: ‘The 
torrid and the frigid interwove—entangled recreated each of each all these finer 
battles which escape a coarse crude net of words. On his right is science—pure, 
cold, intellect and the religion of such intellect—puritanism, that would be the 
destroyer of art. On his left pure naked flesh where religion is lust ever striving to 
seduce art’.64 Saxl and others cited a letter in which Horne used the same terms to 
describe himself. Writing to a Miss Parkinson, Horne insisted that in ‘no-one on 
earth (I am conceited here) is “the torrid and the frigid interwove” more than I’.65 
Rather than focus on the ‘torrid’ or the ‘frigid’ as Saxl and others do, I suggest that 
we focus on the choice of ‘interwove’ or, in the description of Blake, ‘entangled’. 
Both words point to a blending or at a least a complex relationship, not the stark 
division of polar opposites. Horne seems to have an affinity with these writers 
who are able to ‘interweave’ or at least ‘entangle’ competing drives in their lives 
and work. He produced, for example, an edition of Robert Herrick’s Hesperides 
(1648) for Walter Scott in 1887. Herrick was a Cavalier version of an ‘interwoven’ 
versifier, equally comfortable writing pious verse glorifying Christianity as he was 
writing verse glorifying the scent and feeling of his Julias, Corinnas, or Antheas. 
 By approaching Horne’s oeuvre as internally consistent instead of divided, by 
recognizing that the themes of his early works are ‘interwoven’ through his later 
writing, his Botticelli can, I hope, be understood not as representing a decisive break 
with the aesthetic drives of the fin de siècle, but as demonstrating the evolution 
of those drives. Augmenting poetic reverie with the archive and enriching artistry 
with scholarship were the defining aims of Horne’s work from his earliest essays 
in the Century Guild Hobby Horse to the last. Well after the publication of his 
Botticelli biography, during his ostensible period of strictest asceticism, Horne 
would return to book design, founding the Riccardi Press in 1909 and creating 
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a font for it. The Riccardi Press books embody a simplicity of line and lack of 
adornment that seem wholly of their time—that is, of the twentieth century—
even as they retain the rich texture and refined qualities of craftsmanship that 
hearken backwards, both to the Italian Renaissance and the Guild’s productions 
in the 1870s. For Fry and other critics and colleagues who would define their 
progressive twentieth-century aesthetic and critical efforts in sharpest contrast 
with a stodgy, ossified Victorian sensibility, there is value in claiming that Horne’s 
Botticelli and its ‘aria virile’ as an opening salvo in a battle to ‘counteract’ still-
lingering convention. A ‘father-killing’ Horne, in other words, would have offered 
support for Fry’s larger art-historiographical project. But just as Horne insisted 
that Botticelli be understood in the context of his rightful time and authentic 
motivations, we should insist that Horne’s work be understood in the context of a 
career that, though long and richly varied, is surprisingly consistent. 

University of Birmingham
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K r i s t i n  M a h o n e y 

An Extraordinary Marriage: The Mackenzies, Post-
Victorian Decadence, and the Queer 

Cosmopolitanism of Capri 

I  
n his queer Baedeker, The Third Sex (1927), ‘Willy’ describes the 
Italian island of Capri as ‘a sodomic capital in miniature, the Mecca 
of inversion, a Geneva or a Moscow of the future internationalism 

of homosexuality’.1 He argues that this bewitching setting is capable of remaking 
‘normal [couples]’ in its image, noting that he knows of a young husband and 
wife who made the ‘deplorable’ decision to spend their honeymoon on the island, 
only to have their union transformed entirely.2 They invited ‘two ephebes’ to drink 
sparkling chianti in their rooms.3 The husband became infatuated with ‘the more 
seductive of his guests’, who was in turn brought with the couple back to Paris, 
where the wife waited, according to Willy, for her turn to ‘console herself ’ with 
their newly acquired ‘Ganymede’.4 Willy characterizes Capri both as the capital 
of a transnational and cosmopolitan queer community and as a site that might 
infect and undo conventional bonds. It is a holy site for those who have unmoored 
themselves from fixed national identities in order to align themselves instead with 
an international queer subculture, and it is a seductive and potentially dangerous 
site for its heterosexual visitors, luring them away from conventional marriages 
and into innovative domestic arrangements.
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 Willy’s comments on Capri speak directly to the experience of the writers 
Compton Mackenzie and Faith Mackenzie, who moved to the island in 1913 and 
became enmeshed in its queer cosmopolitan community. The island had operated 
since the Oscar Wilde trials of April–May 1895 as a refuge for sexual exiles from 
across Europe who retreated from persecution and criminal proceedings into 
Capri’s permissive expatriate community.5 Capri was understood to be a site in 
which individuals might extricate themselves from the cultures that condemned 
them and operate with greater freedom. It was, in addition, a location inflected by 
the Decadent spirit of the 1890s. Lord Alfred Douglas, for example, rented a villa 
in Capri while Wilde was in prison, and Wilde travelled with Douglas to the island 
following his release with the intention of placing flowers on Tiberius’s tomb.6 

Furthermore, an entire coterie of lesser-known dandies and Decadents, friends 
of Douglas’s and Wilde’s, made frequent visits or settled there at the fin de siècle. 
The queer Decadence that had been cast out of Britain persisted and thrived on 
Capri. The Mackenzies remade their marriage in conversation with the members 
of this Decadent community, the aesthetes, cosmopolites, and ‘extraordinary 
women’, with whom they drank and danced and conducted affairs. In 1918, they 
reconstituted their tie as what we might call an ‘open marriage’, remaining married 
to each other while at the same time conducting extended relationships with other 
partners until Faith’s death in 1960. This essay situates their remaking of their 
partnership in relationship to their contact with the Decadent exiles on Capri, 
locating in the Mackenzies’ marriage evidence of the persistent effects of fin-de-
siècle sexual dissidence into the modernist moment.
 The Mackenzies’ union indicates much about how the institution of marriage 
might be reworked and remade in response to queer or Decadent influences. 
However, I want to insist upon the specificity of the island of Capri as the 
locale that engendered their particular approach to affiliation and intimacy. The 
Europeanness of Capri, its separation from British mores and sexual ideologies, 
was certainly significant, but it was Capri’s status as an island, its separateness from 
mainland Italy, that was crucial.7 Located in the Gulf of Naples, requiring travel 
by ferry or boat to reach its shores, Capri was a community that was out of time 
and out of the way. Isolated from the mainland, it looked back upon and preserved 
elements of the 1890s while looking ahead to a more modern and permissive 
future, a location operating as a refuge from British sexual legislation and a 
retreat from the homosexual panic of the fin de siècle. Its reputation as a ‘sybaritic 
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paradise’ with a ‘tolerance of homosexuality’ in the wake of Wilde’s imprisonment 
allowed the island to operate as the Geneva of the ‘future internationalism of 
homosexuality’.8 Recent work within the field of critical island studies has 
highlighted the manner in which islands have tended to function in literature as a 
space marked simultaneously by withdrawal and engagement, providing isolation 
from the dangers or concerns of the mainland while at the same placing diverse 
inhabitants in close proximity.9 The queer cosmopolitan inhabitants of Capri in 
the 1910s and 1920s took advantage of these seemingly contradictory elements 
of island existence, cutting themselves off from the threats of moral policing 
on the mainland while being brought into intimate contact with members of 
an international community of sexual dissidents. And the island’s geographical 
remove additionally engendered a peculiar temporality, one distinct from mainland 
temporality, in which the nostalgic preservation of the queer Decadence of the 
1890s served as the foundation for a sexual vanguard, making Capri a testing site 
for new kinds of connection and drawing individuals from across the globe to its 
utopian promise. This space apart, where many turned purposefully backward to 
the Decadent ethos of the late-nineteenth century in their approach to desire, 
also served as a generative locus for innovative modes of affiliation, which meant 
that the island at once preserved fin-de-siècle culture and offered a glimpse into 
potential sexual futures.  
 It needs to be emphasized, however, that expatriate visitors to Capri also 
fetishized and exoticized the island and its inhabitants, conceiving of the location 
as mystical, primitive, and destabilizing. As Robert Aldrich and R.C. Bleys have 
indicated, tourism and exile have played central roles in the fostering of queer 
self-realization and new forms of sociality.10 Then again, the treatment of a foreign 
space as a queer Arcadia often involved the projection of sexualized fantasies of 
otherness and excess onto that space. In their work on ‘gay tourism’, Gordon Waitt 
and Kevin Markwell note that, within the ‘homosexual exile’ scenario, territories 
located in what Richard Burton referred to as the ‘Sotadic Zone’ (which includes 
Arab countries in Africa, eastern countries such as China and Japan, as well as Italy 
and Greece) were understood to be more permissive in their treatment of ‘vice’.11  

The inhabitants of the ‘Sotadic Zone’ were depersonalized and objectified, and 
their homes were recast as sources of pleasure for curious expatriates.  Orientalist 
fantasy informed the exoticization of sites in the eastern sections of the ‘Sotadic 
Zone’, and what Michael Herzfeld refers to as ‘Mediterraneanism’ generated a 
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similar construct of the Mediterranean as bewitching, enchanting, erotic, and of the 
past.12 The queer Decadent community on Capri engaged in a ‘Mediterraneanist’ 
mode of projection, relying on a logic that structurally resembles Orientalism in 
order to cast the island as an erotic resort in which they might engage in affective 
experiments and pursue pleasure without consequences. 
 While Orientalist and Mediterraneanist fantasies certainly played a 
significant role in a tradition of queer identity formation more generally conceived, 
the Decadent tradition (of which the expatriates on Capri were a part) relied 
particularly heavily, in its articulation of dissident sexualities, on a vision of the 
occupants of the lands to the south and east of England as excessively erotic 
and embodied. With this in mind, I also wish to look at the intermingling of 
cosmopolitanism and ‘Mediterraneanism’ in the Mackenzies’ treatment of Capri 
and to consider this element of their relationship to Capri, along with their sexual 
dissidence, as an element of their Decadent inheritance. The use of the island 
as an emancipatory tool by queer Decadent expatriates may have engendered 
fascinating affiliative experiments, but it also involved the exoticization and 
instrumentalization of an entire island and its people, the treatment of foreign 
space as a location from which pleasure might be mined and a tool to be put 
to expatriate ends. Attending to the role that Capri played in the Mackenzies’ 
reconceptualization of their relationship provides insight into the complexities 
and contradictions of cosmopolitanism, its capacity to foster ethical and pleasing 
forms of sociality as well as more troubling or destructive modes of engaging 
with foreign space. Here, I read the Mackenzies’ life writing, correspondence, and 
diaries as an attempt to theorize and practise an alternative vision of marriage, one 
that emerged from a Decadent tradition as well as an at once cosmopolitan and 
Mediterraneanist engagement with the island of Capri.

‘The First Revelation of a New World’: decadent Capri
The Mackenzies came to Capri primed and prepared to engage with the island’s 
culture of Decadence and sexual permissiveness. Compton was initiated into 
the cult of aestheticism during his adolescence, and while at Oxford these early 
influences were compounded and reinforced. His memoirs indicate that the 
attraction the movement had for him had much to do with its association with 
sexual dissidence. In his autobiography, My Life and Times, he notes with pride 
the interest that members of Wilde’s circle took in him when he was sixteen years 
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old and speaks frankly of his curiosity concerning same-sex desire and the queer 
Decadent community in London at the turn of the century. Though he insists 
he ‘was not at all physically interested in homosexuals’, he states that ‘he found 
their company amusing and was fascinated by the way they were able to believe 
they were superior to normal people’.13 As his memoirs indicate, he continued 
his engagement with Decadence during his time at Oxford, where he cultivated 
an aesthetic persona and a Decadent domesticity in the rooms he shared with 
Harry Pirie-Gordon, a fellow student who shared his aesthetic predilections, 
as evidenced by his later collaboration with the most decadent of Decadents, 
Frederick Rolfe (‘Baron Corvo’). Compton’s interest in sexual dissidence was 
reinforced through his union with Faith, which was from the very beginning 
porous and unconventional. Compton was a close friend of Faith’s brother 
Christopher Stone at Oxford, and, while visiting her brother’s room, she had 
come ‘under [Compton’s] spell’.14 The two were married in a secret ceremony in 
1905. According to Faith, she ‘knew from the first that [she] didn’t want a nice 
conventional marriage, and [she] was justifiably sure that [she] had avoided this’.15 
She states that she ‘was prepared for almost any possibility in [her] marriage; 
neglect, abandonment, even divorce’, but she remained confident that Compton 
‘would always make life amusing’.16 From the earliest days of their union, Faith 
and Compton exhibited a willingness to accommodate outsiders within their 
home and their relationship. The Decadent illustrator and friend of Wilde, Althea 
Gyles, for example, lived with the Mackenzies for a period when they were first 
married. During their time in London, Harry Pélissier, the producer of the Follies, 
for which Compton wrote the lyrics, lived with them in an arrangement Faith’s 
father referred to as a ‘ménage à trois’, and Compton began an affair with one of the 
actresses in the show, Chrissie Maude, a relationship of which Faith, according to 
Mackenzie’s biographer Andro Linklater, was well aware.17   
 Despite their early contact with Decadence and their openness to 
unconventional domestic and romantic arrangements prior to their move to 
Capri, the Mackenzies nevertheless understood their arrival on the island to 
be transformative and revelatory. They had decided to leave England due to 
Compton’s sciatica, which seemed to be exacerbated by the cold and damp, and 
they had recently become friends with the writer and aesthete Norman Douglas, 
whose Mediterraneanist travel book Siren Land (1911) and stories of Capri 
made Italy an alluring destination. They travelled to Sorrento and took what 
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was meant to be a weekend trip to Capri, but, Compton states, ‘the moment we 
emerged from the funicular in the plaza we felt that nothing must prevent our 
living in Capri’.18 For Faith, it was ‘falling in love, irrevocably. Its magic sank 
into my heart’.19 The Mackenzies’ representations of the island indicate that they 
believed that something endemic to the island fostered more indulgent attitudes 
about desire. In his memoirs, Compton represents the island as a world apart, an 
environment that remakes and remoulds its inhabitants, selecting for beauty and 
exoticism: ‘Round us, in a jingle of bells and laughter and cracking whips, stood so 
many people, natives and foreigners, who from living in Capri had achieved such 
a brilliance of effect as butterflies and humming-birds achieve from competing 
with the light and colour of the tropics’.20 Faith similarly exoticizes Capri and 
stresses its capacity to unwind and unsettle, arguing that the island is suffused 
with a decadent history of epicureanism and bacchanals that continues to bewitch 
its contemporary inhabitants: ‘For two thousand years Capri had been dedicated 
to pleasure, ever since, and possibly before, Tiberius built his twelve villas there 
and amused himself in his own way. […] Capri is haunted by ghosts of revelry 
and amorous sports of all descriptions. [… W]ith the tumult of bygone festivals, 
orgies and saturnalia still raging, what hope is there of escape for any one? Capri 
is decidedly not suitable for a quiet domestic life’.21  
 The Mackenzies certainly did not attempt to lead a quiet domestic life on 
the island. They were launched, via letters of introduction from Norman Douglas, 
directly into Capri’s queer community, overseen by the ‘passionate old American 
ladies’, Kate and Saidee Wolcott-Perry.22 The distant cousins, whom Aldrich refers 
to as ‘two of the most renowned lesbians on Capri’, had hyphenated their surnames 
to indicate their intimacy.23 Their home, the Villa Torricella, was the epicentre of 
the cosmopolitan circle of dandies and aesthetes on Capri in the teens, a setting 
marked by an unapologetic Mediterraneanism meant to foster bacchanals and 
debauchery. As Faith states, the Villa Torricella was, ‘with its Moorish fantasies 
and persistent air of 1890’, ‘built for gaiety: salons and loggias blazed with fairy 
lamps; long pergolas were lit by coloured bunches of grapes among the vines. Till 
dawn they would speed the dancers, [and] ply the band with wine’.24 Capri’s queer 
expatriate community constructed their domestic spaces and their entertainments 
with an eye to encouraging revelry and abandon.
 At the Wolcott-Perrys’ entertainments that spring, the Mackenzies met the 
individual who would become the central figure in Compton’s novel Vestal Fire 
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(1927), the French Decadent writer Jacques d’Adelswärd-Fersen, or ‘Count Jack’, 
who had recently returned to the island after his banishment from Italy in 1909. 
Fersen had moved to Capri in 1904 after standing trial for ‘incitement of minors 
to debauchery’ in France.25 Like the many exiles who came to Capri following 
the Wilde trials, he was drawn to the island’s reputation for permissiveness and 
tolerance. When rumours concerning the exact nature of the charges against 
Fersen began to circulate, however, many members of the expatriate community 
turned their backs on him. He was finally expelled from Italy following a festivity 
that he organized to mark his secretary and companion Nino’s twentieth birthday 
and calling-up for military service. During the Mithraic ceremony, which took 
place by torchlight in the Matermània Grotto and was attended by the Wolcott-
Perrys, Fersen’s Sinhalese servants delivered twenty lashes to Nino’s naked 
buttocks. According to Will H.L. Ogrinc: ‘A passer-by gathering herbs could not 
understand what has happening; she informed her father, who lodged an official 
complaint of violation of public decency’.26 The Wolcott-Perrys had remained 
steadfastly attached to their old friend. Their decision to hold a dinner in his 
honour on his return effectively divided the expatriate community on the island. 
As Compton records: ‘Those who accepted an invitation remained welcome guests 
at the Villa Torricella; those who declined were never allowed to enter it again’.27  
But Faith and Compton ‘were too much newcomers to feel that [they] were 
involved in the split’, and they could thus attend the dinner in honour of Fersen 
without alienating themselves from the wider expatriate community.28  
 The Mackenzies seemed to share a sense that Fersen, as Faith put it, was 
‘socially impossible’, but his presence did much to set the Decadent mood that 
marked their time on Capri.29 It was as if Oscar Wilde’s Dorian Gray himself 
had taken up residence on the island. Fersen did all he could to link himself 
imaginatively to the excesses of the fin de siècle. His outsize performance of a 
Decadent persona bordered on the absurd. He built himself an Art Nouveau 
Neoclassical home, the Villa Lysis, which, like Villa Torricella, braided together 
Mediterraneanism, Orientalism, and Decadence. The villa was equipped with an 
opium den, a dedication to love and sorrow, ‘AMORI ET DOLORI SACRUM’ 
(‘A SHRINE TO LOVE AND SORROW’), above the portico, and a nude statue 
of Nino in the garden. Faith remarks upon the ‘luxurious couches’ and ‘wonderful 
collection of pipes’ that filled his opium den, noting that ‘it was open occasionally 
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to the ladies who would sometimes be sick afterwards on his marble staircase 
outside’.30  
 Fersen’s literary output similarly operated to indicate his allegiance to the 
Decadence of the 1890s. Comparing Fersen to authors such as Proust who began 
their careers as nineteenth-century aesthetes yet reinvented themselves to adapt to 
changing literary tastes, Jeremy Reed argues that Fersen ‘remained fixed; he wrote 
backwards in an attempt to recreate the artificial novel that Wilde, inspired by 
Huysmans’s Against Nature, had exhausted’.31 It would be generous to refer to his 
Lord Lyllian (1905) as a revision of Wilde’s Picture of Dorian Gray (1890, revised 
1891), as it more closely resembles amateurish plagiarism. Fersen integrates 
Wilde’s biography with his fiction, strips the mixture of any archness or humour, 
and loosely translates his Decadence back into the French from which it came. 
The titular hero of Lord Lyllian, an aristocratic young man, ‘lets himself be raped 
like a pretty woman’ by the famous author Harold Skilde, author of The Portrait 
of Miriam Green.32 An amalgamation of Wilde and Lord Henry Wotton, Skilde 
precipitates the moral destruction of the younger man, ‘his jaded pleasure-seeker’s 
soul [tainting] Lord Lyllian’, his ‘paradoxes, which he developed skillfully with his 
usual loquaciousness, [permeating] his mind’.33 When Skilde is arrested, accused 
of ‘having corrupted youth, of having soiled children’, he writes to his beloved in a 
passage that presages Wilde’s De Profundis, published in expurgated form the very 
same year: ‘When I remember our parties and our frenzies, our madness and our 
promises, […] it seems, my Lord, that I have a dagger piercing my chest’.34 The 
novel doggedly reproduces Dorian’s transformation into a remorseless monster, 
his meditation on the portraits of his ancestors, and his attempts at redemption, 
and, like Dorian, Lord Lyllian dies abruptly after believing he might find reform 
in his love for a young woman. Fersen’s single innovation lies in his hero’s descent 
into actual Satanism. The novel was begun during Fersen’s travels in Ceylon and 
completed on Capri, allowing him to announce how he wished to be perceived 
during his exile on the island, as an avatar of Dorian Gray and a dangerous 
reincarnation of Wilde.
 The links between Decadence and the other sexual exiles on the island were 
much more subtly encoded. The aesthete John Ellingham Brooks, for example, 
arrived during what Compton refers to as ‘the emigration of homosexuals at the 
time of the Wilde case’, and he was soon visited by a younger man he had recently 
seduced and introduced to the Decadent literature of the fin de siècle, William 
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Somerset Maugham.35 A friend of Lord Alfred Douglas’s, the writer E.F. Benson, 
arrived the same year. These three frequently lived together in Brooks’s Villa 
Cercola, for, as Faith notes, ‘they had tastes in common besides literature which 
made Capri a desirable retreat’.36 The dandyish Brooks in particular became a close 
friend of the Mackenzies, who found his aimless, epicurean approach to existence 
charming. In her late memoir Always Afternoon (1943), Faith looks back fondly at 
his ‘useless, selfish life’: ‘For many of us he was the essence of Capri, picturesque 
and lovable, without much shame, and what is far rarer, without sham’.37 He, 
along with Fersen and the Wolcott-Perrys, welcomed the Mackenzies into their 
Decadent retreat and inflected their initial years on the island with the ethos of 
the 1890s.
 The most significant friendship for Faith, however, was that with the 
‘aesthete, polymath, and omnisexual hedonist’ Norman Douglas, a relationship she 
described as ‘eternal’ and having ‘influenced [her] whole life’.38 Born in Austria, 
raised in Scotland, and spending most of his adult life in Italy, Norman Douglas’s 
restlessness and cosmopolitanism were reflected in the travel writings with which 
he had first made his name. George Woodcock has contrasted his peripatetic 
lifestyle with Wilde’s exile by stressing that Norman Douglas ‘never showed 
any sign of acquiescing in society’s condemnation. […] He did not see himself 
as an outcast, for there was no community to which he felt enough attachment 
and loyalty for his casting out from it to affect him emotionally. He was indeed 
perhaps the best example among English-speaking writers of the other kind of 
literary exile: the expatriate’.39 His brazenness and his shedding of British mores 
and a fixed national identity were exemplary for Faith, and the basis for their 
relationship, she states, was ‘respectful ribaldry’, a term that accurately describes 
the tone of their correspondence.40 Theirs was a friendship marked by unremitting 
honesty and acceptance. In her diary, she referred to Norman Douglas as a 
‘fascinating pagan’ and herself as ‘blessed beyond other women in knowing him 
as he really is & having had such wonderful times with him’.41 Her affection for 
him was, it seems, bound up in fantasies of sexual and gender dissidence, for she 
exclaims in the same entry: ‘If I were only an attractive boy & could travel in 
such inspiring company!’42 Norman Douglas’s sensibility and his vision of Capri 
inflected her own experience of the island, and his most well-known work, South 
Wind (1917), for which Faith typed the manuscript, is commonly acknowledged 
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as the primary influence on Compton’s Capri novels, Vestal Fire and Extraordinary 
Women (1928).
 Norman Douglas’s South Wind transports the scenario of Wilde’s Picture of 
Dorian Gray to the Mediterranean, where vulnerable naïfs are morally expanded 
and transformed, not by a book, but by an island. In this regard, South Wind may 
be understood as one of the central documents of Decadent Mediterraneanism, 
positing the island of ‘Nepenthe’, which Aldrich describes as ‘an amalgam of 
Capri, Ischia, and Procida’, as a hedonistic and bewitching paradise that has the 
capacity to undermine and unravel British moralism.43 Nepenthe remakes and 
remoulds both Bishop Thomas Heard, recently arrived to the ‘ultra-cosmopolitan’ 
island from Africa, and Denis Phipps, ‘an absurdly good-looking youth’ from 
England.44 Richard Aldington (begrudgingly) acknowledged that Norman 
Douglas learned his hedonism from Wilde, and Nepenthe’s resident Lord 
Henries—Count Caleveglia and Mr Keith—certainly reflect this influence, since 
they inundate the island’s recent arrivals with a ‘mediterraneanised’ Decadence, an 
ethos of ‘multiplied sensations’ beyond good and evil.45 Their words along with the 
island’s beauty cooperate to seduce and transmute the new arrivals. When critics 
complained that the novel lacked a plot, Douglas retorted that it was ‘nothing but 
plot from beginning to end. How to make murder palatable to a bishop: that is 
the plot. You must unconventionalise him, and instil into his mind the seeds of 
doubt and revolt. You must shatter his old notions of what is right’.46 And this 
is just what happens to Heard. He finds himself, in the company of Keith and 
Caleveglia, ‘expanding’, awakened, newly alive to beauty, transformed utterly by 
the ‘sudden strange stimulus of Nepenthe—it was driving his thoughts headlong, 
out of their old grooves’.47 His ‘up-to-date theory of life’ informs his decision, 
after witnessing a woman murder a man in order to protect her family, to say 
nothing to the authorities.48 Denis, too, is changed by the ‘relentless paganism 
of Nepenthe’ and the words of his Wildean mentors.49 His reserve is ‘unstrung’ 
and his world ‘expanded’ by the Count’s ‘melodious voice’ and his descriptions 
of ‘Hellenic life’.50 The novel insists that the island undoes fixed selves. As Mr 
Keith states: ‘This coast-line alone—the sheer effrontery of its mineral charm—
might affect some natures to such an extent as to dislocate their stability. Northern 
minds seem to become fluid here, impressionable, unstable, unbalanced—what 
you please. There is something in the brightness of this spot which decomposes 
their old particles and arranges them into fresh and unexpected patterns’.51 This is 
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South Wind ’s Mediterraneanist refrain: the expansive, transformative effects of the 
‘intense, palpitating, dramatic’ life on Nepenthe, and the influence of this refrain is 
evident throughout the Mackenzies’ fiction and life writing.52 

 ‘Northern minds seem to become fluid here’: The Mackenzies on Capri 
The Mackenzies replicated the Decadent Mediterraneanism of South Wind 
in the late teens, as their marriage underwent just such a decomposition and 
rearrangement, a transformation that resulted from their own practice of erotic 
tourism as well as the influence of the queer cosmopolitan community with 
which they had surrounded themselves. Both Compton and Faith entered into 
sexual relationships with the island’s native inhabitants and with transplants from 
Russia, mainland Italy, and the United States, and, according to some sources, they 
engaged in affairs with both same- and opposite-sex partners. While Compton 
along with his biographer Andro Linklater insist that he remained a spectator 
of rather than a participant in the queer subculture that so fascinated him, James 
Money states that soon after their arrival on the island, Compton began an affair 
with Luigi Ruggiero, the brother of a local man who designed and stocked their 
garden.53 The relationship that altered the Mackenzies’ union entirely, however, 
began following the onset of World War I, when Compton was away for months at 
a time working with the British secret service in Greece. During this period, Faith 
became close with the Anglo-Italian Caracciolo family, befriending the teenage 
sisters Isabella and Bianca, and entering into an affair with their brother Nini, 
who was almost twenty years her junior. When Compton returned to Capri in 
October 1917, he forbade Faith to see Nini by herself. Nini pined for Faith beside 
the olive tree where they had frequently met throughout a cold November, fell ill, 
and died. Compton notes in his memoirs: ‘Faith was in an emotional collapse and 
kept on saying “My fault! All my fault!’’’54 She fell into a depression that lasted 
for months. In March the following year, Axel Munthe, a renowned Swedish 
physician and psychiatrist who had become close friends with Faith, came to 
Compton and proposed the following: ‘Why don’t you both admit that marriage 
in the conventional sense is no longer possible? Why don’t you give freedom to 
each to live his or her own life and yet agree to live together in friendship as man 
and wife?’55 In the years that followed, the Mackenzies did as Munthe advised, 
allowing their marriage to open out onto the island around them. According to 
Money, soon after the meeting with Munthe, Compton bought a cottage on Capri 
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that he used ‘for private meetings with his boy-friends’, and Faith fell in love 
with the Italian pianist Renata Borgatti, whom she described in her diary as ‘a 
young girl, the hockey type, with the face & figure of a woman, the frank eyes of 
a boy, & the voice of a man’.56 Compton also began an affair with Ann Heiskell, 
an American whose husband Morgan was with the American army in France, 
and Faith became involved with Nikolai Nadegin (also known as Nadezhin), a 
revolutionary who had escaped captivity in Russia. Linklater states that ‘“Monty” 
[Compton] and Nadegin often played chess together, and they all met regularly as 
a quartet for meals and drinks at the [Mackenzies’] cliff-side house’.57 
 Faith’s diaries from this period offer fascinating evidence of the affective 
labour involved in negotiating an open marriage. While the couple’s life writing 
tends to paint a rosy picture of their semi-detached union, Faith’s diary entries 
indicate much about the emotional rhythms of their radical tie, which included 
moments of impressive generosity and patience as well as frustration, jealousy, 
and anger. In addition, her diaries reflect the extent to which the openness of 
their union allowed the community on Capri to operate as a crucial component 
of their relationship with one another. Their marriage did not engender isolation 
or withdrawal into conventional domesticity. Faith’s diaries indicate that she and 
Compton rather turned their curiosity and their energy outwards, serving one 
another as allies and collaborators in the interpretation of the company they kept. 
 In the days and weeks immediately following Nini’s death, Faith’s entries 
register an enormous amount of pain, but they do indicate, from the first, that 
she and Compton entered into open and honest discussions about what had just 
occurred. She asserts that ‘Nini is always there. M [“Monty”] feels it too’.58 She 
notes that ‘long long discussions’ are taking place and that Compton is ‘so sweet 
so sweet’.59 As they enter the New Year, she continues to be preoccupied with 
mourning, spending much of her time sculpting a bust of Nini. The spring and 
early summer of 1918 seem to have been extremely difficult. An entry from May 
reads, ‘Screamed most of the night’, and two in June record the following: ‘Sad 
evening’ and ‘Very tired & unhappy tonight. Both to bed early’.60  
 During the summer of 1918, however, Faith and Compton began to spend 
more time with the developing lesbian community on the island. This coterie of 
what Faith referred to as ‘fair ladies’ included the aforementioned Renata Borgatti, 
the American painter (and wife of John Ellingham Brooks) Romaine Brooks, the 
Venetian Mimi Franchetti (‘the moving spirit behind lesbian parties in Capri’), 
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and the Australian Francesca Lloyd, whose tempestuous relationship with 
Franchetti involved ‘flying bottles, furious quarrels, separations, reconciliations 
and rare periods of harmony’.61 Capri’s reputation as a safe refuge for sexual 
dissidents might have attracted these women to the island, but their arrival also 
marked Capri’s transition into a new age, a moment governed by defiantly modern 
and sexually dissident women rather than fin-de-siècle dandies. The entries in 
Faith’s diary show her becoming captivated by the island’s newest arrivals, 
their ‘kaleidoscopic changes of companionship’, and their intermingling of the 
Decadence of the 1890s with a lesbian modernist aesthetic.62 In her memoirs, 
she records watching ‘a girl in a dark-green tailor-made with a pleated skirt, a 
bow tie, and a cane, and no hat on a head of rippling chestnut hair, [swing] past 
Morgano’s café one spring day’.63 This was Mimi Franchetti. Faith’s diary entry for 
that day notes that at this meeting she ‘fell in love … with Franchetti who offered 
me a bottle of absinthe. Walked down & met Franchetti at Morgano’s with bottle 
tied in pale green ribbon & went to see [Mimi Franchetti and Francesca Lloyd’s] 
rooms at Quisisana. Amazing. Crammed with photos, toy dogs, dolls (futurist), 
& Beardsley drawings’.64 It is hard to imagine a better representative figure or 
event when describing the integration of Decadence and modernism performed 
by the ‘fair ladies’ on Capri. According to Faith, these dandyish women captured 
the imagination of the expatriate community: ‘They had but to walk on the Piazza 
or the Funicular terrace, swinging military capes, or wearing feminine little frocks 
as the case might be, fingering interminable cigarette-holders, to be immediately 
the objects of popular interest’.65 Faith’s diaries reflect the extent to which they 
pulled the Mackenzies forward into a new Caprese epoch, which Faith refers to in 
her memoirs as ‘the era of wild parties’.66 Their more boisterous and outré model 
of queer cosmopolitanism drew the couple out of a phase of mourning and into a 
period of late nights, heavy drinking, and scandal. 
 Like the queer community that preceded them, this coterie was markedly 
international, and their constant movement between Paris and Capri only added 
to their glamour. However, the attraction the Italian women in particular held 
for Faith had much to do with the manner in which she read them as exotic, as 
excessive, high-strung, and bacchanalian. Their cosmopolitanism, in other words, 
did not render them immune to her Mediterraneanist gaze. Faith’s interest in 
Borgatti, for example, was linked to the passion with which she performed opera. 
In her memoirs, she recollects Borgatti coming to her home and ‘[playing] Wagner 
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like an orchestra, every now and then singing in her deep, hoarse, masculine voice’ 
during a thunderstorm ‘of terrific violence, the thunder roaring and echoing 
among the cliffs’.67 Faith’s passion for Borgatti resembles the ‘“sapphic” diva-
worship’ described by Terry Castle as a central trope of lesbian desire, a trope that 
could often take on Mediterraneanist undertones by fetishizing the maenad-like 
qualities of the Italian opera singer.68 Faith’s entries reveal her growing increasingly 
consumed with Borgatti, selecting her seats at performances so as to have a ‘good 
view of Renata’s face & hands’, and noting with satisfaction that, at a musical 
performance with Nadegin, ‘Renata came & kissed [her] after the first part’.69 
 While Compton’s treatment of Capri’s lesbian community in his later novel 
Extraordinary Women is arch and somewhat contemptuous, he, too, seems to have 
been fascinated by this new company when they first arrived. A photo album 
devoted to the Mackenzies’ time on Capri includes playful images of Compton 
and Franchetti twinned in their androgyny, heads tilted at just the same angle, 
wearing identical ties, posing in identical precarious positions on the backs 
of two chairs facing one another (Figures 1 and 2). Faith’s diaries reflect how 
frequently Franchetti and Borgatti were visitors at their home, brought back 
for cocktails by Compton or to dine along with John Ellingham Brooks. While 
Compton insists in his memoirs that the endless gossip concerning a burglary 

Figure 1: Compton Mackenzie and Mimi Franchetti (n. d..), from scrapbook 11 (formerly cataloged 
as P25), a photo album titled ‘Photographs, 1914–24, mostly Capri, also some on Herm’, in the 
Compton Mackenzie Collection, Harry Ransom Center, The University of Texas at Austin.
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at their home, for which Borgatti was the primary suspect, is what finally drove 
him from the island, Faith’s diaries indicate that he was absorbed enthusiastically 
in the titillating speculation concerning the event and its causes. On 16 March 
1919, the Mackenzies and Nadegin returned home to find that their home had 
been robbed. The missing items included gold, some of Faith’s jewellery, as well 
as a bottle of absinthe that Franchetti had presented to Faith. Faith notes in her 
diary the fact that the bottle of absinthe had been taken ‘convinced [her] that it 
wasn’t the act of ordinary thieves, but an act of dispetto [mischief or spite]. Theories 
abound but what is the truth?’70 It was presumed that Borgatti, believing that 
Faith was attracted to Franchetti, had stolen the bottle of absinthe Franchetti 
had presented to her. The following night, Compton attended a party at Pensione 
Faraglioni, which Faith records: ‘Someone’s manner very queer—M convinced. 
Can it be?’71 An entry from a couple weeks later states that Lloyd, Franchetti, and 
John Ellingham Brooks came to dinner, and ‘M told them our suspicions’.72 In 

Figure 2: Compton Mackenzie and Mimi Franchetti (n. d..), from scrapbook 11 (formerly cataloged as 
P25), a photo album titled ‘Photographs, 1914–24, mostly Capri, also some on Herm’, in the Compton 
Mackenzie Collection, Harry Ransom Center, The University of Texas at Austin.
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My Life and Times, Compton writes that he encouraged Faith to forget the entire 
manner: ‘I have myself an aversion from building up a situation’.73 Nadegin, he 
asserts, was responsible for encouraging Faith to perseverate on the matter and to 
‘go on wandering about in his complicated Russian mazes of the mind’.74 Faith’s 
diaries, however, tell a different story, representing the entire household as equally 
engaged in and titillated by the erotic intrigue that the ‘fair ladies’ had introduced 
to their island and their home. The spinning of theories, the interpretation of 
glances, the circulation of accusations allowed Faith and Compton (along with 
Nadegin) to collaborate in their own reading of the community and to produce 
together a vision of events in which Faith’s attractiveness to that community was 
central.
 In 1956, Compton Mackenzie was the subject of the British version of the 
television show This Is Your Life (1954–2007), and Faith appeared on the programme. 
When asked about their relationship, she read the following lines from Kahlil 
Gibran’s The Prophet: ‘Give your hearts but not into each other’s keeping, | And 
stand together, yet not too close together, | For all pillars of the temple stand apart 
| And the oak and the cypress do not grow in each other’s shade’.75 This standing 
together, but not too close together, developing outside each other’s shade, served 
as an effective strategy for the Mackenzies. It allowed them to practice marriage in 
radical terms while at the same time engaging actively and openly with individuals 
outside their union. Capri lay at the heart of this. The Mackenzies’ time on the 
island, their cosmopolitanism, and their contact with the post-Victorian Decadent 
community on Capri, inflected their approach to affiliation. Capri’s island-ness, 
at once insulated and internationally integrated, allowed it to operate as a queer 
Geneva in the teens and twenties. It provided a site for sexual exiles to think 
beyond mainland discourse about the ‘future internationalism of homosexuality’, 
and the Mackenzies’ contact with the radical thinking and practice occurring at 
this site rendered their marriage more porous, more ‘elastic’. 
 What I have tried to stress here, however, is that the Mackenzies’ affiliative 
experiments and the circle that informed those experiments must be understood as 
emerging from a relationship to Capri that structurally resembles Orientalism. The 
Mackenzies mined Capri for the resources with which to remake their marriage. 
Italian men and women served as set pieces in the dramatic transformation of their 
tie. They extracted from the island the materials necessary to engage in a radical 
practice. They are not exceptional in this. The Decadent tradition of radical and 
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liberatory affiliative practice was bound up with systems of exploitation. Decadent 
Mediterraneanism had been modelled to them by Norman Douglas, by Fersen, by 
the Wolcott-Perrys, and their models had in turn learned from their fin-de-siècle 
precursors to base their emancipatory project in an exoticized vision of other places 
and people. Reading the Mackenzies’ writing and their marriage alongside one 
another brings to light the practical effects of the Decadent tradition, the manner 
in which it simultaneously engendered troubling fantasies about difference and 
emancipatory personal practices well into the twentieth century.
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       S t e f a n o  E v a n g e l i s t a

Aestheticism’s Italian mise-en-scène: 
Vernon Lee and Mario Praz

In the internal decoration, if not in the external architecture 
of their residences, the English are supreme. The Italians have 
but little sentiment beyond marbles and colours.
—Edgar Allan Poe, ‘The Philosophy of Furniture’ (1840)

F  
rom the 1860s onwards, aestheticism created one of the most 
fertile grounds of exchange between English and Italian cultures. 
Critics have long documented that Italy provided a rich archive 

for English aesthetic writers, influencing their choice of topics, style, and modes 
of self-fashioning: a long list of examples would go from Algernon Charles 
Swinburne’s essay on Italian Old Masters’ drawings (1868) to Walter Pater’s 
Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873), A. Mary F. Robinson’s revival of 
Italian popular metrical forms in An Italian Garden (1886) and John Addington 
Symonds’s historical studies, travel writings and translation of the life of 
Benvenuto Cellini.1 It is important to remember, however, that the reverse is also 
true: the years that immediately followed the Risorgimento and the proclamation 
of the Italian Kingdom (1861) coincided in Britain with the rise of aestheticism 
as a field for experimentalism and literary modernity; as a result, when Italian 
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intellectuals started searching for a new cultural identity and new international 
links that would take them beyond familiar French sources, they looked to modern 
English literature more attentively than they had ever done before. In this history 
of exchange, Tuscany in general and the city of Florence in particular acted as a 
privileged space of encounter because of the long-standing presence of a large 
Anglophone community, coupled with the fact that the city experienced a brief 
cultural renaissance in this period due to its brief spell as capital of the newly-
constituted Kingdom (1865–1871) and the establishment of several influential 
literary magazines (Il Marzocco, Leonardo, La Voce), which were notable for their 
Anglophilia.
 One of the most significant episodes in the network of Anglo-Italian literary 
exchanges facilitated by aestheticism is the friendship between Vernon Lee and 
Mario Praz. This important relationship, however, did not develop in the heyday 
of aesthetic culture but rather in the 1920s, at a time in which both aestheticism 
and the Florentine cultural renaissance of the fin de siècle are generally regarded 
to have been confined to the past. Lee and Praz were parallel figures whose works 
complemented one other. Lee used Italy as the leitmotif of her vast oeuvre, which 
spans aesthetics, fiction and travel writing. She started writing at a time in which 
Italian culture was a popular and populated field, after Ruskin, Pater, and Symonds; 
but she drew on her impressive first-hand knowledge of Italy, the country where 
she spent most of her life, to urge English readers to look beyond well-known 
figures, art forms and places, seeking to interest her contemporaries in minor 
artists such as Gentile da Fabriano and Pietro Metastasio and in neglected topics 
such as Renaissance sculpture and Italian eighteenth-century music. Likewise, her 
essays on the genius loci transported readers to unfamiliar locations capable of 
revealing the past as an almost spiritual presence. Lee issued most of her works 
with British journals and publishers, but in Florence she moved at the heart of 
a cosmopolitan Anglophile circle that comprised the influential translator and 
critic Enrico Nencioni, whose work was instrumental in creating a new perception 
of modern English literature among Italian readers.2 Through Nencioni and her 
contacts with the Florentine journal scene, her influence thus also went the other 
way, affecting the manner in which English literature was perceived and discussed 
in Italy in this important moment of transition. 
 Praz belonged to a second generation of Italian Anglophile critics. After 
spending several years teaching Italian in British universities in the 1920s, he wrote 
extensively about aestheticism and Decadence at a time in which their reputation 
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was at an ebb, notably in his ground-breaking La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella 
letteratura romantica (1930; translated into English as The Romantic Agony), but 
also in lesser-known collections such as Studi e svaghi inglesi (1937) and Il patto col 
serpente (1972). Praz’s critical revaluations of aesthetic writers were complemented 
by his translations of Pater’s Imaginary Portraits (1944), The Renaissance (1946) 
and Marius the Epicurean (1970). He became the leading Italian critic of English 
literature in the international scene and, in professional terms, he was one of the 
founding figures of the academic study of English in Italy. The two writers share 
the influence of Pater, which is especially visible in their handling of the critical 
essay as a subtly creative medium capable of re-enacting the lure of the objects 
it describes by means of a highly crafted, imaginative prose style. But Lee and 
Praz also share a tendency to flirt with the supernatural, a love of travel and a 
pronounced Decadent sensibility, as well as a dilettantism in their approach that 
quickly consigned them to liminal positions within the history of criticism. 
 Both Lee and Praz remained firmly wedded to the aesthetic values and forms 
of expression of the fin de siècle in the middle of the changing world of the 
twentieth century — a position to which critics have traditionally attached negative 
connotations, as a type of anachronism and marker of eccentricity. In her fine 
analysis of Lee’s pacifism, however, Kristin Mahoney has shown that, in fact, Lee 
skilfully manipulated her ‘temporally marginal position’ in the twentieth century 
for political ends, ‘operating as a bridge between the heyday of the Aesthetic 
Movement and the interwar period’.3 In Mahoney’s account, Lee belongs to a 
series of key figures who redeployed ‘post-Victorian Decadence’ strategically in 
the twentieth century, as ‘an antidote’ to what they perceived as the aesthetic and 
political challenges of the new era, including questions of national and sexual 
identity.4 Understanding the way that Praz appropriated Lee complicates the story 
of temporal disjunction told by Mahoney by adding a spatial dimension to it. The 
survival of a fin-de-siècle sensibility takes on a distinctive set of characteristics in 
the international, translational context of Anglo-Italian relations, where instances 
of influence, appropriation, exegesis and revival are fluidly configured.
 The best way to comprehend Praz, therefore, is not simply as a critic and 
translator of English aesthetic and Decadent writers, but as a writer who facilitated 
a belated Italian incidence of a distinctively English literary sensibility that is 
most characteristically enshrined in the essayistic tradition that goes from Charles 
Lamb to Pater, Max Beerbohm, and of course Lee herself. In his review of Praz’s 
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Panopticon romano (1967), the Italian writer Alberto Arbasino suggested as much 
in relation to Praz’s use of the essay genre with recourse to a somewhat extravagant 
gastronomic metaphor:

The ‘essay’ has always been an exquisite delicacy of British 
literary cooking. But the ‘typical’ essay ‘à l’anglaise’ risks 
transforming itself, indeed substantially so, when it crosses 
the Channel; neither more nor less than puddings or plum 
cakes. […] Nonetheless it is in Italy of all places that the great 
Essayistic School is surviving, more triumphantly than at 
home, as a ubiquitous ‘variation’ and luxuriant extrapolation of 
connections, in the egregious examples of the impressive Mario 
Praz.5 

Arbasino puts his finger on the fact that Praz viewed English literary culture 
(and aestheticism, in particular) not so much as a body of works to study and 
explicate as an attractive exotic import. This habit of practising criticism as a 
series of ‘variations’ rather than as a mode of historical and emotional distance 
characterizes the entirety of Praz’s production, from the early journalism to the 
late biographical writings. 

literary Apprenticeship
Praz’s friendship with Lee started in the early spring of 1920, when the twenty-
four-year old Praz cycled up to her villa in the outskirts of Florence, Il Palmerino. 
They had been put in contact by the Irish poet Herbert Trench, then resident in 
Florence. Their epistolary exchange, which developed over the following years, 
can be reconstructed by putting together the letters from Lee that Praz printed 
in his autobiography, La casa della vita (1958; translated into English as The House 
of Life), and the unpublished letters from Praz to Lee housed in the archive of 
Somerville College, Oxford.6 It is clear that Lee, who was then already in her 
sixties and had plenty of experience in international publishing, took pleasure in 
mentoring the young Praz, promoting him among influential British contacts 
such as J. C. Squire, the editor of the London Mercury, who commissioned Praz to 
write a series of ‘Letters from Italy’ (written in Italian and translated in London 
on behalf of the publisher). Lee watched carefully over Praz’s first international 
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publishing venture, advising him on how to succeed in introducing contemporary 
Italian literature to an English public that was by and large unfamiliar with it: 
she warned him against the temptation to be ‘too exact’ (‘troppo esatto’) in his 
writing and to ‘instruct’ (‘istruire’) the reader; he should get rid of detail in order to 
concentrate on a broader ‘historical movement’ (‘movimento storico’) and on devising 
‘general themes’ (‘temi generali’), even at the risk of sounding far-fetched.7 Over 
the next two years, as he built up to his first trip to Britain in 1923, Lee would 
share with Praz not only her knowledge of English literature but also stylistic 
tips and her experience of mediating between the two countries. Decades later, 
in his collection Voce dietro la scena (1980) Praz would acknowledge the formative 
importance of their early exchanges, crediting his ‘conversations with Vernon Lee’ 
as his de facto ‘initiation’ to the essay genre.8 
 The House of Life reveals, and the letters corroborate, that the two immediately 
settled into a master-pupil relationship, which gradually, awkwardly shifted 
during Praz’s English years, when he first studied in London on a scholarship 
(between February and October 1923) and then worked as lecturer in Italian at 
Liverpool University, a post he held from 1924 to 1933. Lee had given him clear 
advice about English social etiquette (no flirting with servants, no upsetting hot-
water jugs placed outside one’s door in the morning), providing him with letters of 
introduction and a hand-drawn a map of the centre of London, where she marked 
the most important sights and sketched out the itinerary of a recommended ‘first 
expedition’.9 She had clearly prepared him for the difficulties of international 
travel and warned him about the bad weather and social inequality in England. 
However, contrary to her prognostications, Praz took to London immediately: in 
his first letter from Britain he dismissed her predictions as ‘unduly pessimistic’ 
(‘quanto mai pessimistiche’), describing his boarding house as an ‘enchanted castle’ 
(‘un castello incantato’) and noticing around him the signs of a general well-being 
that he thought was unmatched in Italy (‘qui c’è un benessere generale che in Italia 
non si sogna neanche’).10 His impressions of Liverpool were radically different: 
he felt alienated by the provincial atmosphere of the city, which deprived him of 
the aesthetic stimuli he so badly craved. His long, intimate letters to Lee record 
his growing restlessness and frustration, his sexual frustration even, which he 
confessed to her with surprising frankness. Lee, however, turned down Praz’s offer 
of intimacy, making him the object of a sadistic streak that was sadly familiar to 
many of her friends:
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May I tell you my dear boy that in the 3 years I have known you 
before you went to England I used sometimes to be bored by the 
feeling that the real you was not yet there, that you were all made 
up of literature. […] What gave me so much pleasure in our late 
conversations is that it seemed to me that prosperity had made 
you grow, that a real self, and an interesting, spontaneous self was 
emerging out of the pathetic little bundle of book-impressions 
which had hitherto been Mario Praz in my eyes. I daresay I was 
mistaken and that you were only shy of me before.11

She followed this unflattering diagnosis with some existential advice:

You ought to treat these (perhaps insipid) years as Lehrjahre, 
learning yourself and learning what the world can give you. 
Forgive my saying that it has always struck me that you suffer 
from the thinness of interests of purely literary persons unless they 
are creative geniuses. You probably have a latent capacity for the 
passionate curiosity in scientific matters of one sort or another 
which is, I think, quite as necessary to a healthy intellectual life 
as are aesthetic pleasures. And also passionate political interests. 
Be full of curiosities apart from literature; it will make literature 
seem what it ought to be, not a task, but a joy.12 

 Unsurprisingly, their friendship cooled down after this exchange. The self-
avowedly apolitical Praz never went on to moderate his pursuit of ‘aesthetic 
pleasures’, embracing scientific and social interests as Lee recommended he should 
do. To Lee, the young Praz was clearly bound on the same path towards an amoral 
and sterile cult of sensation for which she had attacked the English aesthetes of 
the 1880s. She therefore tried to distance him from those models, addressing to 
him the same ethical warnings about an excessive aestheticism that she had put 
forward in Miss Brown (1884) and Juvenilia (1887).
 Lee died in 1935. After their Florentine rendezvous came to an end and their 
correspondence petered out in the mid 1920s, Praz only saw her intermittently 
during his English years. In The House of Life, he describes the melancholy experience 
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of meeting Lee once or twice before her death, when deafness rendered her barely 
able to interact with other people. Immediately after her demise, however, Lee 
returned as a haunting presence in his critical and biographical writings. Praz’s 
first essay on Lee was a 1935 obituary that he wrote for the Italian journal Pan 
and that he almost obsessively reworked multiple times into later collections. It 
reappeared in Studi e svaghi inglesi and Il patto col serpente—the collection that was 
intended as a sequel to The Romantic Agony—where he devoted three short essays 
to Lee’s achievements. Migrating genres, the 1935 obituary also provided the basis 
for the extended auto/biographical portrait of Lee in The House of Life, where Praz 
enriched it further with her letters and his first impressions of England, as though 
to stress her role as his mentor and guide into the English literary world. Finally, 
the reworked essay on Lee took pride of place as the first item in Voce dietro la 
scena, where Praz arranged the most significant essays in his by-then vast canon 
to create a ‘personal anthology’ that sits halfway between critical collection and 
autobiography, blurring the boundary between the two. 

Hortus Conclusus
A constant of all Praz’s writings about Lee is his attempt to nail down the precise 
quality or flavour of her aestheticism. As we have already seen, this project has 
a self-reflexive or autobiographical dimension, most pronounced in The House 
of Life, as Praz investigates Lee’s tastes, aesthetic values, and critical practice in 
order to excavate the origins of his own. In the obituary article for Pan, he starts 
from Lee’s observation in Laurus Nobilis (1909) that Plato, Ruskin, and Pater 
all maintained that ‘aesthetic training’ must necessarily entail an ethical element; 
from there, he traces an apparent contradiction between her commitment to the 
aesthetic and her ‘disdain for the material possession of beautiful things’.13 Praz 
refuses to see this as a Decadent pose similar to those affected by D’Annunzio’s 
Daniele Glauro in The Flame of Life (Il fuoco, 1892), who claimed to prefer 
a musical silence to music itself, or to see more suggestive elements in a blank 
page than in one filled with writing. Lee’s ethical aestheticism should instead be 
understood as an offshoot of Tolstoyan radicalism or, more precisely, as ‘Calvinist 
stoicism revived by contact with the socialist currents of the fin de siècle’ (‘stoicismo 
calvinista ravvivato a contatto delle correnti socialiste della fine del secolo’).14 He 
puts forward a psychologizing reading of Lee’s aestheticism as a state of inner 
conflict, the ‘leisure’ (in English in the text) that was the necessary material 
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condition for her life of study and art appreciation being inextricably compounded 
with a feeling of shame for her social privilege.15 Despite her efforts to repress 
it, leisure in fact remains for Praz the keynote of her writings, and its full force 
becomes particularly visible in the foreign context of Italy, where Lee cuts the 
eccentric and somewhat anachronistic figure of the ‘inglese italianata’:

[T]he impression that emanates from her writings is irresistibly 
an impression of leisure, the image that we have left of her is 
one of a laide et gentile lady, dressed in a grey suit against which 
stands out a white quilted cravat skewered by a cameo, facetious 
and caustic in conversation in a setting that is as neat and fresh 
as her dress: flowers, casts of Greek sculptures, books, musical 
instruments, while through the window one can see the pallor 
of the olive trees, the brush-like shape of a cypress, the robust 
outline of a Tuscan hill: an aura of refined rusticity as in the villa 
of Marius the Epicurean, rusticity enough to ensure contact 
with the force of the elements, refinement enough to suggest 
the ivory tower and hortus conclusus.16 

 The allusion to Pater’s Marius the Epicurean (1885), the novel about a young 
man’s development in Antonine Rome, takes us back to Laurus Nobilis, where 
Lee had credited Pater as having been the first to point out ‘how the habit of 
aesthetic enjoyment makes the epicurean into an ascetic’; indeed, this was where 
Lee had extensively leant on a very individual reading of Pater in order to make 
the argument that ‘the commerce with beautiful things and beautiful thoughts 
tend[s] to develop in us that healthy kind of asceticism so requisite to every 
workable scheme of greater happiness for the individual and the plurality: self-
restraint […]’.17 This same feeling of restraint provides the dominant note for 
Praz’s biographical appreciation of Lee, harmonizing her aesthetic and ethical 
commitments. The highly visual passage, typical of Praz’s essayistic style, takes the 
reader from a description of Lee’s physical appearance focused on her dress, to the 
interior of her Italian home, to the Tuscan landscape that surrounds it, creating 
the impression of natural progression and sympathy between these elements, and 
between the past and the present, that marks Lee out as perfect mediator between 
England and Italy. This is a role that Praz clearly aspired to take over in the mid 
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twentieth century, even as he presented himself as the literary apprentice and 
guardian of Lee’s memory.
 The brief sketch of Lee’s Tuscan home in the 1935 obituary would be 
substantially enlarged in The House of Life. To the account of Lee’s austere attire, he 
added his impression of her way of addressing her servant, Antonio; to the Greek 
casts he added vases full of branches of myrtles and bay-leaves (perhaps a covert 
allusion to Laurus Nobilis), which made Lee’s house look like a temple, conjuring 
in his mind passages from Luke and Euripides. Most notably, Praz developed the 
allusions to Pater and the hortus conclusus in a passage that is worth citing in full: 

 
Many years later, when I read Walter Pater’s Marius the Epicurean, 
I recognised in Marius’s abode at Luni the ideal by which 
Vernon Lee had been inspired (like her neighbour Bernard 
Berenson and who knows how many other Anglo-Saxons) for 
the mise-en-scène of her delicious hermitage near Fiesole. The 
garden and the countryside were as if fused with one another 
since, as Pater said, ‘farm-life in Italy, including the culture of 
the olive and the vine, has a grace of its own, and might well 
contribute to the production of an ideal dignity of character, 
like that of nature itself in this gifted region. Vulgarity seemed 
impossible.’ As in Marius’s villa at Luni, so in Il Palmerino 
‘The graceful wildness which prevailed in garden and farm gave 
place to a singular nicety about the actual habitation, and a still 
more scrupulous sweetness and order reigned within. […]’ I was 
saying that when, later on, I read Pater’s pages I seemed to hold 
the key to that hortus conclusus that was Il Palmerino, and to 
understand the reason for its gentle air of mystery. One passage 
above all impressed me: ‘For poetic souls in old Italy felt, hardly 
less strongly than the English, the pleasures of winter, of the 
hearth, with the very dead warm in its generous heat, keeping 
the young myrtles in flower, though the hail is beating hard 
without’. 18

 For Praz, who constantly retouched his essays and reprinted them in new 
venues and combinations, revision was an essential part of the creative process: 
it belonged to the very fabric of the essay genre, bringing out its open-endedness 
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and resistance to semantic as well as temporal closure, revealing, in other words, its 
ability to generate new meanings and connections in the course of time. Moreover, 
for a writer who believed in the autobiographical potential of the essay genre, 
revising and reissuing a piece was a way of establishing the interplay between 
continuity and ‘variations’ (in Arbasino’s sense) and between the different stages 
of an individual’s life. In this specific case, the revision of his first impression of 
Lee’s home underscores the persistence of aestheticism in various phases of his 
work in the course of the twentieth century, as Praz re-enacted his original scene 
of encounter with the hortus conclusus of Il Palmerino, which is both a specific, 
embodied place and a distinctive literary sensibility that he associates with English 
aesthetic writers (in this case, Lee and Pater). As the description moves from 
obituary to autobiography, the focus on Lee softens, as she is more obviously used 
as a foil for Praz’s own subjectivity. It is telling that it is now Pater who dominates 
the passage as a ghostly presence in Lee’s house and writings and as a ‘key’ to 
her aestheticism. In fact, Praz’s use of Pater is a highly self-reflexive gesture, for 
between the first and second descriptions of Lee’s villa Praz had become the first 
Italian translator of Pater (his translation of Marius, anticipated here, would come 
out after The House of Life), so that the hortus conclusus of Il Palmerino holds a 
premonition of his literary destiny, which is only half-visible to his young self.  
 Delving deeper into Pater’s Marius the Epicurean helps us to tease out some 
of Praz’s allusions and intentions. For Praz’s quotations come from the second 
chapter, ‘White Nights’, named after Marius’s ancestral home, which in the 
novel symbolizes the desire for the past and, at the same time, the persistence 
of childhood memories within adult consciousness. Pater’s aim is to make 
nineteenth-century readers aware of the existence of a further-away past within 
any past (in other words, he is historicizing both the antiquity and the modernity 
of the second century ad); at the same time, he also wants to show that Italy, 
indeed any place, is a construct made up of a mixture of ‘real’ (or biographical) 
and artistic impressions, so that there can be no temporally or spatially ‘pure’ way 
of perceiving space. The latter suggestion comes out explicitly in the concluding 
lines of the chapter, in the form of a deliberately jarring anachronism, when Pater 
writes that ‘it was characteristic of [Marius] that he relished especially the grave, 
subdued, northern notes in all that—the charm of the French or English notes, 
as we might term them—in the luxuriant Italian landscape’.19 Writing long after 
Lee’s death, Praz, like Marius, travels back into an actual and literary past that 
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seems the more precious the more it has become irrecoverable. And, like Marius, 
he is especially sensitive to the ‘northern notes’ in the Italian landscape that Pater 
reveals to him via Lee (and the other way around). A house of life within The 
House of Life, or like one of the doll houses of which he writes earlier in the same 
chapter, Il Palmerino for Praz is reality perceived as a literary mise-en-scène. As 
such, Lee’s home microcosmically reveals one of the tenets of this book and of 
his writing more generally: that artificiality and the removal from reality elevate 
the aesthetic and ethical fabric of experience. As the reality of Il Palmerino is 
overwhelmed by literary quotation, the poignancy of its impressions is sharpened 
by its having been pre-scripted, Praz’s own originality as critic and writer asserting 
itself most powerfully in the very act of rewriting.

praz’s sense of Home
Praz took furniture and interior decoration extremely seriously, and he repeatedly 
attacked critics who regarded them as frivolous interests. In La filosofia 
dell ’arredamento (1945; translated into English as An Illustrated History of Interior 
Decoration: From Pompeii to Art Nouveau) he explained that the ‘love of home’ 
represented for him an important ethical distinction that he used to divide the 
world into two camps: ‘those who care for their home and those who do not 
care for it at all’ (‘uomini [sic] che tengono alla casa e uomini che non ci tengono 
affatto’).20 Needless to say, for him Lee clearly belonged to the former. The first 
version of La filosofia dell ’arredamento came out in 1945 and was inspired by a 
visit to the city of Viterbo just after the end of the war, when Praz witnessed the 
devastation caused by the bombardments: here and there, the collapsed exterior 
walls of the disembowelled houses afforded glimpses of bourgeois sitting-rooms 
now exposed to the elements, and kitchens with pots still resting on the stove 
in the midst of the general ruin. This sordid spectacle brought to his mind Max 
Ernst’s collages and surrealist painting. Praz does not talk about Lee in this book 
but, by implicit comparison, the serene austerity of Il Palmerino to which he 
returned several times in his post-war writings, represented the hope that the past 
would be able to survive in the present unravished by human violence; it defends 
aestheticism as a powerful and still valid alternative to the perverting vision of the 
twentieth-century avant-gardes.
 In the same treatise, Praz speaks of the domestic interior as ‘a museum of 
the soul, an archive of its experiences; in it, the soul rereads its own history, and is 
perpetually conscious of its self; the interior is its sound box where […] its strings 
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give out their authentic vibration’.21 These analogies provide the foundations 
for the autobiographical experiment in The House of Life, where Praz uses the 
spatial structure of his Roman apartment as a conceit of introspection and self-
revelation: he tells his life by taking the reader from room to room, and using the 
objects in each room (pieces of furniture, art objects, etc.) as jumping points for 
trains of association that reconstruct episodes of his past, recounting anecdotes, 
introducing friendships and acquaintances, etc. As ekphrastic descriptions shade 
into personal recollections and essayistic and autobiographical writing merge into 
one another, collecting becomes a metaphor for the curiosity and acts of desire 
that propel an individual’s life. In her exploration of how The House of Life looks 
back to Edmond de Goncourt’s Maison d’un artiste (1880), Laura Scuriatti has 
argued for the existence of a fundamental link between the act of writing and 
the ‘meaning-making mechanisms of collections’ in Praz.22 The Decadent models 
Praz knew so well were indeed fundamental in establishing this link. In La filosofia 
dell ’arredamento he cites J.-.K. Huysmans’s description of a game of mirrors in Des 
Esseintes’s house in À Rebours (1884) to suggest that the domestic environment 
becomes a stronghold of the soul, reflecting it from a variety of different angles 
and thus opening new perspectives on it.23 In The House of Life, as in À Rebours, 
the self is at the same time expressed and stifled by the objects that populate the 
interior, aesthetic materialism standing in the way not only of introspection but of 
a full articulation of the subject. 
 In The House of Life, Lee appears in the chapter devoted to the room of Praz’s 
daughter Lucia, in one of the many digressions that characterize that book. In this 
case, the description of a globe-shaped chandelier triggers a series of recollections 
about similar chandeliers in old apartments in Florence, which inspires Praz to 
think of the French critic Charles Du Bos, which in turn sets him thinking of 
Lee, who was the person that introduced him to Du Bos. The detailed portrait of 
Lee based on her letters and his first impressions of Il Palmerino is further layered 
with a series of English domestic interiors that Praz encountered on his first trip 
to London in the early 1920s. As anticipated, Lee had provided him with letters 
of introduction to various figures from the London literary world, complete with 
a gossipy key to its ‘dramatis personae’, including her friend Maurice Baring and 
Mrs Middleton, daughter of Marie Spartali Stillman, the last of whom, as Lee 
reminded Praz, had been ‘one of the Pre-Raphaelite beauties, and a close friend of 
Rossetti, Swinburne, Burne-Jones, Ruskin etc.’ (‘una delle bellezze preraffaellite, 
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molto amica di Rossetti, Swinburne, Burne-Jones, Ruskin, ecc.’).24  
 However, what should have been a memorable initiation into the authentic 
spaces of the literary and artistic circles that Praz only knew from his reading 
in Italy turns out to be a disappointment. In particular, he remembers a visit to 
the aged Stillman in her gloomy and empty London home on the Cromwell 
Road, full of pre-Raphaelite memorabilia (Lee had told him to look out for her 
private collection of paintings by Burne-Jones and Rossetti). Praz compares his 
arrival to the entry into a ‘hypogeum’, or cave, where the former pre-Raphaelite 
model appears to him like a faded queen Nefertiti — not so much a fragment of 
a disappeared world but a fallen vision of that world.25 Even the anecdotes about 
Rossetti and Swinburne that he learns from her at first hand, and which he repeats 
in detail with his characteristic relish for gossip, have something archaeological 
about them and are therefore transposed in a melancholy or minor key. The 
same feeling of disappointment pervades his account of an awkward ‘Morrisian 
symposium’ (‘cenacolo morrisiano’) held in a shabby and badly-heated room in 
the Hampshire Club.26 The evening is presided over by May Morris, William 
Morris’s daughter, whom Praz describes amusingly, if mercilessly, with her bad 
shoes, fake jewellery, and moustache; her green dress with red and black appliqué 
appears to him as being halfway between the costume of a Jewish priest and that 
of a Romanian farmer (‘un costume che sta tra quello dei sacerdoti ebrei e quello 
delle contadine rumene’).27 When Praz visits May Morris at home, his sense of 
estrangement intensifies even further: here she entertains her guests by singing 
out of tune, and the atmosphere strikes him as provincial, dominated everywhere 
by old people, ‘naïve’ people who are seduced by what comes across to him as ‘fake 
and old fashioned bric-a-brac’ (‘ninnoli falsi e antiquati’) that tricks them into 
thinking that they are ‘reliving the good old times of the Brotherhood’ (‘rivivere 
i bei tempi della Brotherhood’).28 The Pre-Raphaelite soirées in 1920s London, 
like Il Palmerino, are also a mise-en-scène of the artistic and literary culture of the 
late-Victorian years, but here the dominant note is one of nostalgia and kitsch; the 
result is that, in London, Praz perceives that past as ‘distant, tatty and ridiculous’ 
(‘lontano, frusto e buffo’)—irreconcilable, in short, with the present.29 This time his 
impressions of May Morris, in a series of photographs displayed on the landing, 
become so acerbic as to be nearly phobic: she appears as ‘a Jewess or a Roman 
woman from the lower classes, dark, curly-haired, olive-skinned, graceless’ or as ‘a 
savage from Papua New Guinea’.30 
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 Within the complex games of mirroring and irony that make up The House 
of Life, it is possible that Praz intends to set up both Marie Spartali Stillman 
and May Morris as unflattering doubles for Lee. Yet, although the three women 
stem from the same era and cultural milieu, Lee is also profoundly different 
from the other two. Where this difference is most clearly visible is precisely in Il 
Palmerino, which, by contrast with the London interiors, has managed to preserve 
aestheticism without turning it into an uncanny and grotesque re-enactment. 
Praz’s description of Lee’s house is completely devoid of the irony that he directs 
at May Morris’s London home: here, aestheticism has not been made shabby, 
artificial, or ridiculous by the passing of time. This continuity is paradoxically aided, 
rather than disrupted, by the translation of that culture from England to Italy: just 
as Italy had provided a source of inspiration for the Pre-Raphaelite and aesthetic 
avant-gardes, the authentic spirit and, as it were, the uses of those movements now 
survive in exile in Italy, where spatial and cultural distance prevents their influence 
from being debased into a form of kitsch revivalism.
 In The House of Life, this feeling is emphasized by Praz’s strategic choice 
of placing the correspondence with Lee just after a section dedicated to letters 
from the Italian critic Benedetto Croce, which, like Lee’s, are honest in showing 
the perceived weaknesses of Praz’s work. Croce and Lee are thus presented, and 
implicitly contrasted, as the two figures of authority that Praz recognizes as 
formative to his young self, before Praz famously chose to reject Croce, whose 
influence dominated Italian literary criticism for much of the twentieth century. 
Praz, in other words, encourages the reader to follow his example in seeing Lee’s 
aestheticism as an alternative path to Croce and his school, who insisted that 
the prime business of the critic should be to discriminate clearly between the 
value of different cultural forms and artefacts. Praz always refused to conform to 
Croce’s principles, opposing to them his interest in the decorative, marginal and 
the eccentric, and his belief in the cultural value of the minor and belated as being 
capable of revealing most clearly the truest essence of a school or movement. The 
Italianized English aestheticism that Praz encountered with Lee in the 1920s 
embodied precisely this power of belatedness. It was a culture in which Praz made 
himself at home not out of feelings of nostalgia and complacency, but as a gesture 
of resistance to the aesthetic and critical orthodoxies of the Italian mid-twentieth 
century.  
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Conference Report: ‘Curiosity and Desire in fin-de-
siècle Art and Literature’, William Andrews Clark 

Memorial Library, University of California, 
Los Angeles, 11–12 May 2018

C
uriosity and Desire in fin-de-siècle Art and Literature’ was a truly 
successful and cosmopolitan conference. It showcased over forty 
innovative academic papers in sixteen panels (eight parallel sessions) 

and served, in many significant ways, as an ambitious successor to the equally 
fruitful Walter Pater conference held at the Sorbonne Université four years ago. 
This two-day conference’s broader scope responded to some of the latest scholarly 
trends and developments informing Pater scholarship, including the International 
Walter Pater Society’s journal, Studies in Walter Pater and Aestheticism, recently 
rebranded from The Pater Newsletter. The ‘Curiosity and Desire’ conference emerged 
as a timely contribution to the expanding fields of aestheticism and Decadence, 
being generously co-sponsored by the IWPS, UCLA’s Clark Library, and UCLA’s 
Center for 17th- and 18th-Century Studies, and meticulously co-organized by 
Joseph Bristow (UCLA), Dennis Denisoff (Tulsa), Stefano Evangelista (Oxford), 
and Charlotte Ribeyrol (Paris-Sorbonne), for whose admirable work and 
combined effort we cannot thank them more. 
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The conference distinguished itself as the first collaborative attempt to 
uncover —and appreciate—the literary, artistic, scientific, and cultural importance 
of the uses and notions of ‘curiosity’ and ‘desire’ to the global context of 
aestheticism and Decadence, along with their historical and affective implications. 
The panels explored the conference theme in various ways. They were labelled 
as follows: ‘Curiosity and Character’, ‘Collecting, Illustrating, Collaborating’, 
‘Aesthetics, Activists, Amateurs’, ‘Book, Word, and Image’, ‘Global Aestheticism’, 
‘Arthur Machen, Ritual, and Decay’, ‘Embodied Curiosity’, ‘Poetics: Cognition, 
Intimacy, Temporality’, ‘Curiouser and Curiouser: Pater and Wilde’, ‘Strange and 
Sinful Natures’, ‘Aestheticism and Decadence Elsewhere’, ‘Spaces, Places, Desires’, 
‘Aesthetics, Adaptations, Transformations’, ‘Continental Aestheticism’, ‘Seeing, 
Touching, Feeling’, and ‘Spirituality, Metaphysics, Desire’. While the richness and 
diversity of the conference resists summary or generalization, it would be of some 
use to point out some notable thematic tendencies and interrelations that could be 
perceived between the papers.

Fin-de-siècle curiosity and desire were deeply, though not exclusively, 
inspired by Pater’s aestheticism, especially through his conceptualization of the 
words in Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873)—in particular ‘Leonardo 
da Vinci’ and ‘Conclusion’ (recycled from ‘Poems by William Morris’)—and his 
later writings, including ‘Romanticism’ (1876), where he writes:

It is the addition of strangeness to beauty, that constitutes the 
romantic character in art; and the desire of beauty being a 
fixed element in every artistic organisation, it is the addition of 
curiosity to this desire of beauty, that constitutes the romantic 
temper. Curiosity and the desire of beauty, have each their place 
in art, as in all true criticism.1

This notion of curiosity and desire had a lasting impact on later generations. 
Pater paved the way for the more explicitly Decadent rendering of curiosity by 
Arthur Symons in ‘The Decadent Movement in Literature’ (1893), where Symons 
identifies the elements of Decadence—and rebranded Paterian aestheticism/
romanticism—with ‘an intense self-consciousness, a restless curiosity in research, 
an over-subtilising refinement upon refinement, a spiritual and moral perversity 
[…] a new and beautiful and interesting disease’.2 
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Through the conference, the connection between fin-de-siècle curiosity, desire, 
and strangeness, or even grotesqueness was frequently foregrounded by speakers, 
such as Yvonne Ivory in her discussion of ‘the irresistibility of the grotesque’ and 
‘passion for the horrible’ with reference to Franz Schreker and Grete Wiesenthal’s 
1908 adaption of Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Birthday of the Infanta’.3 Strangeness 
was a keyword for a deeper understanding of fin-de-siècle poetic language and 
botanic imagination, too. Weaving and unweaving the complex intertextual 
thread between romantic and Victorian/fin-de-siècle poems on ‘strange flowers 
and sensitive plants’ along with their scientific implications, Catherine Maxwell 
offered a close comparative reading of Constance Naden’s 1887 sonnet ‘Poet 
and Botanist’. She analyzed the poem in parallel with Browning’s lyric ‘May 
and Death’ and Katharine Bradley’s poems on irises, cyclamens, and tiger-lilies, 
thereby nourishing the context of Pater’s endorsement of the senses, ‘strange dyes, 
strange flowers, and curious odours’.4

The conference placed the strongest emphasis on the material and visual 
aspect of curiosity and desire at the fin de siècle, which—inherently embodied 
in the nouns such as curiosities, curios, or curiosa—manifested in contemporary 
material, visual, consumer, and celebrity culture including the cultures of collecting. 
For instance, Giles Whiteley revealed, with these words’ etymology in mind, the 
positive and negative receptions of ‘curiomania’ and ‘fascination’ in late Victorian 
literary culture, suggesting their possible connection to the discourse of early 
psychoanalysis. Laurel Brake dealt with the clandestine nature of curiosity and 
desire in print culture by paying attention to the relation between the publication/
reception history of Oxford Characters (1896) and homophile intellectual 
networks shortly before and after the Wilde trials. The passion for material 
objects as curiosities informed Kenneth Daley’s analysis of the complex textual 
conditions that characterize Pater’s ‘Sir Thomas Browne’ (1886). By focusing on 
curiosity’s less popular (and, for Pater the philologist, familiar) meanings—such as 
carefulness, scrupulousness, accuracy, subtlety, nicety—Daley located Pater’s desire 
for words in the aesthetic critic’s careful and yet playful attempt to select past and 
contemporary discourses concerning Browne in his own writings. 

The fin-de-siècle obsession with embodied curiosity and desire was 
fundamentally transgressive. It throws into relief the perennial problem of 
communicability between the arts or different media as well as the more political 
aspects of cultural translatability between remote objects/subjects—people, 
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ideas, and places. The intimacy between text and image in fin-de-siècle art and 
literature, for example, was exemplified by Anna Maria Jones in her analysis of 
Arthur Rackham’s illustrations of A. C. Swinburne’s child poems in Springtide 
of Life, Xavier Giudicelli in his visual comparative reading of French translations 
of Wilde’s Ballad of Reading Gaol, and Rebecca N. Mitchell in her discussion of 
the fin-de-siècle reception of the Greek tale Daphnis and Chloe, which piqued the 
creativity of not only Charles Ricketts and Charles Shannon but also Oscar Wilde 
and Alfred Douglas. Similarly, as if rectifying the condition of music to which all art 
constantly aspires, artists and writers towards and after the fin de siècle frequently 
transgressed the realm of the written to cultivate multifaceted forms, a topic 
that several speakers explored. Michael Craske traced the performance history 
of Swinburne’s lyrics, showing how the poet’s Decadent songs were transformed 
into the actual music of desire. Kate Hext explored the relation between the novel 
and the film, analyzing the 1945 film adaptation of The Picture of Dorian Gray 
directed by Albert Lewin. She argued that its narrative form anticipated that of 
short detective fiction and that it elevated elements of the gothic and the queer 
into a proto-noir visual aesthetic abounding with curiosity and desire.

Negotiating the impact of curiosity and desire on fin-de-siècle art and 
literature can almost inevitably lead us to the field of cosmopolitanism, by 
providing important insights into the expanding geography of British aestheticism 
and Decadence, whether desired or detached, real or fictional. With attention to 
the intimacy between geographical exploration and sexual curiosity and desire, 
Giovanni Bassi offered a detailed analysis of Swinburne’s appropriation of mid-
nineteenth-century travel guides for his flowery depiction of the Isle of Sark 
in the neglected poem, ‘The Garden of Cymodoce’. By doing so, Bassi revealed 
how the poet combined his actual knowledge of the place with his own poetic 
vision. The imaginative correspondence between the self and the environment was 
further investigated by Elisa Bizzotto. She traced the afterlives of the fin-de-siècle 
house, where the aesthete’s lasting curiosity and desire are first generated—in the 
tradition of Pater’s ‘The Child in the House’ (1878)—to Giovanni Pascoli’s view 
of childhood home as a nest, Gabrielle D’Annunzio’s Child of Pleasure, Wilde’s 
Picture of Dorian Gray, Mario Praz’s House of Life, and Gaston Bachelard’s Poetics 
of Space. 

An elusive and polysemic word, ‘curiosity’ has been often identified with the 
desire for novelty, something which can function as a generator of modernity, 
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scientific experiments, invention, or innovation. In his timely discussion of Arthur 
Machen’s creative and journalistic writing, Alex Murray offered an alternative 
view of Decadence in the name of ‘Folk Decadence’, by focusing on Machen’s 
distance from Pater’s plea for ‘curiously testing new opinions and courting new 
impressions’.5 In his Decadent fiction, as Murray maintained, Machen explores 
‘the true danger of curiosity and desire’, setting his conservative celebration of the 
mysteries of folk traditions against the novel ideas of scientific curiosity, a symbol 
of modernity or over-rationalization.6 The limit of curiosity was also touched upon 
by Adam Lee at the end of the conference, when he pointed out that the meanings 
of the terms—curiosity and desire—in Pater’s writing diverged as the fin de siècle 
approached. Lee suggested that a possible reason for this shift might be found 
in Pater’s growing sympathy for religion (during the period when he was writing 
Gaston de Latour and Plato and Platonism), which had been formerly superseded by 
his more secular understanding of Arnoldian curiosity.

Before closing this brief report, it should be noted that the conference hosted 
the IWPS general meeting, which was held at the end of the first day and chaired 
by the organizers, where the attendees were given the opportunity to discuss some 
possible models for the future publication of Studies in Walter Pater and Aestheticism, 
followed by an update on the Oxford University Press edition of Pater’s complete 
works. Again, it is impossible, to my great regret, to summarize everything about 
this highly congenial and thought-provoking conference, made possible by many 
and enjoyed by all. In addition to this lasting intellectual felicity, the participants 
were also greeted by the special conference exhibition of fin-de-siècle association 
copies, rare manuscripts, and many beautiful artistic objects as authentic curiosities 
held in the Clark’s collections, which jointly illustrated the contexts of the 
conference papers. They included  Max Beerbohm’s fascinating caricature of Pater, 
the layout of Oxford Characters, Pater’s letters to Wilde, Ricketts’s statue named 
Silence, Ricketts and Shannon’s trial proofs for the Vale Press edition of Daphnis 
and Chloe, Ricketts’s costume designs for Arnold Bennett’s Judith (chosen for the 
design of the conference website), Wilde’s Picture of Dorian Gray with authorial 
corrections, an early draft of Wilde’s An Ideal Husband with heavy authorial 
revisions, Machen’s rare first editions, Wilde’s letter to Michael Field, George 
Egerton’s letter to John Lane regarding the Wilde trials, the Vale Press editions 
of John Gray and Michael Field, and many others. The exhibition was held in the 
brilliantly bibliophilic rooms of the Clark Library, facilitated with the assistance 
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of Philip Palmer, Head of Research at the Clark, Anna Chen, Clark Librarian, 
and others; the participants also benefited a great deal from the invaluable support 
of three UCLA graduate students (Andrea Acosta, Oriah Amit, and Crescent 
Rainwater) throughout the conference weekend, when our boundless curiosity 
and unquenchable desire for envisioned/embodied curiosities were stimulated 
inexpressibly.

Keio University
daichiishikawa@mac.com
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L e s l e y  H i g g i n s  a n d  D a v i d  L a t h a m

 ‘A special phase or quality of beauty’: On Editing 
The Collected Works of Walter Pater

T
he ten volumes of The Collected Works of Walter Pater have been 
designed to serve scholars as the definitive edition for at least as long 
as the unscholarly 1910 ‘Library Edition’ has served. Our first task 

as General Editors was also the most controversial: determining a copy-text for 
the project, a general policy as to which text should be the platform for each 
volume (the manuscript, the first serial publication, the first volume, the last 
edition or iteration overseen by Pater during his lifetime). Pater is among the 
most consummate wordsmiths of his Victorian era, a prose stylist who fussed like 
a poet over every choice of phrase, rhythm, and punctuation. As Gerald Monsman 
observes: ‘All of Pater’s writing is always on the way to some further stage of 
perfection; one never quite arrives at Pater’s final “fair copy”’.1 This attention to the 
process of composition without reaching a definitive product suggests that Pater 
would suit a Foucauldian approach to the text as an on-going social production, 
with the early editors of periodicals and the later generations of readers sharing as 
much as the author a responsibility for producing the text.    

Pater’s revisions, however, reveal none of the Sisyphean futility that would 
validate each iteration as being equal in merit; rather, they exemplify a patient author 
polishing his way towards a progressive end. From the start of his career, Pater 
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revealed his faith in craftsmanship. As he observed approvingly of Winckelmann, 
in his second published essay, ‘He remodel[led] his writings with constant renewal 
of insight’.2 The Collected Works edition provides a documentation of this process 
of composition. The textual apparatus enables readers to view the revisions for 
each different version of Pater’s texts: the occasional manuscript, the periodical 
essay, and the successive editions of his books. The collation of these revisions 
dispels the myth that Pater would shy away from controversy by suppressing his 
boldest expressions. Too much has been made of a cautious Pater withdrawing his 
controversial 1873 ‘Conclusion’ from the second edition of The Renaissance four 
years later, and not enough credit is given to the courageous Pater who restored it 
in the subsequent editions despite a threat to expose a scandal with a student that 
could have cost Pater his position at Oxford. 

The rumours about a fresher and bolder writer in his youth would lead one 
to expect that the periodical iterations and first book-editions might reveal a 
raw, rough style which the later Pater would refine into a mannered, contrived, 
overly controlled prose, with a less daring argument. We find nothing of the kind. 
The collation of textual variants shows that Pater’s revisions are refinements in 
precision and rhythm, refinements that can be considered improvements in terms 
of being more interesting and exciting as ideas and more rhythmical and striking 
in style. Often, he is revising little more than a comma to a colon, and hesitating 
whether or not to particularize the general ‘an’ to ‘the’. The exceptional revisions 
that may first trouble us, revisions that raise questions about Pater’s judgement, are 
those we learn the most from. 

In the fourth edition of the The Renaissance (1893), for example, his revision 
of the penultimate sentence of the ‘Conclusion’ (which he had restored in the 
third edition in 1888)—revising ‘art for art’s sake’ to ‘art for its own sake’—
initially looks less striking than the original, suggesting a cautious retreat from the 
crusading efforts of Théophile Gautier and Algernon Charles Swinburne, with 
whom Pater had been promoting the amorality of a decadent ‘art for art’s sake’ 
aesthetics. Yet, closer study of the context of the phrase reveals that the revision 
typifies Pater’s fastidious and altogether telescopic concern for the overall unity 
of his book, the penultimate sentence of his ‘Conclusion’ returning the reader to 
the similar phrasing of ‘for their own sake’ in the penultimate sentence of his 
‘Preface’. Moreover, Pater returns to embrace the ‘art for art’s sake’ phrase in 
his 1893 collection Plato and Platonism, published the same year as that fourth 
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edition of The Renaissance. Those who wish to argue that this fourth edition shows 
Pater cautiously cutting his ties from the decadent aesthetics of Swinburne must 
reconcile such a claim with Pater’s return to this clarion call for an ‘art for art’s 
sake’ principle twenty years later in a new controversial context, insisting on using 
the phrase to draw Plato into his own camp of relativism within the context 
of the heated debates over Plato scholarship among his colleagues at Oxford. 
Pater admires Plato not for his ethics but for his aesthetics, not for a process of 
philosophic enquiry that leads to a central truth but for the aesthetics of Plato’s 
style which, Pater maintains, ‘anticipates the modern notion that art as such 
has no end but its own perfection,—“art for art’s sake”’.3 Pater has no qualms 
about identifying Plato as an ally of the new reflexive paradigm that Pater was 
championing for art, a bold stand to take in the 1870s amid the ‘fleshly school of 
poetry’ controversy and an equally bold stand in the 1890s, one that risked riling 
his Oxford peers amid those on-going wars waged over Plato.4

Indeed, in stark contrast to the alleged image of a timid Pater suppressing 
and obscuring his ideas and expressions, his revisions often reveal him learning 
how to repeat himself in order to foreground more clearly his boldest motifs. His 
early review of the ‘Poems by William Morris’ identifies the literary grotesque as 
a signature characteristic of the new Pre-Raphaelite poetry: mixing the ‘mystic 
religion’ of Christianity with the ‘mystic passion’ of paganism, ‘the two threads of 
sentiment are here interwoven and contrasted […], confronted’, an incongruity 
epitomized in two of his most haunting examples: ‘the strange suggestion of a 
deliberate choice between Christ and a rival lover’; and ‘the continual suggestion 
[…] of […] the desire of beauty quickened by the sense of death’.5 From the 
first edition of The Renaissance in 1873 to its fourth edition twenty years later, we 
can see Pater further emphasizing the centrality of the grotesque—the jarring 
juxtaposition of such discomforting incongruities as the sexual and the sacred—
by refining and repeating words and phrases; in the fourth edition, he refers to 
these grotesques as ‘correspondences’: ‘Everywhere there is an unbroken system 
of correspondences’, with ‘grotesque emblems’ that overcome the boundaries of 
‘rigidly defined opposites’ through the ‘picturesque union of contrasts’, the ‘strange 
interfusion of sweetness and strength’, the ‘interfusion of the extremes of beauty 
and terror’.6 In the first edition, that first passage is expressed as ‘an unbroken 
system of analogies’, the different word (‘analogies’ rather than ‘correspondences’) 
thus failing to signal the continuity of his motif; ‘rigidly defined opposites’ does 
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not appear in the first edition, so that Pater initially missed the opportunity to 
introduce the grotesque motif early in his argument.

Always polishing and hence never finishing his perfectionist process of 
creating art, Pater may resist an editor’s effort to construct a definitive edition, 
but the consistent quality of his revisions gives us confidence in choosing the later 
Pater—his last overseen iteration—as the general rule for the project’s copy-text. 
Painstakingly, he revised his phrases, sentences, and paragraphs at all stages in 
the creative and publication process, frequently working towards a meta-narrative 
moment in which the work of editing creatively is highlighted. In the ever-
appreciative Winckelmann, Pater discerns a ‘novel power of refraction, selecting, 
transforming, recombining the images’ and ideas ‘according to the choice of [an] 
imaginative intellect’.7 In his novel set in Antonine Rome, Marius the Epicurean 
(1885), the narrator salutes ‘a wonderful tact of selection, exclusion, juxtaposition; 
begetting thereby a unique effect of freshness, a grave yet wholesome beauty’.8 In 
Plato and Platonism, he applauds Plato for producing texts that are ‘a palimpsest, 
a tapestry of which the actual threads have served before’.9 For Pater, editorial 
agency, intellectual will, and a sensuous sensibility were conjoined, rarely leaving 
us in doubt about the improvement.

Pater published six books in his lifetime: The Renaissance (four editions: 1873, 
1877, 1888, 1893), Marius the Epicurean: His Sensations and Ideas (three editions, 
two from 1885, and one from 1892), Imaginary Portraits (two editions: 1887 and 
1890), Appreciations, with an Essay on Style (two editions: 1889 and 1890), Plato 
and Platonism (1893), and a limited edition of An Imaginary Portrait: The Child in 
the House (1894). His contributions to the leading periodicals of the day—essays, 
reviews, revised lectures, short works of fiction—were substantial. After his death, 
friends Edmund Gosse and C.L. Shadwell arranged for four additional volumes 
to appear: Miscellaneous Studies: A Series of Essays (1895), Greek Studies: A Series 
of Essays (1895), Essays from ‘The Guardian’ (1896), and chapters from Gaston de 
Latour: An Unfinished Romance (1896). The Collected Works preserves the integrity 
of Pater’s arrangements for his writings, augments several of those volumes, and 
brings together, for the first time, all of his literary journalism and academic studies, 
his extant correspondence, and transcriptions of his manuscripts. Our collective 
editorial initiative has been designed, to paraphrase ‘The School of Giorgione’, to 
demonstrate that ‘the sensuous material’ of each Pater text ‘brings with it a special 
phase or quality of beauty’ matched only by intellectual and creative integrity.10
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The series will be launched in late autumn 2018 with the publication of 
volume 3, Imaginary Portraits, edited by Lene Østermark-Johansen, and volume 4, 
Gaston de Latour, edited by Gerald Monsman. The other volumes and their editors 
are volume 1, The Renaissance, Hilary Fraser; volume 2, Marius the Epicurean, Giles 
Whiteley; volume 5, Studies and Reviews, 1864–1889, Laurel Brake; volume 6, 
Appreciations, and Studies and Reviews, 1890–1894, Kenneth Daley; volume 7, 
Plato and Platonism; volume 8, Classical Studies, Matthew Potolsky; volume 9, 
Correspondence, Robert Seiler; and volume 10, Manuscripts, Joseph Bristow.
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Maxwell, Catherine. sCents anD sensiBiLity: perfuMe in viCtorian Literary 
CuLture. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. 384 pp. £30.00.

I
n this remarkable book, Catherine Maxwell discovers the 
presence of Walter Pater at the heart of an almost entirely 
neglected nineteenth-century cult. No previous critic has unveiled 

the mysterious world of Victorian perfume within the context of nineteenth-
century poetry and poetics. In reading nineteenth-century prose or poetry one 
occasionally registers references to smell, or aroma, or perfume, but Maxwell 
has joined these up into one complex web and shows that attitudes to scent and 
smell evolved, grew, faded away, changed, and modified during the course of the 
century. In Scents and Sensibility, she has not written a history of the perfume 
industry; she does not deal in any detail with the discoveries or the chemical 
innovations of the period. Instead her subject is the presence within nineteenth-
century texts of the metaphorical application of olfactory responses. Necessarily 
these have to be contextualized within the manufacturing processes and this she 
does with engaging clarity. The industry was, for most of this period, dominated 
by the French, but England made its own substantial contributions and these 
are carefully registered. The creation and exploitation of perfumes produced their 
own specialist texts, with their own wonderful argot. ‘Indole’, ‘civet’, ‘ambergris’, 
and ‘castoreum’, all resonate like the litany of an arcane ritual reminiscent of the 
medieval alchemist. But Maxwell’s interest, and her extraordinary discoveries do 
not lie here. She is anxious to trace the way in which the most neglected of the 
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human senses impinged upon imaginative literature and the place olfaction had 
in the wider cultural developments of the period. Havelock Ellis noticed in 1905 
how many literary writers had described the sense of smell ‘as, above all others, the 
sense of the imagination’ (p. 19), but until now the potential of this idea had lain 
dormant. The conventional view of the nineteenth-century world of smell is one 
of strong stenches: horse manure in the streets, rotting vegetables in the slums, and 
the dark and stinking clouds from satanic mills. But setting this aside, Maxwell 
has opened up new avenues into the life of scent and has discovered new patterns, 
networks, and interactions between natural perfumes, artificial scents, and words.
Perhaps, not surprisingly, the evolution of literary olfaction follows very closely that 
of aestheticism and decadence, and involves many of the same cast of characters.  
Keats and Shelley were both alive to the emotive power of scent. In ‘Ode to the 
Skylark’ for example, Shelley writes:

 Like a rose embowered
       In its own green leaves—
 By warm winds deflowered—                    
       Till the scent it gives
 Makes faint with too much sweet these heavy-winged thieves.

And though Keats tells the nightingale ‘I cannot see what flowers are at my feet, | 
Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs’, he goes on to enumerate the 
country smells that surround him in imagined, synaesthetic detail including ‘The 
coming musk-rose, full of dewy wine’. In the 1860s, romanticism was plundered 
for its olfactory experiences and infused with the strong palette of Baudelaire’s Les 
Fleurs du mal. Writing in 1861, Swinburne spoke of this poetry as having ‘a heavy 
heated temperature with dangerous hothouse scents in it’, which was picked up by 
Oscar Wilde when he described Mark André Raffalovich’s collection Tuberose and 
Meadowsweet as possessing ‘the heavy odours of the hothouse’ (p. 60). 

Since aestheticism was the cult of sensibility, it is perhaps not surprising 
that one of the senses it cultivated was smell. In the mid-century the critiques of 
judgment, the tests applied to fine art, poetry, even music, were often conditioned 
by moral or ethical considerations. As the grip of these imperatives intensified 
so the reaction grew. In this way the earlier tests for excellence were modified or 
in some cases disbanded to become more subjective and focus more precisely on 
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the sensibility of the perceiver. The attraction of an aesthetic of smell lay in the 
fact that it was difficult to apply to it any moral criteria, or any rules by which 
one smell could be judged to be intrinsically better than another. It was, like the 
new art, smell for smell’s sake. The twists and turns of the response to smell in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century were, as Catherine Maxwell so ably points 
out, complex, intricate, and even contradictory. For the Victorians the appreciation 
of scent was perceived as a dominantly female pleasure. In life and in fiction 
men who either appreciated, or worse, used scent, were suspiciously effeminate. 
Poetry offered greater possibilities for the male olfactif (that wonderful word for 
the ‘cultivated individual with a refined sense of smell’ (p. 4)), where the division 
in taste lay broadly between strong animalics such as musk and civet and light 
florals associated with feminine delicacy. Throughout the period these vied with 
one another both in life and in their literary representation, but their original 
prominence in verbal texts Maxwell traces to the work of Swinburne and Pater. 
And it is here that the extraordinary originality of this book lies.          
     Maxwell has noticed that while developing many of the ideas that gave rise 
to the Aesthetic movement, Swinburne’s ‘influential use of scented language and 
scented atmospheres in his poetry and prose can be seen as triggering an increased 
awareness of and attention to the pleasure and uses of perfume in those who 
followed after him’ (p. 85). Since there has never been a conceptually constructed 
aesthetic of smell, and since Swinburne never articulated anything amounting to 
an analysis of the use of perfumes in verbal texts, his influence was communicated 
half-consciously or even subliminally. It may have been ‘the lowest of the lower 
senses’ (p.  87), but Maxwell goes on to show how pervasive Swinburne’s influence 
was, and how profoundly instrumental he was in contributing to Pater’s ‘flair’. 
This property, Maxwell argues, was for Pater ‘a badge of honour that signals his 
sensibility and aesthetic credentials’ (p. 119). 
     The presence of perfumes and scents in Pater’s writing has never previously been 
systematically investigated so Maxwell begins this challenging forensic project by 
establishing Pater’s response to smell in the real world.  His taste in flower scents 
was slightly old-fashioned, she claims, in that he preferred the light, delicate scents 
of wild blooms rather than the heavier jonquil or gardenia. These literal scents find 
their way into the ‘exquisite perfume’ of the vine blossom in ‘A Study of Dionysus’ 
and the smell of the Oxford meadows in ‘Emerald Uthwart’. Among man-made 
perfumes Pater preferred light or airy odours but had no objection to powerful 
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animal derived scents such as musk and civet. But what is so fascinating is the way 
in which the literal transforms into the metaphorical, and the way in which—seen 
in a certain light—Pater can be observed as a ‘aromancer’, telling stories through 
the medium of scent. This he achieved through a broadening of the narrower, 
literal definitions of ‘smell’ and ‘scent’, extending them to encompass human 
character or psychology. A well-known description of the diaphanous character 
in the essay ‘Diaphaneitè’ suddenly, in the light of Maxwell’s special focus, springs 
into new meaning. ‘The presence of this nature,’ Pater writes, ‘is felt like a sweet 
aroma in early manhood. Afterwards, as the adulterated atmosphere of the world 
assimilates us to itself, the savour of it faints away’.  With characteristic Paterian 
punctiliousness and sensitivity to language, he invests the word ‘savour’ here with 
its two meanings as both taste and smell.
     Expanding the significance of scent as a way of defining something specific 
within human character, Pater frequently directs the olfactory organ to whole 
atmospheres—atmospheres that are generated by periods of culture, individuals, 
or works of art. The Renaissance, as Maxwell points out is ‘invariably sweet’. But 
there are different kinds of sweetness. Leonardo’s love of ‘the poisonous and exotic 
flowers of sentiment’ or the ‘strange flowers, and curious odours’ sought by the 
aspiring critic, derive, Maxwell suggests, from Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du mal via 
Swinburne, but the purer, lighter, classical ‘sweetness’ of Pico della Mirandola owes 
something to Arnold’s ‘sweetness and light’. 
     As Maxwell traces the literary trajectory of perfume, it becomes progressively 
disembodied and nebulous. Sometimes it suggests something about the soul of 
a writer, its ‘colour and mystic perfume’, at other times it represents the capacity 
of a writer to influence another through his ‘essence’. This blossoming, unfolding, 
slowly expanding meaning of perfume in Pater, Maxwell sums up in terms of 
the mysterious alchemy of creation. ‘Perfume’, she writes, ‘is a physical substance 
worn on the body, which can speak to the body of physical desire and pleasure, 
but it transforms the odour of corporeality into something elevated and refined. 
It can lift the mind to higher things and cross into the realm of the spirit, and 
once volatilized, it is an aura that influences mood and emotion and can indicate 
personality, intelligence, and soul’ (p. 129). The Renaissance, Pater claims, has its 
own perfume; ‘the odour of plucked grass and flowers’ feeds into the story of 
Aucassin and Nicolette, and Giorgione’s paintings are experienced as perfume. 
Critical writing is perfumed. In Charles Lamb’s writing, Pater finds ‘an aroma of 
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old English’, and Whetstone’s retelling of Shakespeare has ‘the fragrance of that 
admirable age of literature about it’. 
     Pater is, of course, not alone in employing scent in literary texts. Maxwell’s 
long and dense chapter on Swinburne demonstrates a different olfactory range 
and vocabulary, as does her account of the use of perfume in Pater’s and Wilde’s 
decadent supporters such as Arthur Symons and epigones such as John Addington 
Symonds, Lafcadio Hearn, and Edmund Gosse. But what emerges so strongly 
in Maxwell’s dizzying account of the metaphorical properties of perfumes and 
smells in Pater’s work is how, as she puts it, ‘imaginative influence, memory, and 
personal identity’ find expression through images of ‘flowers, air, atmosphere 
breath, inhalation, and inspiration’ (p. 6). The richness of Maxwell’s discovery is 
startling and convincing, and as her argument unfolds the centrality of perfume in 
Pater’s work is truly revealing. The emergence of literary perfumes follows almost 
exactly the trajectories of aestheticism and decadence. Like these literary currents 
the appreciation and experience of perfume stands outside the doxa. The focus of 
both is sensibility for sensibility’s sake.
     Pater (following Hegel) said that Winckelmann had ‘opened a new organ for 
the human spirit’. In a similar spirit, if on a smaller scale, Catherine Maxwell has 
opened a new organ, the olfactory organ. In her fresh and fragrant manner, and 
through her perceptive and authoritative scholarship, she has allowed us to sense 
the work of Pater and other members of the aesthetic movement in a new way. 

J. B. Bullen
Kellogg College, Oxford

barrie.bullen@kellogg.ox.ac.uk
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Helsinger, Elizabeth K. poetry anD the thought of song in  nineteenth-
Century Britain. Charlottesville and London: University of Virginia 
Press, 2015. xi + 238 pp. 14 ills. $45.00.

E
lizabeth K. Helsinger’s Poetry and the Thought of Song opens with 
a quotation from Swinburne’s ‘On the Cliffs’ (1880), a poem arguably 
not just his song but Sappho’s. Containing italicized fragments of the 

‘Hymn to Aphrodite’, it recalls how Sappho’s lyrics ‘struck’ Swinburne’s ‘whole soul 
through, | Pierced my keen spirit of sense with edge more keen’. Thus, he unites 
Sappho’s words with his own in a song of memory where past and future coalesce 
into a constant present. The word ‘song’ occurs fifty times in the poem, sparingly 
at first, but then more persistently as ‘On the Cliffs’ turns rhapsodic. While these 
multiplying repetitions suggest a union of poetic voices in song, they might also 
stand as a paradigm for nineteenth-century poetic performance of song, a practice 
which Helsinger convincingly surveys and explores.
     This eminently practical study is both timely and useful. Not only does its 
thesis develop out of the significant theoretical work on prosody of recent years 
(and in so doing, it helpfully summarizes these contributions), but it also adds 
substantially to the current critical re-evaluation of literature’s relationship with 
music and its historic and performative contexts. I say ‘practical’, as Helsinger’s 
theoretical basis expertly informs a series of perceptive close readings of various 
poems (and their relation to song) as well as interpretations of ‘musical’ paintings 
such as Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s The Tune of the Seven Towers (1857). She 
demonstrates the ubiquity of musical allusions in both form and content and their 
peculiar persistence in trying to be heard, but also corrects what she rightly notes 
—despite this persistence—as the ‘surprisingly little critical attention […] paid to 
the prominence of song in post-Romantic nineteenth-century poetry’ (p. 18). All 
too often, poets’ use—admittedly, sometimes over-use—of terms such as ‘harmony’ 
and ‘melody’ has been accepted as a symptom of what T. S. Eliot criticized as 
‘vagueness’ in Victorian poetics and criticism. However, Helsinger’s study makes a 
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definitive case for taking such uses at face value, and portrays nineteenth-century 
lyrical aspiration to song as going much further than the ‘merely metaphorical’, 
certainly well beyond that reductive reading of ‘limited lyric that modernism loved 
to hate’ (p. 7).

Her opening chapters suggest how, through sound textures and rhythmic 
patterns and their effects upon both performer and listener, poetry itself might 
be understood, through a sensory mimesis of movement, to express different, 
embodied ways of thinking, or what she calls ‘the forms, the semblance, or the 
feeling, of thought’ (p. 3). With this general theme, she goes on to look at the 
fictional performance of song within larger prose works, including neglected but 
sensuously rich works like Swinburne’s Lesbia Brandon. Such songs are said to 
evoke their ‘own space and time, differently shaped from that of the surrounding 
text’ (p. 62), preparing us ‘to listen and to hear difference’ and creating the 
possibility of ‘different powers of knowing’ (p. 47). Singing is also presented as an 
antidote to modernity, a therapeutic restorative from the disassociation, perhaps 
the dissonance of the modern world.

Helsinger then explores Hopkins’s advocacy of ‘figures of sound’ in poetry, 
alongside the figuration of silence by Christina Rossetti, whose poetry she 
convincingly defends against Ruskin’s charge as being full ‘of quaintnesses and 
offenses’ (p. 117), especially of a metrical nature. Here she develops her analysis 
by comparing Rossetti’s ‘A Christmas Carol’ with Gustav Holst’s famous musical 
setting ‘In the Bleak Midwinter’ (1906). While interesting, her methodology 
seems unclear. In comparing this much later musical setting with Rossetti’s 
original poem, how much does our memory of the music (or our internal ear) 
inform and direct our own performances of the original text? Consider ‘successful’ 
adaptations of other poems such as Hubert Parry’s overpowering 1916 version of 
Blake’s ‘Jerusalem’. Could not the same conclusions about Rossetti’s technique 
have been drawn without Holst’s music? How might another musical setting work 
with Rossetti’s text instead?

Yet, Helsinger’s comparative study does illustrate an otherwise tantalizing 
examination of Rossetti’s alternations of sound and silence within her irregular 
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metrics. Moreover, Helsinger’s use of musical adaptations also points towards the 
cumulative increase in musical settings of Victorian poets’ work in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century. Generally ignored by literary critics, such adaptations 
have significant implications for reception studies, especially as many readers’ first 
experience of Pre-Raphaelite poetry is likely to have come through these settings 
rather than the original printed text, just as Holst’s score continues to introduce 
readers to Rossetti’s poem.

The next four chapters continue the interdisciplinary theme, focussing on 
particular poets starting with Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Musical studies of his work 
and the work of other male Victorian poets have undoubtedly suffered because 
of claims curiously levelled against them of an indifference to music, or even in 
the case of Swinburne, tone deafness. Interestingly, such claims are made by other 
men, and perhaps have less to do with fact and more with a male nervousness 
around the idea of musical listening and performance, a need to set the record 
‘straight’ when musicality is discussed. While not tackling this point directly, 
Helsinger provides a much-needed corrective by surveying the constant references 
to music in DGR’s poetry and painting and speculating how he might have used 
them to shape his own artistic practice. She concludes with insightful analyses 
of his ‘Willowwood’ sonnets and ‘The Monochord’, which suggest the listener 
feeling his way through vibrations of sound towards the conceptual.

Helsinger then returns to the work of Christina Rossetti and Emily Brontë 
to discuss how these poets’ songs explore the experience of time. Here Brontë’s 
‘peculiar music’ is described as becoming an ‘alien power’, which makes a listener 
or reader feel ‘within the constrictions of metrical rhythm and rhyme […] the pull 
of stronger rhythms [… or an] imagined “principle of life”’ (p. 135). The earthier 
rhythms within William Morris’s political poetry are also analyzed, demonstrating 
how song might have informed his later work. Again, Helsinger’s interdisciplinary 
research, refuting the standard claim that Morris abandoned ‘lyric for prose’, 
significantly expands the current view.

The final chapter concerns Swinburne and ‘visible’ song, an idea explored in 
an engaging reading of ‘Sapphics’, a poem in which song is ‘shapen’, ‘clothed’, and 
‘made of perfect sound’. This reading is developed through Walter Pater’s notion of 
poetry approaching the ‘condition of music’, and Helsinger finds a correspondence 
in Swinburne’s patterning of rhythm, where Pater’s ‘sensuous motion’ is linked to 
Swinburne’s ‘pulse’ of life (p. 169). She is particularly interested by the phrases 
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and figures that interrupt or create tensions within established rhythms, as well as 
in Swinburne’s prolonged repetitions, where she highlights the creation of much 
larger waves of sound over entire works.

However, there is a tension here between the idea of song and that of music 
(indicated by Pater’s famous phrase), which could apply to the book’s preceding 
chapters too. Some of Helsinger’s analysis of Swinburne perhaps inadvertently 
reaches outside of her thesis. Quoting and making much of his description of 
Emily Brontë’s ‘symphonies and antiphonies of regular word-music’, we are 
told that in Swinburne’s own ‘careful rhythmic symphonies and antiphonies’ he 
embraces ‘an understanding of verse rhythm and melody that goes far beyond 
what is captured by ordinary scansion’ (pp. 168–69). Words like ‘symphonies and 
antiphonies’, ‘melody’ and ‘harmony’ extend beyond ‘song’ to more expansive areas 
of musical production and composition. Swinburne’s vocabulary hints at the 
contemporary musical context. ‘Symphonies’ begs questions about wordless or 
‘pure’ music as opposed to Wagnerian ‘programme music’ (an aesthetic that much 
of Swinburne’s poetry appears to play with), while ‘antiphonies’ suggests High 
Church aesthetics. In Swinburne’s poems and criticism—and that of Rossetti too, 
given close friends such as the musicologist Francis Hueffer—can be heard echoes 
of Victorian, indeed European, debates over the limits of music and music’s effects 
on lyrics. While Swinburne’s declarations of song and his fascination with both its 
history and its bodily ‘presence’ is clear, one wonders whether his and other poets’ 
work exceeds the bounds of ‘song’, through orchestral resonance and choral tides. 
Examining the musical context of the nineteenth century alongside this exciting 
study might then reveal even greater riches indeed. 

Michael Craske
Queen Mary 

University of London
m.j.craske@qmul.ac.uk
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Morgan, Benjamin. the outwarD MinD: MateriaList aesthtiCs in viCtorian 
sCienCe anD Literature. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017. 373 
pp. £26.50. 

W
hat happens to our minds and bodies when we look at a Greek 
vase? This is an empirical question that greatly occupied the Victorian 
scientific mind, but that has been broadly neglected in critical 

accounts of British aestheticism. Benjamin Morgan’s The Outward Mind provides 
the first comprehensive account of the complex interactions between Victorian 
science and literature through which aesthetic experience came to be understood 
in embodied terms. It offers important new readings of works by Walter Pater, 
William Morris, Vernon Lee, and Oscar Wilde, illuminating the surprising ways 
in which these authors respond to, challenge, and re-conceptualize scientific 
accounts of the body and its relation to art, consciousness, and the material world.  

Morgan takes as his starting point the work in the 1850s of the Edinburgh 
Aesthetic Club, a collective of designers, scientists, and intellectuals who sought 
to articulate a universal scientific theory of embodied aesthetic response. What 
united such writers was a conceptualization of aesthetic response that is predicated 
upon an ‘ambient effect on the body’, rather than the product of active ‘thoughtful 
contemplation’ (p. 85).  Setting such an anti-historicist and transcendental theory 
of the aesthetic in opposition to John Ruskin’s socially and historically contingent 
model, Morgan convincingly argues that the Edinburgh Aesthetic Club implicitly 
embraces those values of Victorian industrialism and utilitarianism against which 
Ruskin protests. These works draw surprising conclusions about the body: David 
Ramsay Hay’s rigidly rule-based model of aesthetic response presents the body 
not as a ‘scandalous site of sensation’, but rather ‘a source of lawful regularity 
and symmetry’ (p. 58). In its focus on modes of embodied cognition, such work 
influenced thinkers such as William Carpenter, John Addington Symonds Snr., 
and Thomas Laycock, who sought to explore modes of ‘unconscious cerebration’. 
The aesthetic encounter, they found, provided a valuable test case for wider 
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questions about modes of mental activity that seemed to arise not from the 
conscious mind, but from the sensate body. 

The affective and neurophysiological nature of aesthetic experience is 
similarly the focus of works by Grant Allen, Alexander Bain, and Herbert Spencer. 
Morgan presents a compelling case for the ways in which such writers not only 
physicalized aesthetic response, but also saw it re-scaled in terms of the deep time 
of evolutionary adaptation. Particularly impressive is Morgan’s reading of Pater’s 
aesthetic strategies in Studies in the History of the Renaissance in the light of Allen’s 
physiological aesthetics. Both Pater’s and Allen’s models of aesthetic response, 
Morgan argues, are underpinned by a focus on isolating and disaggregating 
discrete elements of physicalized sense experience. Significantly, both present the 
sensuous immediacy of such experience as placing the subject in closer relation 
with aspects of the historical past. Aestheticism’s broader fascination with modes 
of trans-historical sensuous connection emerges here as in dialogue with scientific 
theories of aesthetic response in which the historicity of aesthetic experience is 
re-conceptualized in evolutionary terms. Situating the aesthetic encounter in 
evolutionary scales of time, Morgan suggests, presents a challenge to humanistic 
claims of the aesthetic as a ‘higher or distinctively human mode of conscious 
reflection’ (p. 124), and might foreground the capacity of the aesthetic to ‘valorize 
the animal qualities of human life rather than to offer an escape from them’ (p. 
125). 

The division between the human and the non-human is similarly challenged 
by modes of aesthetic experience that endow material objects with forms of 
consciousness. Drawing upon a diverse range of writings by John Tyndall, G. H. 
Lewes, William Clifford, and Constance Naden, Morgan traces the varieties of 
ways in which ‘matter itself bears qualities of mind’ (p. 147) in Victorian scientific 
and literary texts. Such an insight proves a profitable way of understanding the 
relationship between bodies and minds, objects and environments in Pater’s 
Imaginary Portraits and Marius the Epicurean. In his reading of ‘The Child in 
the House’, for example, Morgan charts a process of aesthetic self-development 
that refuses the dualist split between the self and the surrounding world. Pater’s 
Florian sustains a dynamic ‘sympathetic link’ between himself and ‘actual feeling, 
living objects’ (p. 153). Morgan’s analysis is equally accomplished when it ranges 
beyond standard examples in aestheticism to consider the implications of such a 
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model of ‘enminded matter’ for readings of Victorian sensation fiction. Here, the 
‘strangely autonomous body parts’ (p. 142) that populate works such as Wilkie 
Collins’s The Woman in White and Ellen Wood’s East Lynne stand as exemplars of 
matter imbued with an uncanny consciousness. 

In drawing attention to those qualities of consciousness afforded to non-
human objects, Morgan argues for a re-evaluation of the charges of anti-social 
solipsism frequently levelled against Pater’s aestheticism. Pater’s Marius, he 
suggests, expresses an ‘ethics of care that extends beyond the human’ to encompass 
a social world of things. Morgan skilfully describes the ‘system of forces’ that 
underpins this social world by setting it alongside a discussion of George Eliot’s 
metaphor of the ‘web’ (p. 170). That he does so by offering a stimulating reading 
of one of Eliot’s most obscure works—the poem ‘A College Breakfast-Party’—
attests more generally to the impressive breadth of sources with which The 
Outward Mind engages. 

Morgan’s work will also be of particular interest to those working in Victorian 
aestheticism because of the new perspectives it offers on the works of William 
Morris. Deft readings of some of Morris’s more neglected works—such as ‘The 
Ideal Book’ (1893)—draw attention to the political significance of certain ‘somatic 
practices’ that underpin the engagement of the body with the materiality of 
aesthetic objects: the idling mind as it wanders over the surface of a printed text, 
or the intense concentration required when manually copying the precise design 
of specific typefaces. Somatic experience is also brought to the fore in readings 
of Morris’s early prose romances. In these texts, the process of aesthetic creation 
affords to mental states most commonly associated with subjective interiority 
—such as dreaming and reverie—a power to evoke a sense of shared material 
corporality between artist and the objects they create. 

Morgan’s final section turns to the idea of empathy (or Einfühlung), first 
popularized in English in the works of Vernon Lee. Empathy is perhaps best 
understood as a process through which aesthetic form is constituted through an 
observer’s ‘projection’ of themselves into an external object. Morgan’s approach is 
innovative in exploring the specific implications of theories of empathy for the 
development of early twentieth-century literary criticism, and for the discipline 
of literary criticism as practised today. Morgan places Lee’s somatically-attentive 
literary criticism, collected in The Handling of Words (1923), alongside the formalism 
of I. A. Richards’s Principles of Literary Criticism (1924). The disciplinary identity 
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of modern Anglo-American literary criticism, he suggests, emerges partially 
through the rejection of embodied forms of aesthetic response. Yet Lee’s criticism 
complicates a clear-cut opposition between the individuality of bodily sensation 
on the one hand and the universality of rational, deliberative New Criticism on the 
other. Lee maintains a simultaneous commitment both to the ‘feeling of reading’ 
and to the practice of interpretation. In this respect, her approach might allow 
us to think more carefully about ‘what is left unimagined by positivisms of the 
present’ (p. 252), steering a path somewhere between phenomenological accounts 
of reading and the statistical analysis of literary texts. 

Morgan’s account is impressive not just for the breadth and depth of its 
historical enquiry, but also for the sophisticated manner in which it brings its 
arguments to bear on a wide variety of contemporary theoretical issues. The 
Outward Mind engages with recent work in affect studies, post-humanism, ‘Thing 
Theory’, and cognitive literary studies in a manner that both illuminates Victorian 
literature and science and raises pertinent questions about the disciplinary 
relationship between the arts and sciences today. His work will encourage scholars 
of British aestheticism to look beyond familiar philosophical writings to engage 
with a wider range of discourses, from texts on interior design and art history, 
to scientific tracts on human physiology and evolutionary biology. In doing so, 
it offers a revelatory account of the complex ways in which Victorian culture 
understands the dynamic entanglement of human bodies, aesthetic objects, and 
their shared materiality.  

Fraser Riddell
 Trinity College Oxford

fraser.riddell@ell.ox.ac.uk
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Symons, Arthur. seLeCteD earLy poeMs, Ed. Jane Desmarais and Chris 
Baldick. Jewelled Tortoise Volume 3. Cambridge: Modern Humanities 
Research Association, 2017. 216 pp. £21.99 (hbk); £10.99 (pbk).

T
he greatest compliment that can be paid to a dead author is to 
ensure that there are proper editions of their work readily available in 
print. In this respect alone the MHRA ‘Jewelled Tortoise’ series has 

done Arthur Symons proud. These are first-rate examples of the editor’s art, being 
expert, convenient, and thorough. Indeed, although strictly speaking accurate, the 
title of Selected Early Poems undersells the volume’s range and originality since 
it includes a selection from Days and Nights (1889), both editions of Silhouettes 
(1892, 1896), and London Nights (1895, 1897), together with selections from 
Amoris Victima (1897), Images of Good and Evil (1900), Knave of Hearts (1913), 
and a generous offering of ‘prose pieces and critical responses’. 

Nevertheless, the editors, Jane Desmarais and Chris Baldick, remain cautious 
in their overall sense of Symons’s career. They open their introduction with a 
conventional tribute: Symons ‘occupies a minor but secure place in literary history 
as a promoter and interpreter for the English-speaking world of successive French 
literary artistic developments’. This is essentially the same claim as made by  
T. S. Eliot and W. B. Yeats and renewed by Frank Kermode in his Romantic Image 
of 1957. Finally, after some twenty-six pages of close argument, notable for its 
mastery of prosody and the attention paid to verse forms, they conclude ‘Symons 
can be rediscovered as a minor poet who is—as certain minor poets can be, within 
their variously circumscribed talents—still a classic’ (p. 26).  

While Symons may remain in their view ‘minor’, Desmarais and Baldick 
oblige us fundamentally to reconsider the Symons we thought we knew—and 
it’s been some time since anyone else has managed that. At the heart of their 
introduction lies a fascinatingly revisionist approach to Symons’s development 
and achievements as a poet. Put briefly, they argue that, with his two most 
important volumes Silhouettes and London Nights, Symons achieved a unique and 
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pioneering poetry that was truly ‘impressionist’ in its liberation from ‘burdens 
of circumstance, history, or “character”’ (pp. 8–9).  In poems such as ‘Pastel’ and 
‘Maquillage’, ‘not only rhetoric but discursive coherence itself now gives way to 
a rapid registration of pure images that are—in the device known as asyndeton 
—left unlinked even by conjunctions’. This might still seem quite familiar were 
it not that the ‘imagistic’ technique is here explicitly set against the established 
view that Symons was primarily a poet of urban ‘decadence’ and sexual torment. 
According to these editors, it’s only later, after the ending of his life-changing 
relationship with a woman called ‘Lydia’ in the later 90s, that the ‘gynophobic 
nightmares’ (p. 20), associated with the femme fatale, took over and that the poet 
began, retrospectively, to paint the past in lurid colours.

So intent are these editors in making their formalist case that they are prepared 
to take on previous but largely unnamed critics in unusually forceful terms: ‘Within 
a certain recent tradition of academic salaciousness, we are encouraged to find 
femmes fatales in writings that we broadly classify as Decadent; and we may take a 
smug delight in unmasking the supposed “anxieties” of late-Victorian males more 
generally ’ (p. 19). Their new readings may be satisfyingly in accord with an even 
more recent understanding of the varieties of heterosexual conduct available in 
the nineteenth century, but one might still query the suddenness of this apparent 
change. A kind of Damascene conversion in reverse? Or was it rather that Symons 
had always submitted to artistic influences that appealed to a temperament beset 
by powerful and complex desires. It’s clear from at least one poem in Days and 
Nights that he had, in fact, long been taken by the figure of the femme fatale. ‘The 
Temptation of Saint Anthony’, inspired by the pornographic illustrator Félicien 
Rops, features a crucified female, ‘limbs pendent, in libidinous mockery’ (p. 35). In 
‘Venus of Melos’, from the same volume, the goddess ‘smilest on man’s busy pain, 
and his small dust of memory’ (p. 41). An 1892 poem, ‘Riding in an Omnibus’ 
finds the poet sitting alongside what the editors are prepared to describe as an 
‘unknown and obviously harmless woman’ (p. 19), imposing upon her the fantastic 
features of Walter Pater’s Mona Lisa: ‘your smile is like a treachery, | A treachery 
adorable’ (p. 51). 

In his particularly insightful introduction to ‘Esther Kahn’, the story of a 
Jewish actress that Symons included in his Spiritual Adventures (1905), Nicholas 
Freeman remarks upon the author’s  ‘tendency to use artistic analogues as the 
touchstones of individual perception’ (p. 141). He continues: ‘Rather than 
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experience being the enemy of art, and its opposite pole, as is the case in Wilde, 
Symons makes art capable of absorbing and then distilling genuine emotion into 
altogether more intoxicating spirit’ (p. 141). This is surely relevant to much of 
Symons’s work: he’s literary, ‘inter-textual’ even, precisely because literature makes 
visible susceptibilities already present within him. As a critic he enthuses about the 
writing of others—whether Pater, Verlaine, Mallarmé or Maeterlinck—because 
he can co-opt their precedent as a means to self-expression. 

Freeman’s edition of Spiritual Adventures includes, in addition to the contents 
of the 1905 volume, seven ‘early stories and essays’ which help us to understand the 
development of a distinctly modern attitude to narrative.  Symons, says Freeman, 
was deeply influenced by the Paterian short fictions which offered a ‘study of a soul, 
or rather of a consciousness’ (cited p. 1), and which were collected in Imaginary 
Portraits (1887). This made him a proto-modernist—the intellectual coeval of 
Marcel Proust and Henry James.  At the same time Freeman’s remarkably well-
informed notes provide what amounts to a gazetteer of the contemporary fin de 
siècle, the external world of music-halls, of ballet girls, and of prostitution, the last 
evoked with unusual Zolaesque frankness in two pieces of highly fictionalized 
autobiography devoted to a ex girl-friend here called ‘Lucy Newsome’. 

That we are still unresolved about how to account for Symons’s preoccupation 
with sex became clear during the Symposium devoted to his early years held 
at Goldsmiths, University of London, in July 2017. In her persuasive keynote 
address Marion Thain proposed that we should think in terms of ‘cognitive erotics’ 
or ‘decadent somatics’; by applying phenomenological ideas which recognize 
that the world is primarily known through bodily sensations, it might become 
possible to view Symons’s sexual lyrics as symptoms of new theories of mind. 
Yet, experience for Symons was always simultaneously literary as well as physical. 
In his Autobiographies Yeats wrote that ‘Arthur Symons, more than any man I 
have ever known, could slip as it were into the mind of another’. The exchange 
went in both directions; other minds, especially creative minds, led him deeper 
into himself.  Either way, it’s clearly no longer enough to think of him, in Lionel 
Johnson’s words, as simply basking in ‘an ecstasy of shame’.

John Stokes
                                                                                                    King’s College London

john.a.stokes@kcl.ac.uk
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